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Editorial – Nursing: Traditions, Ruptures and
Specialisations
Susanne Kreutzer, Karen Nolte
What does a suitcase with glass objects and a strange apparatus have to do with nursing
history? The photo for the third issue of the European Journal for Nursing History and Ethics,
illustrates a new section in our journal. Under ‘Lost & Found’, objects, texts, pictures or other
material remains (e. g. vaccination certificates) relevant to nursing history can be presented
and scientifically analysed. The objects in this issue originated in the context of outpatient
care. Sabine Schlegelmilch traces the history of a suitcase containing cupping glasses and a
high-frequency electrotherapy device (known as a ‘violet ray’) that was passed down from
generation to generation in a family – from mother as midwife to daughter as nurse. The
precise analysis of the history of the object shows that the practices of nurses and midwives,
but also of other, non-medical, healers were by no means clearly demarcated from one
another. Heike Krause sheds light on the ‘Charlottenschrank’, which was commonly to be found
in southwestern Germany. This was a cabinet that was usually placed in parsonages and
contained various nursing utensils, which were lent to the local population. It was intended to
help improve nursing care for the population, especially in communities that could not afford
a parish nurse.
The articles for the main section of the issue are based on contributions from the International
Conference on the History of Nursing organised by the Italian Nurses' Association/Nursing
History Group in Florence, Italy, February 13–15, 2020. Selected other contributions have been
added. Due to the very broad range of topics covered at the conference, this issue does not
follow the usual organisation into themed and open sections.
Alison Fell and Claire Chatterton turn their attention to nursing in the First World War. Fell
examines the ethical dilemmas that arose from the care of prisoners of war. How did
nationalist images and narratives address the relationship between nurses and ‘enemy’
patients, and how did trained and volunteer nurses process their experiences in diaries,
letters, and memoirs? The care of soldiers with facial injuries at Queen's Hospital, Sidcup, the
major centre for maxillo-facial and plastic surgery in the UK, is the focus of Chatterton's article.
She highlights both the specific nursing care practices with their ethical dilemmas and the
contribution of nurses to the development of the new specialty. Sue Hawkins also looks at
specialisations in nursing, specifically the beginnings of paediatric nursing in England. She
examines the work of Dr Charles West and Lady Superintendent Catherine Wood at the first
inpatient hospital for sick children in England, the Great Ormond Street Hospital for Sick
Children. West and Wood laid the groundwork for the development of a new kind of nurse
specifically trained to care for sick children.
Sioban Nelson and Fruzsina Müller turn to confessional nursing traditions with very different
approaches. Nelson shows once again how fruitful a material culture perspective is for nursing
history. Using the example of 19th-century amateur portraits of the first patron saint of
nursing, Fabiola, she demonstrates both the longevity and political utility of idealised female
piety. Fabiola's immense popularity in 19th-century fiction and visual culture simultaneously
showed women a way to engage with the world as nurses and to live respected lives. While
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Nelson deals with the cultural impact of a Catholic ideal for women in the 19th century, Müller
turns to the hitherto little-noticed history of Protestant deaconesses in the German
Democratic Republic, using the Leipzig Deaconess House as an example. On the one hand,
she sheds light on the labour law status of deaconesses in a socialist country, and on the other
hand, she asks how the declining number of deaconesses in nursing and the community was
dealt with.
We thank Anna La Torre, Cecilia Sironi and the Italian Nurses’ Association/Nursing History
Group for organising the conference and for the good collaboration.
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Nursing the Enemy in the First World War
Alison S. Fell
Abstract
This article explores the ethical dilemmas posed by the experience of nursing enemy or prisoner-of-war
(POW) patients during the First World War. It asks two key questions. First, what was at stake in the
evocation of the relationship between the female nurse and the enemy patient in nationalist images and
narratives designed to justify a nation’s conduct in the war and to demonize the enemy? Second, how did
both trained and volunteer nurses evoke the experience of nursing such patients in their diaries, letters and
memoirs? It concludes that these writings reveal contradictory attitudes. Some nurses emphasized their
role as ‘neutrals’, underscoring the importance of impartiality in their medical work in line with the
transnational humanitarianism embodied in the symbol of the Red Cross. Others reproduced nationalist
and xenophobic stereotypes. Such nurses presented the nursing of enemy patients as incompatible with
their patriotic duty and therefore as less deserving – or, in some cases, as undeserving – of their care.
Keywords: nurse, nursing, First World War, enemy, prisoner-of-war, patient

1 Introduction
The relationship between medical personnel and enemy and/or prisoner-of-war patients
was a source of debate, fascination and ethical dilemmas during the First World War. This
article does not seek to evaluate the medical care of enemy patients during the war more
broadly. In the case of POWs this medical care varied not only on different fronts and for
patients of different nationalities, but also according to the different contexts in which the
treatment took place.1 Instead, this article focuses on the relationship between the female
nurse and the enemy patient in temporary and base hospitals. Although some scholars
have touched on this relationship, studies have tended to be limited to national contexts,
rather than considering the ethical implications of the nurse-enemy patient relationship
from a transnational perspective.2
This article therefore breaks new ground by comparing and contrasting a broad range of
examples of women who nursed for both the Allies and the Central Powers. It does so with
two main objectives in mind. First, it asks what was at stake in the evocation of the
relationship between the female nurse and the POW patient in nationalist images and
narratives designed to justify a nation’s conduct in the war and to demonize the enemy.
Second, it explores the tensions at play in the attitudes that trained and volunteer nurses
themselves had in relation to caring for enemy patients, drawing on their personal writings.
Evidence from nurses’ letters, diaries and published and unpublished memoirs reveals that
responses not only varied among nurses according to their attitudes towards their wartime
role, but also that they evolved during the war. Proximity to young, vulnerable men tended
1

2

Death rates varied considerably, depending on the standard of care and sanitation in POW camps and
hospitals; there were typhus outbreaks in 1915 in camps in Russia, Austria Hungary and Germany, for
example. For studies of the treatment of POWs in captivity see Jones 2011; Panayi 2012; Wilkinson 2017.
For other discussions of the relationship between First World War nurses and enemy/POW patients see
Alterio 2013; Butler 2013; Carden Coyle 2014; Harris 2013; Higonnet 2018 a; Montgomery 2013.
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to transform the patients from representatives of an enemy ‘race’ or nation into suffering
individuals. In this sense, proximity led the enemy to become another ‘body in pain’ to which
nurses bore witness, as explored by Santanu Das, Jane Potter, and Carol Acton.3 However,
even with prolonged contact, nurses often expressed ongoing hesitations about the extent
to which sympathy and care for a POW or enemy patient could be interpreted as an
unpatriotic or even as a treacherous act.

2 Trained and Voluntary Nurses in the First World War
During the course of the war, hundreds of thousands of women were mobilised for military
nursing work, both in their home nations and on military fronts. These comprised trained
nurses, religious nursing orders, and volunteers. The latter included those who had
undergone some limited training in the years preceding 1914, usually via national Red Cross
societies, and those who volunteered for the first time during the war.4 In Britain in the early
months of the war there were around 2,300 members of military nursing units: the Queen
Alexandra’s Imperial Military Nursing Service and its Reserve, and the Territorial Force
Nursing Service. By the end of the war, however, approximately 24,000 British trained
nurses were involved in some form of war nursing. From 1915 onwards, they were joined by
trained nurses from the Dominions (Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa) and,
from 1917, by over 21,000 women from the US Army Nurse Corps.5 British volunteer nurses,
who numbered over 70,000 in total, were members of the Voluntary Aid Detachment (VAD),
which had formed in 1909 and was organised under the auspices of the British Red Cross
Society and the Order of St John of Jersualem.
Other belligerent nations followed the same pattern of a combination of trained nurses,
who undertook more of the skilled nursing, and volunteers, who often carried out more of
the domestic work in the wards. France and Germany, however, had relatively low numbers
of trained secular nurses. Around 6,000 French professional nurses were employed by the
state authorities, the Assistance publique, and 2,500 women were members of the
Berufsorganisation der Krankenpflegerinnen Deutschlands (German Professional Organisation
of Nurses).6 The majority of French and German war nurses worked for their national Red
Cross societies. In France, 100,000 women belonged to the three societies that made up the
French Red Cross, and they worked alongside a further 10,000 members of Catholic nursing
orders.7 In Germany, there were over 92,000 Red Cross nurses, of whom 73,000 were
stationed at home and nearly 20,000 overseas. Unlike in France, German Red Cross nurses
included Catholic nursing orders and Protestant deaconesses. Training for these religious

3
4

5
6
7

Das 2008; Potter/Acton 2015.
On Allied nursing see Fell/Hallett 2013, pp. 1–14; Hallett 2014. On Central Powers nursing see Hämmerle
2014; Montgomery 2013; Quataert 2000; Schulte 1996.
Fell/Hallett 2013, p. 2.
Knibiehler 1984, p. 96; Schulte 1996, p.123.
The three societies were the Société française de Secours aux Blessés Militaires, the Association des
Dames de France, and the Union des Femmes de France. Darrow 2000; Thébaud 1986, p. 86.
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nurses took place in a hierarchial motherhouse structure, a model that was adopted by the
Red Cross sistershoods in Germany.8
These differences between the types of women involved in nursing work in the First World
War are important in an analysis of their personal writings, and of their attitudes towards
enemy and POW patients. Although patients and the general public might not have always
made a distinction between a trained or a volunteer nurse, the perspective of a professional
nurse who had already experienced medical trauma and who had been trained to take
emotional distance from her patients was bound to differ from that of an inexperienced
volunteer, and this is evident in the memoirs, letters and journals that they left behind.9
Further, many trained nurses and their leaders shared a transnational vision of nursing as a
profession, and joined campaigns for state registration, better conditions, and standardised
training. This kind of transnational vision for nursing as a profession was articulated, for
example, by the International Council of Nurses, which was established in 1899 with Britain,
Germany and the US as charter members. Trained nurses thus already had clear ideas
about where their duties lay as medical professionals before 1914. Once war was declared,
these understandings of nursing sometimes underpinned and sometimes competed with
the nationalist discourses that aimed to rally belligerent populations to the nation’s cause.
In contrast, volunteers mobilised by their nations for the war effort tended to be primarily
motivated by appeals to their patriotism and duty at a time of national emergency. While
recruitment material for Red Cross nurses drew on religious understandings of nursing as
women’s sacred duty of care to mankind, this was often attached to a nationalist rhetoric of
duty to the homeland. Jean Quataert’s analysis of German Red Cross imagery, for example,
reveals that ‘the language of civilian war work drew on idealized images of men and women
and placed them squarely in a sphere of humanitarian sacrifice of selfless duty to neighbour
and country – an affirmation of the essential unity of fatherland and folk that Red Cross
posters displayed for all to see.’10
As Margaret Darrow notes in relation to France, circulating alongside these idealised images
of angelic volunteer nurses doing their patriotic duty were negative evocations of ‘the false
nurse’, who ‘put her own, that is, feminine interests ahead of the national’.11 Heather Jones
concludes that, in contrast to the original aims of the International Committee of the Red
Cross (ICRC), if we look at national societies of the Red Cross ‘we find patriotism and hypernationalism emerging’. As a result, ‘national Red Cross societies and the ICRC in Geneva […]
although they shared a common symbol did not always share the same motivations.’12 In
what follows, this article will explore further these tensions between, on the one hand,
ideals of neutral transnational humanitarianism and, on the other, nationalist
understandings of feminine duty that come to the fore in nurses’ writings about their
encounters with POW and enemy patients.

8
9
10
11
12

Schulte 1996; Montgomery 2013, p. 4.
Hallett 2013.
Quataert 2000, p. 459.
Darrow 1996, p. 84.
Jones 2009, pp. 702–703.
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3 Nationalist Representations of Enemy Nurses and POW
Patients
In all of the belligerent nations, posters, postcards, reports and newspaper articles, as well
as propagandistic memoirs published by nurses, endeavoured to portray their own medical
personnel as offering good medical care to POWs, and the enemy as failing to do so.
Accusations of the mistreatment of enemy patients allowed Allied nations in particular to
provide further justification for the dichotomy between ‘civilization’ and ‘barbarism’ that
they constructed in anti-German rhetoric during the war. In theory, all belligerents claimed
to be adhering to the humanitarian guidelines established before the war. The Geneva
Convention of 1906 stated that enemy patients must be treated with the same
consideration as one’s own wounded. In an article entitled ‘The Sick and Wounded in War’,
which appeared in the Allied nursing press in 1915, for example, nurses were told:
The obligations of belligerents with regard to the sick and wounded of the
enemy are governed by the Geneva Conventions of 1864 and 1906. […] The
soldiery and other persons officially attached to armies who are sick and
wounded should be respected and cared for by the belligerent in whose power
they are, without distinction of nationality. […] The personnel engaged in the
collection, transportation and treatment of the sick and wounded, as also in the
administration of the sanitary formations and establishments, are protected
under all circumstances.13
Similarly, an article in the German Red Cross journal Das Rote Kreuz stated in 1917 that ‘the
Red Cross sentiment is developed without any aims to personal benefits, in unselfish
generosity to friend and enemy, without loyalty to only one confession.’14 Such articles set
out clear and strict guidelines for nurses to follow.
But alongside such references to the importance of the neutrality of care, both nurses and
their patients were exposed to nationalist images depicting the mistreatment of the sick and
wounded by enemy nurses. Figure 1 shows a well-known British example, the poster ‘Red
Cross or Iron Cross’, which was produced under the aegis of the National War Aims
Committee and probably dates from 1917.

13

14

Anon 1915. This article appeared in at least four nursing journals in 1915: The Hospital, British Journal of
Nursing, Kai Tiaki, and Una.
Quoted in Montgomery 2013, p. 12.
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Fig. 1: Poster, ‘Red Cross or Iron Cross’ © IWM (Q 71311)

The poster clearly evokes the supposed German rejection of the principles of transnational
humanitarianism embodied in the Red Cross, which is shown to be incompatible with the
German ‘race’ (note the typical depiction of the German officers who look on sneeringly).
The German nurse here is the negative other of the positive propagandistic images of the
ENHE 3/2021
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nurse that appeared in all the belligerent nations. She is angular, scornful, and cruel rather
than soft, angelic, and maternal. The poster thus attacks the German nurse by showing how
she fails to live up to the common depictions of nurses as saintly ‘angels’, as embodiments
of the highest ideals of ‘womanhood’ itself. This was seen most obviously in the
propagandistic images of Edith Cavell, who was depicted as having been shot by a Prussian
officer wearing a Red Cross nurse’s uniform, whereas in reality she was executed wearing
civilian clothes by a firing squad after the trial, the verdict of which was deemed legally
correct by the British post-war Committee of Enquiry into the Breaches of the Laws of War.15
Cavell’s nursing of German patients was also frequently evoked in the many hagiographic
descriptions of her nursing work that were produced after her execution. Another antiGerman propaganda image that attempts to differentiate ‘barbarous’ enemy nurses from
‘civilized’ Allied nurses can be found in Figure 2, which shows a postcard produced in
Belgium in 1915.

15

Photographs from the trial show Cavell in civilian clothes, and witnesses to the execution confirm that the
story of the Prussian officer shooting her with a handgun was a myth. See Edith Cavell Collection, Imperial
War Museum, EC 4, C4677. On propaganda images of Cavell see Pickles 2007; Fell/Sternberg 2018.
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Fig. 2 : Benoni Van Der Gheynst, ‘L’infirmière boche’ (The Hun Nurse), 1915.

In this image, the German nurse is depicted as unfeminine, murderous, and bestial. Like the
British example, the postcard also plays on the abuse of the Red Cross, as a symbol of
neutral humanitarianism, in favour of the Iron Cross, a symbol of militarism in anti-German
propaganda.16 These negative depictions of nurses as embodiments of the barbarous
German race, as the antithesis of chaste and maternal ‘white angels’, were repeated in
propagandistic texts produced in France during the war. Marguerite and Gabrielle Yerta’s
1917 nationalist account of life in the occupied regions of France, for example, recounts the
story of an alleged sexual encounter between a German officer and a German Red Cross
nurse:
Bubenpech was a remarkably vicious specimen. […] He looked upon himself as
Don Juan, and expected everyone to yield to him. […] On Sunday morning, about
10 o’clock, there appeared at our house a little German nurse of the Red Cross,
dark-haired, smart, and – a fact hardly to be believed – pretty; but the lady had a
peevish air – an air only. […] Bubenpech came back as fast as he could, shut
himself up with the little dame, and did not move until 4 o’clock in the afternoon,
forgetful of his lunch.17
Here, we have an example of another way in which Allied nationalist discourse subverted
the positive stereotype of the nurse as chaste ‘white angel’, this time by depicting the enemy
nurse as a sexually voracious and promiscuous ‘false nurse’.
Nationalist messages demonizing the enemy through claims of the mistreatment of sick or
wounded POWs clearly had an impact on public perceptions, and stories of mistreatment
began to appear in the nursing press. This was particularly the case in Britain after the
publication of a 1918 report by the Government Committee on Treatment by the Enemy of
British Prisoners of War. The government had established the committee in 1915 and
interviewed British POWs about their treatment by German Red Cross nurses.18 Heather
Jones and Jennifer Montgomery both persuasively argue that those accused of mistreating
POWs were not Red Cross nurses but women working for German patriotic women’s
associations, for example in train station refreshment facilities.
Nevertheless, the months following the report’s publication saw an increase in stories about
the mistreatment of British POW patients. A July 1918 article in the British Journal of Nursing
about the French Flag Nursing Corps, which consisted of British nurses who worked for the
French Red Cross, anonymously quotes ‘a Sister’ stating:
In French hospitals the German wounded share all the good care that is going
equally with the heroic Frenchmen. That is the law of chivalry – entirely

16

17
18

Four German nurses were awarded the Iron Cross during the war; British and French nurses were also
regularly awarded medals normally reserved for combatants.
Yerta 1917, p. 325.
Montgomery 2013, p. 23; Jones 2009, p. 705.
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superseded by the law of “frightfulness” so far as our brutalised enemies are
concerned.19
Allied nurses’ published accounts of their war experiences sometimes included stories of
the mistreatment of Allied patients by German nurses, such as the following passage in
Canadian Red Cross nurse Mary Macleod Moore’s 1919 memoirs, extracts of which
appeared in the British Journal of Nursing:
I never hear anyone speak of the decent German people, led astray by rulers,
without remembering the man from Toronto, a bad amputation case, who said
he shivered when his nurse drew near, for she used to pinch him when she
dressed the wound, and twist the bandages.20
The Editor of the British Journal of Nursing, Ethel Bedford Fenwick, however, insisted that ‘the
nurses referred to in the [1918] report are not the professional nurses of peace time’ and
that ‘it is only just to suspend judgement until we know that the incredible cruelty to our
wounded has been practised by the trained German nurses.’21
Almost identical stories of the cruel treatment of POW patients circulated among troops and
nurses of the Central Powers. The 1915 published memoirs of German Red Cross nurse
Hedwig Voss claimed that the true enemies of the Germans were the English, ‘devilish’
enemies who stabbed sleeping German patients under the cover of night.22 As Margaret
Higonnet notes, this is in keeping with the nationalist tone of Voss’ memoirs, in which she
‘praises the German people as generous, conscientious, thorough, and precise, as opposed
to the British’ and ‘repeatedly describes German soldiers as good-humoured and
handsome, by contrast to pale and small Russian prisoners.’23
Accounts of POW patients’ responses to their nurses reveal that the beliefs and fears about
the mistreatment of the sick and wounded who were taken prisoner were widespread on
both sides during the war. Trained British nurse Joan Martin-Nicholson, who worked for the
Belgian Red Cross, claimed that when nursing German patients she had to reassure them
that she was not going to ‘gouge their eyes out with scissors and put poison in their
medicine’.24 French nun Sister Saint Eleuthère, who nursed for the whole of the war in
German-occupied Noyon, makes a similar comment in her diary when she first nursed a
German patient in September 1914:
The poor man seemed afraid to find himself alone in a ward full of French
sisters; no doubt he believed that he was done for, and he wanted to leave.

19
20

21
22
23
24

British Journal of Nursing, 13 July 1918.
Macleod-Moore 1919. This quotation was taken from an extract reprinted in the British Journal of Nursing,
30 August 1919.
British Journal of Nursing, 2 March 1918.
Quoted in Higonnet 2018 a, p. 253.
Higonnet 2018 a, p. 253.
Martin-Nicholson 1916, p. 75.
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Luckily, another German patient arrived to keep him company and reassured
him a little.25
An example taken from a 1936 edited collection of German Red Cross nurses’ diaries, fieldpost letters, loose notes and memoirs provides evidence that these rumours were still
circulating after the 1918 armistice.26 In this account, a group of German nurses who had
been imprisoned in St Lazare prison in Paris were subjected to taunts and attacks because it
was believed by the French locals that they had been cruel to French patients:
In St Lazare prison the rumour went round that these were the evil women who
had murdered wounded French soldiers with poison and revolvers. This is what
was often claimed in the French newspapers. Thus people also saw these nurses
as “murderesses”.27
These examples prove that the propagandistic depictions of cruel enemy nurses in
nationalist texts and images, which were sometimes reinforced by government reports or
negative press coverage about the misconduct of medical personnel, shaped the responses
and behaviours of populations towards enemy medical personnel.

4 The Enemy Patient in Nurses’ Diaries, Letters and Memoirs
However, while nurses’ personal writings reproduce wartime nationalist stereotypes
designed to demonize the enemy, they also bear witness to a more complex set of
responses to the nursing of POW patients. This section will examine a broader range of
(published and unpublished) texts that reveal the common tensions between nurses’
support of their nations’ causes and their adherence to the universal qualities of the nurse
as a selfless caregiver. It will show in particular how prolonged contact with POW patients
tended to nuance and complicate nurses’ attitudes towards the enemy, and in some cases
towards war itself.

4.1 Hospital Wards as ‘Contact Zones’
Mary Louise Pratt’s influential conceptualisation of ‘contact zones’ as the ‘social spaces
where cultures meet, clash and grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly
asymmetrical relations of power’ is helpful in an understanding of wartime encounters
between nurses and their patients.28 For instance, Anna Maguire uses Pratt’s concept in her
analysis of the ways in which the First World War brought men and women from different
parts of the British Empire into contact with one another. Maguire argues that in hospital
wards, ‘the body became a key site of colonial encounter, as the physicality of medical care
and comfort, through touch and gesture, was demanded’ and that ‘as such, this was

25
26
27

28

Sœur Saint Eleuthère 2003, p. 12.
For further discussion of the von Pflugk-Harttung collection see Schulte 1996, p. 135.
Von Pflugk-Harttung et al. 1941, p. 36. The author would like to thank Paul Cooke for the translations from
German.
Pratt 1991, p. 34.
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perhaps the most intimate of all the contact zones colonial troops journeyed through.’29 This
posed a dilemma for the nursing of colonial troops, given the dominance of discourses of
white supremacy that demanded white women ‘not cross the boundaries of intimacy to
retain propriety.’30 One way of circumventing possible accusations of impropriety in nurses’
personal writings was to adopt an ethnographic approach, treating colonial patients as
‘specimens’ of a particular race or ethnicity to be categorized and described for the benefit
of their readers.31
A similar approach can be found in some nurses’ war writings in order to avoid accusations
of fraternising with the enemy. In the war diary of Yvonne Blondel, for example, a French
volunteer nurse who nursed in 1916 and 1917 in Romania, the descriptions of the enemy
remain fixed in ethnic stereotypes. When praising the actions of a Romanian soldier-patient
she exclaims:
Here is our Latin race, with its admirable humanity. I am certain that a “Boche”,
with his pretentious “Kultur”, and even less so a Bulgarian, as a ferocious slav,
wouldn’t have reacted in the same way.32
Similarly, British military nurse Edie Appleton uses nationalist stereotypes to describe her
German patients in her 1916 diary:
They really looked like robbers, and there were some poor, cringing creatures
among them. […] Really, the smell of gangrene, added to the always unpleasant
German smell, was a trial to one’s stomach.33
Another entry describes French civilians and British medical orderlies flocking to try and
catch a glimpse of Appleton’s German patients:
As before when I had the German patients, the whole population of Étretat
turned out to see them carried in (37 were on stretchers), and they made
themselves such a nuisance that I closed the ground-floor shutters. The youth of
Étretat have been parading in front of the house singing the Marseillaise for the
benefit of the Germans, and our own people are as bad. I find bunches of
strange orderlies gazing at them, and I then make myself thoroughly unpleasant
and banish the lot. I’m not going to keep a peep show. If they want to see
Germans, I tell them to join an Infantry Regiment and they will get what they
want.34
Here, the POW patients have become objects of fascination to be gazed upon. Yet at the
same time Appleton is keen to foreground her maintenance of the norms of her profession
in refusing to ‘keep a peep show’. A similar sense of detached professionalism combined

29
30
31
32
33
34

Maguire 2021, pp. 184–185.
Maguire 2021, p. 189.
Fell 2011.
Blondel 2001, p. 14.
Cowan 2013, p. 194.
Cowan 2013, p. 194.
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with an ‘ethnographic’ gaze is apparent in the unpublished memoir of trained Australian
nurse Elsie Steadman:
Fritz made a good patient but I am sure he had not the fine sensibilities of our
own British boys […] There was one thing about nursing them, you did your work
without a vestige of sentiment, just for […] work’s sake, nothing else. Fritz you
left when your day was done without a thought.35
In Steadman’s diary, the German patients are reduced to a singular ethnic type: ‘Fritz’. Yet
these kinds of comments also show that trained military nurses like Appleton and Steadman
were forced to find ethical compromises between the demands of their profession to give
impartial care, and their espousal of patriotism and loyalty to nation.
Prolonged contact with POW patients in the intimate context of a hospital ward, moreover,
further challenged the racial or national stereotypes that had been internalised by nurses.
The ambiguities brought about by nursing the enemy are particularly evident in the
unpublished diary written by Kit McNoughton, a trained Australian nurse.36 She was in
charge of a ward of 45 German POW patients at a base hospital in Boulogne in July 1916,
and her attitude towards them evolved as the exhausting work of caring for so many
seriously wounded young men took its toll. Like Appleton, she initially presents her German
patients as specimens of an enemy ‘race’, as objects of fascination to be gazed upon: ‘We
have all the swank in our ward as they come and see the Huns.’37
However, as the weeks pass her tone changes. By the time the first batch of wounded are
evacuated they have become individualized, and she claims them as ‘her’ Germans:
Evacuated all my Bosches today even my Hein & William Schellor – I hated them
going & so did they & the poor kids along with souvenir in the shape of buttons
for “Sister” – their eyes filled up when they said goodbye. Of course they are
going to write to me, so I can see myself being watched as a German spy.38
She writes about her German patients in a manner similar to that in which she discusses her
young Allied patients, although her additional comment about the dangers of
corresponding with German POWs reveals an awareness of the risks of sounding like she is
sympathizing too much with the enemy. In another entry she states that the book is ‘filled
up with chats re Germans but I don’t mind as long as the fight goes well with us.’ Despite the
shift in her perception of the enemy from embodiments of Germany to individualized
wounded bodies, she remains keen to reassure the imagined readers of her diary (and
perhaps herself) of her ongoing patriotism alongside her growing sympathy as a nurse with
the POW patients for whom she was caring.

35
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4.2 Nursing under Enemy Occupation
The above examples reveal how attitudes to enemy patients among nurses in the intimate
‘contact zone’ of a hospital ward confirm Ana Carden-Coyle’s observation that ‘cultural
identities were framed and reframed in global war, and amplified in intimate hospital
encounters.’39 Similar tensions in relation to the ethics and ambiguities of nursing POWs
were evident across national borders, but the relationship between nurses and enemy
patients was also inflected by the particular contexts in which they were encountering one
another. In cases of enemy occupation, tensions were evidently heightened. Many nurses’
published accounts of occupation were nationalist in tone, critical of the conditions in which
they nursed, and quick to counter any accusations of ill-treatment of enemy patients. In an
article published in 1916, for example, French nurse Marthe Feret, a French Red Cross nurse
who nursed in occupied Noyon, was highly critical of the German authorities, but referred to
her patients as a collective rather than by nationality, thereby denying any partiality towards
her ‘own’ patients:
The wounded flooded in, some French, mostly German. During the whole of
September, the number increased every day. […] They came straight to us from
the battlefields. They were seriously wounded. We put them everywhere – in the
basement, in the chapel, in the corridors, on the landing. There was a stream of
blood down the stairs. At the foot of the beds, at the edges of mattresses, there
were pools […] everything was red. We didn’t have the time to clean it up.
She was openly indignant about claims that French nurses mistreated German patients:
If ever German newspapers claim that French Red Cross nurses refused to nurse
Germans or that they were cared for less well than the French, they are lying.
None of my nurses distinguished between their patients. For us, a wounded
soldier, whether French, English or German, is a man in pain who needs our
help. That’s it.40
Her article thereby echoes the nationalist discourse that presented France as a civilized
nation that could be differentiated from Germany in its treatment of the sick and wounded.
Another 1916 account of nursing in German-occupied France, by Red Cross nurse Yvonne
Guinard, was very similar in its support of the tenets of French nationalism, and its
condemnation of German attitudes towards French medical personnel. Working in a
German-run hospital, Guinard described herself as being ‘the object of perpetual suspicion,
the subject of a mocking and exhausting surveillance by the Kommandantur.’41 In February
1916 she was transferred to Rastatt in Germany where she worked in a POW camp for
French soldiers, and her article attacks the inadequate food, medical supplies, and
personnel there, once again suggesting that the Germans were not adequately fulfilling
their ethical duty to medically care for POWs.
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In her study of Austro-Hungarian war nurses, Christa Hämmerle notes that there were two
waves of war memoirs: those published during the war as part of a nationalist propaganda
effort, and those that appeared ‘in the warmongering atmosphere of the 1930s, when
Austro-fascism and remilitarization had begun to shape retrospection on the First World
War’.42 Although the national contexts differ, a similar pattern can be seen in many of the
examples of nurses’ war writings analyzed here. Feret and Guinard’s accounts of working in
German-occupied zones were published during the war and reflect the dominance of antiGerman rhetoric in French nationalist discourse.
The collection of testimonies by German Red Cross nurses that was published in 1936, on
the other hand, reflect the hyper-nationalist cult of First World War service common under
National Socialism. A collective account by a group of deaconesses from Königsberg in this
volume, for example, begins by describing the invasion of Belgium in August 1914 as ‘the
franc-tireur war’, and attacks the hostility of the Belgian nuns whose convent they had taken
over to use as a hospital. However, they claim that they were treated like POWs in
contravention of the 1906 Geneva convention when they were forced to nurse under French
rule when the French army re-entered the town of Péronne. They also claim it was
necessary to have a French soldier with them when they went into the streets of the town
because of the risk from inhabitants, who they describe as having a ‘passionate hatred
towards us’. Echoing the French accounts of nursing under occupation, they defend the
impartial stance they took in their nursing work: ‘We looked after the French in exactly the
same way that we looked after our own people, but the people seemed to have forgotten
that.’43
Margaret Higonnet analyses a 1931 memoir by German Red Cross nurse Anne-Marie
Wenzel, which is similar in tone to the account by the Königsberg deaconesses. Wenzel
chronicles two official trips she made to Russia to inspect German POW camps in 1916 and
1918–21. She claims that she and her colleagues were treated by the Russian bureaucracy
as spies and criminals, and argues that the German POWs received poor medical care from
Russian doctors she describes as ‘lazy’, and Russian nurses whom she accuses of being
prostitutes.44 In all of these cases, the nurses’ testimony of the conditions in which POW
patients were cared for in military hospitals is, at least in part, designed to underscore their
own nation’s adherence to the Geneva conventions, and to criticize the failings of enemy
medical care.
However, even in cases of working under enemy occupation, some nurses’ beliefs in a
higher ideal of nursing, or the humanising of the enemy brought about by prolonged
contact, could challenge or weaken national allegiances. The British medical women of the
Serbian Relief Fund, who remained in Serbia under the authorities of the Central Powers in
1915 caring for Serbian POWs, refused to treat enemy soldiers as a point of principle,
agreeing only to treat Serbian casualties. However, Leila, Lady Paget, in her account of the
invasion of Serbia printed for private circulation in 1916, also described the affection
42
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between the British women of the Serbian Relief Fund and the Austrian POWs who worked
as orderlies in their hospital after having been taken prisoner by the Serbians. When they
left Skoplje in February 1916, Paget wrote:
It was not very easy to leave the hospital, though it held for us the memory of so
much pain and hard work. […] It was a sad leave we took of the poor Serbian
captives, and tears rolled down the faces of our faithful Austrians.45
Here, the Austrian orderlies are depicted alongside the Serbians as needing protection from
the German, Austrian, and Bulgarian occupiers, suggesting a shifting of national allegiances
in the intimacy of a hospital that had been stretched to its limits caring for typhus cases.
Another example of more ambiguous attitudes is found in the post-war published account
by the French woman Françoise Lafitte-Cyon, who was a volunteer nurse in Lille and
Mauberge from September to December 1914. She wrote at the request of Harold Picton, a
British schoolteacher whose mother was German, and who attempted to counter British
anti-German rhetoric in his 1919 publication entitled ‘The Better Germany in Wartime’.
Lafitte-Cyon suggests that the exposure to violence and the fear in which the population of
Lille lived during the early months of the war led to a ‘feeling of hatred […] amongst most of
the staff of the hospital where I was working’, which meant she ‘was able to note at first
hand the effect it had in the dealings of the nursing staff with the German wounded.’46
Hospital 105 was run by one of the French Red Cross societies and was situated in the
school in which Lafitte-Cyon herself had studied before the war. In her account, she is
dismissive of those ‘society ladies’ who she believed lacked medical expertise and ‘avoided
nursing Germans with great skill.’ These women were driven, according to Lafitte-Cyon, by
nationalist motivations, and were therefore not ‘true’ nurses:
They were very diplomatic in their dealings with the enemy, as silly and painful
in their hatred of the German and their cautious dealings with him as they were
in their other activities. Their hatred was of the emptyheaded kind, but all the
more dangerous for being based on frivolity of heart and crass ignorance.47
However, she devotes more space to describing the attitudes of ‘three trained nurses and
nine or ten women clerks or teachers, of quite another sort.’ She describes one young nurse
as being both a devoted nurse and a devoted patriot: ‘She hated the Germans with the
strongest hatred and yet nursed them with utter devotion, for she was as earnest a nurse as
she was keen a patriot.’ This nurse apparently did not see a contradiction in the two roles.
Others, she claims, were more torn. While a doctor argued that they should put cholera into
the German patients’ water, another nurse admitted to her that she had ‘an unflinching
hope that in the long run “brotherhood” [would] be the watchword of all humanity’.48 LafitteCyon concludes that her first-hand experience of seeing the fraternity between French and
German troops within hospitals dispelled any feelings of animosity she may have
45
46
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harboured: ‘Where one felt the smallest amount of hatred existing on either side was
amongst the men who had fought and been wounded.’
Proximity and continued contact led to a change of attitude:
Being left so much alone with my German wounded I got to know them well. I
never had to complain of my Boches! They were so much like our own men, yes,
so much like them! They were grateful for what was done for them in just the
same way.49
It is important to note that Lafitte-Cyon was a committed socialist and was also therefore
politically motivated not only in her own account of nursing Germans as a French woman,
but equally in her criticism of upper-class French women who expressed anti-German
sentiments. Her political leanings are evident, for example, in her description of a feeling of
kinship with one German patient who was also a socialist: ‘He whispered the great names of
Jaurès, Keir Hardie, and Liebknecht; I could read in his eyes the hope these names roused in
him.’50
Similarly, an account in the 1936 German collection written by Mimi Warth, a Red Cross
nurse who worked in South Tyrol, is notable for the religious rather than nationalist
discourse she uses to describe her nursing practice. For her, the spiritual care of her soldierpatients is as (if not more) important than their medical care, and in her account she makes
no distinction of nationality, nor does she include descriptions of the characteristics of
ethnic ‘types’. Instead she discusses the problems of language: ‘With a good morning in clear
Hungarian, Polish, Italian, Czech and Romanian, I would enter the ward every morning.’
She also discusses the problems of caring for men of different faiths:
The hospital curate had given me a small crucifix, which I wore round my neck
and I would bend down so the dying could kiss it with their lips. There were
mostly Catholic, Orthodox but also a Mohammedan.
She is particularly concerned with giving the dying men a ‘good death’51, and is frustrated
when she felt she had failed in this duty:
Some wanted to tell me something, perhaps a last wish, but I couldn’t
understand it since there were too many languages spoken there. If it was
possible I ran quickly to find someone to translate, but some had to be content
with an answer from me in his mother tongue “I do not understand”. How
terribly sad it was for those poor men, but it was even more difficult for me. I
wanted to help everyone so much.52
Mimi Warth’s account is not devoid of a sense of national duty or patriotism: when the
Italians take over the hospital she describes the poor food and living conditions, and
49
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expresses her anger at being treated like a potential spy. Yet in relation to the patients, it is
clear that for her nursing was a sacred duty to mankind (like many German Red Cross
nurses she was a deaconess) rather than primarily her patriotic duty as a mobilized citizen.

4.3 Anti-War Nursing Memoirs
While some accounts of nursing the enemy published during the war or in the 1930s had a
clear nationalist political agenda, other nurse memoirs were written from a pacifist or antiwar perspective. In these examples, nursing enemy patients is used as an important part of
the political arguments being made about the futility of warfare. The published collection of
letters and diary entries by Käthe Russner, who wrote them in 1918 when nursing in Galicia
before being transferred in to St Quentin in France, expresses despair at the devastating
losses and apparent futility of war while retaining some nationalist sentiments. As Margaret
Higonnet notes, Russner includes in her account a description of a visit to a military
cemetary at Stryj. This town at the foothills of the Carpathian mountains was part of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire, before being occupied by the Russian Empire from October 1914
to May 1915, when the Russians lost a bloody battle to the South East Army of the Central
Powers. The sight of the multiple rows of German, Russian, French and Turkish soldiers’
graves led Russner to express an outright condemnation of war itself: ‘Perhaps the whole
world is deluded. Did our enemies then fall for the justice of their cause, as we fall for
ours?’53
A similar perspective is expressed in British VAD nurse Vera Brittain’s well-known 1933
published memoir. In her description of nursing a ward of German POWs she criticizes their
treatment by the British, challenging the wartime narrative that had held up the Allied
treatment of POW sick and wounded as a differentiating factor from the Central Powers:
Although we still, I believe, congratulate ourselves on our impartial care of our
prisoners, the marquees were often damp, and the ward was under-staffed
whenever there happened to be a push – which seemed to be always – and the
number of badly wounded and captured Germans became in consequence
excessive.54
She also describes a shift in attitudes from one influenced by nationalist propaganda to an
individualized and humanized understanding of the German patients as suffering bodies:
Before the war I had never been in Germany and had hardly met any Germans.
[…] So it was somewhat disconcerting to be pitch-forked, all alone […] into the
midst of 30 representatives of the nation which, as I had repeatedly been told,
had crucified Canadians, cut off the hands of babies, and subjected pure and
stainless females to unmentionable “atrocities”. I didn’t think I had really
believed all those stories, but I wasn’t quite sure. I half expected that one or two
of the patients would get out of bed and try to rape me, but I soon discovered
that none of them were in a position to rape anybody, or indeed to do anything
53
54
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but cling with stupendous exertion to a life in which the scales were already
weighted heavily against them.55
The crux of the ethical dilemmas bound up in nursing POW patients lies in this tendency to
individualize and humanize the enemy within the intimacy of a hospital ward, while being
aware that the same individual has potentially threatened or killed one’s ‘own’ soldiers.
Taken to its limits, this could lead to a pacifist position. In pacifist accounts, when the
concept of the enemy is completely dismantled, the war becomes absurd and untenable.56
Brittain reveals her pacifist beliefs in her an interwar political argument about the futility
and absurdity of this and all wars:
Another badly wounded boy – a Prussian lieutenant who was being transferred
to England – held out an emaciated hand to me as he lay on the stretcher
waiting to go, and murmured: ‘I tank you, Sister.’ After barely a second’s
hesitation I took the pale fingers in mine, thinking how ridiculous it was that I
should be holding this man’s hand in friendship when perhaps, only a week or
two earlier, Edward up at Ypres had been doing his best to kill him. The world
was mad and we were all victims; that was the only way to look at it. These
shattered, dying boys and I were paying alike for a situation that none of us had
desired or done anything to bring about.57
She also uses a letter from her combatant brother Edward, who was later killed in action, to
underscore her point: ‘It is very strange that you should be nursing Hun prisoners and it
does show how absurd the whole thing is.’ In this way, Brittain presents her position as
being one that both combatants and nurses agreed with from their perspectives as
authentic witnesses to the war. A similar political interpretation of the war can be found in
the writings of French Red Cross nurse Germaine Malaterre Sellier, who like Brittain became
a passionate advocate of both feminism and pacifism in the 1920s. In an article published in
1921, Sellier made a direct appeal to other French nurses:
Nurses of France, who in hospitals at the rear or in temporary hospitals at the
front, cared for the bleeding and bruised bodies of the enemies of our country,
didn’t you feel, in your battle against Death, which was haunting their bedsides,
your hearts beating with a passionate sentiment of human fraternity?58
For Brittain and Malaterre Sellier, nursing enemy patients is presented as a key stage in a
developing understanding of war as absurd. The ethical ambiguities brought about by the
intimate care of an enemy soldier are used to appeal to their readers to condemn all wars
as unjustified and futile.
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5 Conclusions
This article has shown that there is often a degree of hesitation and ambiguity in nurses’
responses to nursing the enemy as presented in their personal writings. Some nationalist
accounts, especially those written by volunteers, revert to nationalist, racial, or ethnic
stereotypes to depict the enemies they encounter. This is particularly true of the
propagandistic memoirs that were published during the war. Trained nurses usually make
reference to the importance of providing a high standard of care to all patients, but
sometimes present their care for enemy patients as reluctant. They describe themselves as
carrying out a professional duty while deliberately maintaining a distance as they felt
nursing enemy patients was not compatible with their patriotic task. Other nurses
continually emphasize their neutrality as medical personnel towards enemy patients but
with a more political agenda in mind, in an attempt to provide evidence that their nation did
not break the Geneva conventions, and therefore could claim the moral high ground in a
global conflict that saw around 9 million men taken prisoner.59
But nationalist or ethnic stereotypes were usually challenged or at least nuanced by nurses
who spent weeks or months looking after POW patients. Even if their political attitudes to
the war varied, many nurses wrote of the transformation of their patients from enemies
into individual young and vulnerable men with whom they empathized. In rarer cases, this
led to friendships that survived the war, or to an understanding of them as the sons and
husbands of enemy women to whom they owed a duty of care. The confrontation with the
shattered or sick bodies of enemies led, in the case of a few nurses, to a questioning of their
allegiance to the nation. In openly anti-war or pacifist nurse memoirs, especially those
published in the interwar years, the encounter with the POW patient is presented as a
crucial moment that revealed the absurdity of war itself. In these cases, the nurses adhered
more firmly to a conception of their nursing work as a form of religious vocation, or to the
ICRC vision of the Red Cross, bringing transnational humanitarianism into the field of
conflict, based on an understanding of shared humanity.
However, the majority of the memoirs, letters and diaries that have formed the basis of this
analysis suggest that the response of most women involved in nursing work in the First
World War was not as clear-cut. The shift from the tropes of Romanticism to an ironic or
realist anti-war stance famously identified by Paul Fussell in relation to soldier-writers does
not ring true for nurses’ war writings.60 All nurses were mobilized as part of national aid
efforts that used the rhetoric of patriotic service to the nation – even if this was more
apparent in the case of volunteers who worked for national Red Cross societies. At the same
time, they were interpellated by broader, gendered discourses that associated womanhood
with selfless and nurturing maternal devotion. Trained nurses were often engaged in
transnational struggles for a greater professionalization of nursing with an important
emphasis on the neutrality and consistency of care. Caring for their ‘own’ soldiers allowed
nurses to be both patriotic citizens and selfless female carers. But being faced with a sick or
wounded enemy patient forced nurses to challenge or break with one of these roles, which
59
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explains the ethical dilemmas it brought about. Hospital wards during the First World War
were intimate ‘contact zones’ in which contrasting national and transnational
understandings of women’s medical care were brought into sharp focus, and this was
particularly the case with the nursing of POW and enemy patients.
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Working in a ‘World of Hurt’. Nursing and Medical Care
Following Facial Injury During World War One
Claire Chatterton
Abstract
This article aims to explore the impact of facial injury on British military personnel during the First World War.
It focuses primarily on the Queen's Hospital, Sidcup, which became the First World War’s major centre for
maxillo-facial and plastic surgery in the UK, and considers some of the ethical dilemmas that medical and
nursing personnel encountered. It focuses primarily on nursing care, as although the role of nurses in the
First World War has been increasingly acknowledged and examined, the contribution of nurses to the development of this new specialism has hitherto been largely unexplored. It finds that although pioneering surgery
and nursing care helped to restore men’s faces, many had to adjust to a much-altered body image as well as
physical impairments that affected them for the rest of their lives. They often had to endure a series of operations and spend many months in hospital. There is no clear evidence of the long-term outcomes for the men
who underwent treatment, due to a paucity of sources, which enables only tentative conclusions to be drawn.
While tales of depression and withdrawal are often recounted, alternative narratives can be found of men
who went on to live contented lives and find fulfilling work. The aftercare for these men, within the context
of the development of social welfare, will also be examined. Among the ethical dilemmas that faced medical
and nursing staff were those experienced across medical specialities in this and other wars; specifically that
they had to conform to military discipline and that in restoring men’s health they also enabled their patients
to be sent back to battle. Added to this was that maxillo-facial surgery was often experimental, as new techniques were attempted but were not always successful.
Keywords: Facial injury, Plastic surgery, First World War, Sidcup, Gillies, Nursing care

1 Introduction
In their book, ‘Working in a World of Hurt’, Acton and Potter said of the First World War that
‘the war’s psychological impact on the participants has been central to the way it has been
perceived’.1 The ways in which this conflict caused psychological, as well as physical, suffering
are myriad, but this paper will focus on the impact of facial injury on British military personnel.
It will begin by considering the nature of facial injuries and how these occurred during the
First World War, and will outline how British medical services for facial injury developed in
response to rising numbers of casualties. The role that nurses played in this developing speciality will be considered and located within the context of existing research on the history of
nursing care in the First World War. By utilising oral histories and written accounts, this paper
will explore the impact on the lives of veterans who suffered the trauma of facial injury. It will
also address the issue of social welfare for war-disabled veterans in Britain. Some of the ethical dilemmas that were encountered by medical and nursing personnel working with facially
injured men in this ‘world of hurt’ will be examined and situated within the debate as to
whether or not war can be good for medicine.2
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2 Facial Injury
The First World War saw a new industrial and technological type of warfare in which soldiers
faced bombardment by artillery fire and bullets and shrapnel from high explosive shells, all
of which could cause severe damage to the body, including the head and face.3 In the early
months of the war this was exacerbated by the fact that none of the warring armies provided
their troops with steel helmets. Instead they went into battle wearing cloth, leather or felt
headwear which offered no protection.4 In November 1915, The British Illustrated War News
reported a new innovation, “Our Army has now followed the French by adopting steel helmets, calculated to stop shell-splinters and shrapnel”.5 Steel helmets, though, while providing
some protection to the skull could only play a limited role in protecting men’s faces from the
onslaught of bullets and shrapnel that awaited them. Another cause of severe facial injuries
was burns from explosives and poison gas. Burns were also the most common cause of facial
injury for sailors and members of the fledging air force. In addition, airmen’s faces were injured in plane crashes and by ordinance wounds (anti-aircraft artillery fire).6
In August 1917, John Bagot Glubb, a young British soldier, was wounded on the Western Front.
He later wrote:
I heard for a second a distant shell whine, then felt a tremendous explosion almost on top of me […] the floodgates in my neck seemed to burst and the blood
poured out in torrents […] I could feel something long lying loosely in my left
cheek, as though I had a chicken bone in my mouth. It was in reality, half my jaw,
which had broken off, teeth and all, and was floating about in my mouth.7
His account paints a compelling picture of his experience of receiving a facial wound during
the First World War and indicates the challenges for those caring for such patients. He was
one of an estimated 60,500 British combatants8 who sustained head or eye injuries during
this conflict, many of whose lives were to be changed forever by the nature of their wounds
and the disfigurement and disability that followed. As Biernoff notes, “Disfigurement and mutilation were ubiquitous on the battlefields of the First World War” and many soldiers were
shot in the face, she argues, because they had no experience of trench warfare.9
Neale states that while facial injuries were not unique to World War I, improved medical treatment in the field and advances in transporting the wounded meant that many soldiers who
would have died from such injuries in earlier conflicts now required further treatment.10 Initially there was only rudimentary treatment open to those men with severe facial injuries who
did survive long enough to receive medical and nursing care. In the early part of the war, for
3
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example, it was not always realised that being carried in a supine position on a stretcher or
being laid down in bed to rest could result in a soldier with a facial injury asphyxiating.11 If
they reached hospital, surgeons did not possess the skills to repair their ravaged faces.

3 The Emergence of Plastic Surgery and its Impact on Nursing
Practice
Plastic surgery as a medical speciality was to emerge in the UK as a direct result of these
wartime facial injuries as surgeons began to respond to the challenge of repairing disfigured
faces. The most famous of these surgeons in Britain, Harold Gillies, was originally from New
Zealand, and had trained as a doctor at Cambridge University and St Bartholomew’s Hospital
in London. He led a pioneering plastic surgery service for facially damaged servicemen, a 220bed unit within an existing military hospital, the Cambridge Hospital at Aldershot, which
opened early in 1916.12 Catherine Black, a British Army nurse13 who worked there, recalled in
her 1939 autobiography:
In all my nursing experiences those months at Aldershot in the ward for facial
wounds were, I think, the saddest. Sadder even then the casualty clearing stations
which I went to afterwards, for there death was swifter and more merciful, and it
is not so hard to see a man die as to break the news to him that he will be blind
and dumb for the rest of his life. And that was something we had to do so often
in the silent ward where only one in every ten patients could mumble a few words
from the shattered jaws.14
For Gillies and his colleagues it was a chance to develop their skills in plastic surgery and
restore some hope to men with shattered faces and lives.
Gillies himself was to acknowledge the vital role that the nursing staff made in the care of
these wounded men. In 1920 he published his seminal textbook, ‘Plastic Surgery of the Face’,
which described the treatment he and his colleagues had pioneered during the First World
War. In the preface, Gillies pays tribute to the staff he worked with:
Matron, and the theatre- and ward-nursing staffs of this hospital, whose shoulders have borne the brunt of the work. Assiduous and intelligent care in the aftertreatment of these cases is a prime necessity and calls for the highest standard of
watchful skill.15
Nurses in this emerging speciality of maxillo-facial surgery have, however, received little attention from historians compared to their medical colleagues.16 As Hallett points out, ‘some
medical histories of the First World War might persuade the reader that nurses were invisible
11
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– or that they never existed’.17 Hallett’s work (together with others such as Yvonne McEwen18)
have addressed what she refers to as, some of these ‘empty spaces’ in the historical record
by detailing and analysing what actually comprised the work of nurses and how their role
expanded considerably under the exigencies of war.19 This paper aims to add to this growing
canon of knowledge by exploring the work of nurses in facial injury, which has remained a
somewhat ‘empty space’ in historical research.
For those nursing men with facial injuries, it was to prove challenging work as they adapted
their nursing skills and techniques, such as promoting nutrition and wound care, to this new
area of patient care. Promoting nutrition for men with facial injuries was to take up much
nursing time. Sister Catherine Black gives a vivid account of the challenges of feeding men
with damaged faces at the Cambridge Hospital:
The problem of feeding was acute […] for very few of the patients in that ward
could take even a particle of anything solid, and yet their strength had to be kept
up at all costs. So we had to ring the changes as best we could in two-hourly feeds
[…] tomato soup made with milk, Benger’s food, iced coffee, egg flip. Often we
would use as many as three hundred eggs a day in one ward alone. The VAD’s
worked […] all day long, cooking and clearing away, for no sooner was one feed
finished than it was time to start preparing another.20
Her account resonates in the writings of other nursing staff during the conflict. For example,
Marjorie Starr, a VAD at the Scottish Women’s Hospital in Royaumont, wrote in her diary of
the challenges of being responsible for patients’ diets on her ward and of the rigours of tube
feeding a patient with extensive injuries to his jaw and mouth.21
As Hallett notes, although there was nothing in their previous experience that could have
prepared nurses for the wounds created by the industrial weaponry of the First World War,
they responded to the resultant challenges by pioneering new methods of wound treatment.
She describes the lengthy and time-consuming dressing rounds that nurses undertook; sometimes taking up to an hour to painstakingly clean, debride and redress a complex wound,
knowing that this was often intensely painful for the patient but vital if the wound was to have
any chance of healing.22 She argues that nurses honed their skills with constant practice and
that trained nurses during the First World War became, “competent and confident wound
dressers […] [who] passed on their technical know-how to their volunteer assistants, the
VADs”.23
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In the process, wound care, historically the domain of surgeons, established itself firmly with
the nursing orbit, as boundaries merged and blurred in wartime.24 As The Nursing Times
noted, many patients with facial injuries arrived with septic wounds and those wounds had
to be dressed by nursing staff until the wound was ready for surgery.25 Gillies identifies the
challenges of post-operative wound care with some patients having a, ‘sump of pus’ in their
mouths, necessitating what he calls ‘frequent forceful irrigation.’26 The innovative but contentious Carrel-Dakin treatment for wound care,27 which he describes as continuous irrigation,
was not always he notes, practicable in maxillo-facial injuries. He advocates that post-operatively, facial wounds should be left open to the air as much as possible but that when a skin
flap has been utilised from skin which he describes as having ‘precarious viability’, hot saline
packs should be applied at the close of the operation and renewed two-hourly, a task for the
nursing team.28

4 The Queen’s Hospital, Sidcup
The Battle of the Somme, which began on 1 July 1916 and continued into the autumn of that
year, led to a seemingly never-ending flow of wounded men to the unit in Aldershot just
months after it opened. Gillies later recalled, “Men without half their faces, men burned and
maimed to the condition of animals. Day after day, the tragic, grotesque procession disembarked from the hospital ship and made its way towards us”.29 He remarks that they expected
200 patients and received 2,000.30 A few other hospitals, mainly in London,31 also accepted
some facially injured patients but demand for beds rapidly outstripped the existing provision.
In January 1917, the Joint War Committee of the British Red Cross and Order of St John purchased the freehold of Frognal House in Sidcup in Kent and there in the grounds, a hospital
was rapidly constructed.32 It was to be known as the Queen’s Hospital (after Queen Mary who
became its Patron). It opened on the 1 August 1917 with 100 beds and within a year, it had
1,000 beds at its disposal.33 As the foremost treatment centre for facial injury in the UK during
World War One, its personnel carried out 11,572 operations between 1917 and 1925 (when it
closed) on over 5,000 service men.34 The hospital records reveal that men came not just from
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the army but also the navy and air force.35 Although 80 % of the wounds were from gunshot
or shrapnel, they also dealt with burns. Most men came from the Western Front, but the case
records reveal that they also came from other theatres of war including Egypt, Mesopotamia,
and the war at sea.36
Gillies is the most well-known of the team of surgeons who were to work at Sidcup, but surgeons also came from Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and the USA to Sidcup to work alongside their British colleagues and to gain experience and help develop this new speciality. They
worked alongside pioneering anaesthetists (including from 1919, Ivan Magill), dental surgeons (perhaps the most famous being William Kelsey Fry), and technicians such as Archibald
Lane, who were vital in helping rebuild shattered jaws.37 As Hussey notes, “the dental laboratory became a sight of innovation as surgeons and technicians worked together to create
custom splints and protheses to repair or replace bony tissue”.38 Where surgery could not
repair the extent of the damage (or the patient was unable to endure further surgery) facial
prostheses and masks were sometimes offered.39 X-rays played a vital role in identifying fractures and charting progress. Progress was also recorded by photographers as well as artists
including Henry Tonks.40 The case notes reveal that some men underwent a whole series of
operations over several years thus necessitating long periods in hospital.41

5 The Consequences of Facial Injury
Robert Tait Mackenzie, who inspected convalescent hospitals for the British Royal Army Medical Corps during the war, described the facially injured patients he saw as the “most distressing cases” in military surgery:
[…] the jagged fragment of a burst shell will shear off a nose, an ear, or a part of a
jaw, leaving the victim a permanent object of repulsion to others, and a grievous
burden to himself. It is not to be wondered at that such men became victims of
despondency, of melancholia, leading, in some cases, even to suicide.42
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As Christine Hallett notes more recently, “just as shell-fire and shot created rents in the body,
emotional distress created rents in the psyche”.43 Many men with facial injuries experienced
both. Nursing Sister Catherine Black expresses this eloquently:
Hardest of all was the task of trying to rekindle the desire to live in men condemned to live week after week smothered in dressings and bandages, unable to
talk, unable to taste, unable even to sleep without opiates because of the agony
of lacerated nerves, and all the while knowing themselves to be appalling disfigured.44
Gillies’ wife Kathleen, herself a nurse, was a frequent visitor to the wards (despite caring for a
young family), where she tried to “revive hope in despairing hearts”.45
Nurses, and their colleagues, had to learn the art of not reacting to the distressing sights to
which they were exposed.46 In a letter home from a French hospital in 1917, Julia Stimson, an
experienced American nurse, writes, “These frightful sights would work havoc with one’s
brain”.47 Volunteer British Red Cross nurses, such as VAD Daisy Colnett Spickett (who worked
at Bagthorpe Military Hospital, Nottingham), had to learn this quickly. In an oral history interview recorded in 1974, she recounts the first time she saw a man with a severe facial injury in
1915:
A patient came in with his head bandaged up […] only his eyes showing […] as I
took (off) bandage after bandage. I thought to myself, ‘there’s going to be no face
left here at all, how dreadful it will be […]. And then I realised he was gazing intently at me and I thought, he’s waiting to see my reaction. Then of course it was
absolutely different. I chatted to him and teased him a little and tried to make him
smile [...]. One would have been shocked if one could afford to be […] but one
couldn’t afford to be […]. That was our salvation […] We were thrown head first
into the work but we had to do something about it [...]. It was a thing that came
back to me again and again and again. But one had to do something and that was
what saved you.48
Despite the passage of time between the encounter she describes and her telling of it, the
impact it had on her was clear. At the same time, this quote vividly illustrates what Hallett
describes as “emotional containment”; the need for nursing staff to control their own emotions in order to be able to function professionally and best help their patients.49
Many of the men who came to Sidcup needed extensive treatment with time to recuperate
between operations. The British Journal of Nursing extolled the location of the hospital within
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an estate with extensive gardens and a farm, reporting that its “delightful surroundings and
country air” would brighten up the lives of those convalescing there.50 Sidcup offered all kinds
of what would now be called occupational therapy in the hope of enabling its patients to successfully return to civilian life. Contemporary newspaper articles depicted the men tending
chickens, making toys, and repairing watches and clocks among other activities. Sporting competitions were encouraged.51 As the Daily Mirror reported at the time, these activities “not
only fit the men for self-support in civil life but keep their minds from dwelling on their injuries
during the long time it must take to restore them”.52
Just as many of the men had experienced the comradeship of the trenches, so the culture at
Sidcup helped to promote what Reznick describes as “a comradeship of healing”.53 Commentators noted the camaraderie between the men and also the close therapeutic relationships
that developed between them and the medical and nursing staff caring for them.54 This often
raised the men’s spirits, helped them develop their resilience, and aided their recovery.
Nurses played their part, working long shifts with their gravely injured patients and being a
constant and often comforting presence. Sidney Beldam, recovering from what his local paper
described as “being dangerously wounded in the right cheek and nose” wrote home to his
mother that “The Sisters are jolly good. They are so gentle with a chap’s wounds and do everything you want and never get out of patience”.55
This “comradeship of healing” is also evident in a photograph from 1967, which depicts a reunion of some of the men back at the hospital with Gillies’ widow.56 Many oral histories talk
of how popular Gillies was with the men and how he inspired their confidence.57 Marilyn McInnes says that her grandfather, Sidney Beldam, recalled “that Gillies went beyond the norm
with his great sense of fun and encouragement of the wounded and for whom he did the very
best he could”.58 He later worked for Gillies as his chauffeur. Sister Catherine Black described
Gillies as “the man who […] made life worth living again for thousands of despairing war-disfigured men”.59 Other staff too played their part. Joseph Pickard, a Sidcup patient, recalled
later in life in an oral history interview, the support he had received from his surgeon, Thomas
Kilner, and he recounted some of the banter between them that helped to sustain his morale.
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“Doctors”, he says, “you could talk to them. They would do anything for you and the nurses,
the sisters, was the same”.60
However, at the same time, mirrors were banned from the wards and benches in the local
area were painted blue.61 The latter was a visual signal to Sidcup residents that the blue
benches would be used by the hospital’s patients, “a code that warned townspeople that any
man sitting on one would be distressful to view”.62 This arguably served a dual purpose, protecting the public from seeing the extent of the men’s injuries but also protecting the men
from public reaction and possible revulsion. They therefore formed part of the men’s rehabilitation by providing encouragement to leave the hospital grounds as the blue benches provided, what could be seen as, safe spaces, for hospital patients.
Blue benches though, could also be seen as part of what Biernoff calls a “culture of aversion”
or a “collective looking away”.63 She argues that there was a lack of parity between men with
wounded faces and those with wounded bodies, comparing and contrasting the patients at
Sidcup with men who had lost limbs and were fitted with prostheses at Queen Mary’s Auxiliary
Hospital at Roehampton. The latter and their missing limbs, she says, featured prominently
in public wartime discourse, such as in newspaper reports, whereas pictures of severely facially injured men were not on view. Those men that did appear in newspapers were those
with less visible facial injuries or whose injuries were hidden behind bandages. Showing their
disfigured faces was taboo. In addition, men whose faces were severely injured were never
officially celebrated as wounded heroes, unlike amputees.64 As a corollary to this, Bourke posits that although severe facial injury affected the men’s ability to function physically, its key
impact was on the men’s appearance and self-identity and points out that “very severe facial
disfigurement” was to become one of the injuries for which a war veteran could receive a full
pension, together with losing two limbs or their sight.65
Writers have described how some of those with facial injuries refused to see their loved ones
and others were rejected by their families and fiancées. Muir Ward, an orderly who worked
at the 3rd London General Hospital, said of some of the men he cared for:
Suppose he is married, or engaged to be married? Could any woman come anywhere near that gargoyle without repugnance? His children…Why, a child would
run screaming from the sight. To be fled from by children! That must be a heavy
cross for some souls to bear.66
Pam Parish, in remembering her childhood, speaks of her mother’s kindness to a local man,
Stuart Lloyd, who suffered severe facial injuries during his war service. She recounts how she
60
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and her sister dreaded his visits because they were expected to kiss his cheek and how when
he stayed for supper, they would turn their faces away because of the reappearance of food
through his nose as he tried to eat.67 It is interesting to note that in France, facially injured
soldiers referred to themselves as, gueules cassées (broken mugs).68 The London Metropolitan Archives has a scrapbook that contains a large number of newspaper cuttings about the
Queen’s Hospital, Sidcup.69 While some paint an upbeat picture of the pioneering plastic surgery taking place there, using terms such as “shattered men remade” by “wizards of surgery”,
others dwell on the suffering of the patients with headlines such as the ‘Loneliest of all Tommies’70 and talk of a hospital where “men do not wish for mirrors”.71
Nurse Catherine Black tells a heart-rending story in her memoirs of the one of the men that
she nursed whom she calls Corporal X. Before the war he had been a young solicitor in the
Midlands and was engaged to a girl called Molly. She writes to him frequently and wants to
visit him, but he keeps delaying her visit. Finally, his bandages are removed, and his facial
disfigurement (caused by a shrapnel wound on the Somme) is revealed. “Captain Gillies had
done everything humanly possible but he could not work miracles”, says Black. She continues:
Mirrors were prohibited in that ward, but to my dismay I found Corporal X in possession of one that evening. None of us had known that he had a shaving-glass in
his locker. I pretended not to see it when he called me over and asked me to put
screens around his bed. Every nurse learns that there are moments when it is
better to leave a patient alone because sympathy would only make things worse.
I think he must have fought out his battle in the night, for early in the morning he
asked for a pen and paper and wrote a letter which he asked me to post. 72
Black later asks when Molly will visit, and he tells Black that he has written to her saying that
he has fallen in love with a girl he had met in Paris and is ending their engagement. “It wouldn’t
be fair to let a girl like Molly be tied to a miserable wreck like me”, he tells Black. “I am not
going to let her sacrifice herself out of pity. This way she will never know”.73
This poignant story is retold in Louisa Young’s novel, ‘My Dear I Wanted to Tell You’,74 which,
together with Pat Barker’s trilogy of novels75, portrays in fictional form the lasting psychological and physical wounds experienced by some survivors of facial injury and surgery in this
67
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period. Pritchard argues that patients with facial wounds experienced a double trauma, resulting in both “the loss of function, and the emasculating loss of identity. In one moment,
soldiers were robbed of their personality, their capabilities, and the basic capacity for selfcare”.76 Not only did they have to sometimes learn to eat and talk again, and cope with the
physical ramifications of their injury; they also had to come to terms with changes to their
face and body image, and to others’ reactions to them, which could result in deep psychological wounds.77 Pritchard points out that:
Photographs of veterans with facial disfigurement are some of the most striking
and disturbing images from the First World War. Even when seen through the
lenses of antiquated cameras one hundred years later, it is difficult not to recoil
at the sight of men with no eyes, jaws, or noses. In the immediate aftermath of
World War I, the disfigured soldier evoked a combination of fear, disgust, and
pity.78
One of the challenges facing historians seeking to understand facial injuries is the scarcity of
sources. While some of the medical records on the men still exist, others were destroyed or
lost, and those that do exist often contain only brief notes. Few medical and nursing personnel wrote about, or later recounted, their experiences of working in the field of facial injury
(nor did patients), so there is sometimes insufficient primary source material to support any
definite conclusions. There was no systematic follow-up once patients were discharged, partly
because the hospital changed its function in the post-war years and also possibly because of
the sheer numbers involved, alongside many other injured servicemen in a post-war Britain
that was facing austerity.
As Bamji points out, “The patient experience is dimmed by the passage of time”79 and it is now
over a century since these events occurred. He has made concerted efforts to trace the stories
of survivors (recording nearly 100 of them) and tells some of their stories using a combination
of photographs of them in later life and information from their families.80 Marilyn McInnes for
example, recalls of her grandfather, Sidney Beldam, who despite his injury and enduring
many operations always regarded himself as one of the lucky ones, “He had made it through,
got married and had a happy family life”.81 Other testimonies also recount stories of men who
were accepted by their families, found fulfilling careers, and found love after their injuries.
Perhaps a man’s ability to adapt and survive following facial injury could relate to his “premorbid disposition”, in other words his personality prior to his injury.
This ability may also be related to their wider wartime experiences rather than their injury per
se. Bamji conceptualises this as a “spectrum of adjustment to post-war life, from those who
shrugged off their injuries with complete insouciance to those who were and would remain
76
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withdrawn from society”.82 This is supported by The Nursing Times, which, reporting in 1917
on the new hospital at Sidcup, noted the variety of responses made by the men to their
changed facial appearance:
Many of the men of course are permanently blind. Most of them suffer from acute
depression and some are so conscious of their affliction they refuse to go home,
until they are sure that everything possible has been done; whilst others are so
pleased with the result of treatment that they do not wait until the surgeons are
completely satisfied.83
Some of the men developed the ability to cope with public reactions to their injuries. One
Sidcup patient, Joseph Pickard recalls how being stared at, which he refers to as being
“gawped at”, by people in the street initially damaged his confidence but that he then learnt
to overcome it and ignore it.84 Thus, Bamji concludes that he has revised his opinion over time
and now states that “the majority of men who acquired severe facial injuries lived largely contented lives after their treatment”.85 This is also supported by the existence of some accounts
written by patients attending a literacy class at Sidcup. Although they only number six in total,
these patients provide upbeat descriptions of how they are feeling.86
Grigsby takes issue with Bamji, arguing that he is unduly optimistic and points to some of the
harrowing tales that she has encountered.87 Many men, however, have disappeared from the
historical record and so there can be no definitive account or statistics of how many, for example, committed suicide or hid themselves away from public view. Bamji mentions one patient who was found dead of alcohol poisoning in a cottage close to the hospital at Sidcup.88
Nurses who worked at the hospital in the 1950s remembered two night watchmen who were
former patients from the First World War and so badly disfigured that they had chosen to stay
at the hospital and work at night, away from the public gaze.89 Others, Nicolson states, also
found it impossible to “muster the courage to appear in daylight, seeking refuge in work as
projectionists in the screened-off booths of cinemas”.90
Neale has traced Australians who were patients at Sidcup and identifies in the Australian case
files she has studied that men did sometimes experience feelings of self-consciousness, isolation, withdrawal, even depression. However, she argues that this does not constitute a com82
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plete picture of the experience of facially injured first world war veterans, which she believes
is considerably more nuanced. She recounts the stories of two men, Ivo Howell and William
Kearsey, whom she describes as examples of adaptation and resilience.91

6 Aftermath
Disabled war veterans like the men who were treated at Sidcup were also written out of the
history of post-war reconstruction.92 The First World War caused the deaths of 9.5 million military personnel and permanent disability to 8 million of the survivors. Britain had over 750,000
disabled veterans.93 According to Deborah Cohen, these men suffered the worst injuries that
had ever been seen. “Shrapnel”, she writes, “tore ragged paths through flesh and bone”.94
These injuries included the severe facial injuries that are the focus of this paper.
And yet, the British state took the bare minimum of responsibility for the war disabled. This
stance condemned them to a life on the periphery, where they were often segregated from
society (in sheltered workshops, for example) and rarely included in Armistice Day parades.
Gerhardt suggests a possible reason for this: “Their wounds were visually evocative of the
conflict, they constituted an intrusion of war into everyday life, especially once it was over.
This intrusion was not always well received by societies, who oscillated between a “moral obligation” to remember and the wish to forget.”95
Despite the narrative of a land ‘fit for heroes’, the British government (which had established
a Ministry of Pensions in 1917) offered only modest compensation to disabled veterans. Cohen suggests that “In Britain, civil servants in the new ministry charged with their care sought
to limit the state’s obligations towards disabled veterans”.96 This is supported by other commentators, who have noted the unwillingness of the inter-war British government to intervene in social problems.97 This led to disabled veterans often having to rely on their own resources or the benevolence of a previous employer or philanthropist. Although some cities
did give them preferential access to housing, many others did not.
In addition, employment was hard to come by for disabled ex-servicemen. In this case too,
Britain took a different path from some of her European neighbours. Unlike in France, Italy,
and Germany, where the state required the compulsory employment of severely disabled
veterans, the British government adopted a more laissez-faire approach. As Cohen says, in
Britain they were “left to their own wits and the goodwill of their fellow citizens”.98 Even for
those who did manage to find employment initially, the impact of economic austerity during
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the inter-war years was to make both finding and retaining work even more challenging as
severely disabled men found themselves competing with the able-bodied.
There has been less research on the impact on women and families who lived with men disfigured by war. Jessica Meyer, for example, has examined some of the pension files kept by
the British government in the aftermath of the First World War. She states that she found in
these evidence of suffering on the part of both veterans and their wives, of physical strain,
financial hardship, emotional pressure, and often family breakdown.99 Cohen points out that
the care of a badly disabled man not only required tremendous stamina, but that if their husbands were unable to work, women would in addition to completing all their own domestic
duties and childcare responsibilities often also have to supplement their husbands’ meagre
pensions by finding work outside the home.
This problem was particularly acute for those women who married veterans after they had
been injured, as the British government’s pension system only considered those men for a
higher allowance who had had wives and children before they were injured. Those who married after their discharge from military service were only eligible for a single man’s pension.
This contrasts sharply with France and Germany, where a man’s war pension was raised if his
family circumstances changed.100 As a result, many British families were condemned to penury.

7 Ethical Issues
The narrative reveals that care of British men with facial injuries sustained during the First
World War also encompassed a range of ethical issues. Gillies outlined what he saw as his
duties at an address to the Medical Society of London towards the end of 1917. The first was
to send “back to duty as many soldiers as possible in the shortest time’, the second to ‘the
patient and to do the best for him”, and the third “to contribute as much as possible to science
and to the knowledge of surgery”.101
These three aims, he says, frequently clashed, and some of the ethical dilemmas that confronted both medical and nursing staff in this war (and others) are clearly illustrated by these
comments. It could be argued that one of the great conundrums for military medical and
nursing staff is that they treat and care for men only to see them return to the war zone in
which they sustained their initial injury.102 A good illustration of this is provided in Case 37
from the Sidcup files. In this account, a patient undergoes surgery to repair a large gaping
facial wound. The wound appears to be making good progress, whereupon he returns to active duty, only to die of wounds to his legs in the same casualty clearing station that first
received him with his original facial wound.103
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Whitehead has discussed the ethical dilemmas that faced British Regimental Medical Officers
(RMOs) working in France, Flanders, and other theatres of war during this conflict. Their primary duty, he argues, was to maintain the fighting strength of their unit, which could also
mean that the needs of the army were placed above the needs of the individual.104 Jones says
of a doctor who embarks on military service: “The context in which he practises medicine is
transformed. As a civilian, he is taught to serve the interest of his patient with the proviso that
he does no harm. By contrast, the army doctor is presented with a very different set of priorities.”105 Thus, the Hippocratic Oath can be superseded by the exigencies of war.
Another ethical dilemma is the experimental nature of the work. Grigsby explains that ‘Three
decades before Archibald McIndoe’s burnt airmen formed the Guinea Pig Club in 1941, First
World War Soldiers were the guinea pigs of fast-developing maxillofacial surgery’.106 Gillies
reflects that “This was a strange new art and unlike the student today, who is weaned on small
scar excisions and gradually graduated to a single harelip, we were suddenly asked to produce half a face”.107 Surgeons, nurses, dentists and anaesthetists had to learn as they went
along and sometimes had to learn from their mistakes. An oft-quoted example of this is the
story of a badly burned pilot, Ralph Lumley, who died at Sidcup in March 1918, after Gillies
attempted to replace the whole skin of his face with a chest flap. This failed and Lumley died
of gangrene.108 As Bamji notes, ‘There is no doubt that the casualties of the Western Front
were the vital experimental subjects which enabled the modern speciality of plastic surgery
to develop.’109
For some this meant enduring painful surgery that was not always successful, as in the case
of Norman Wallace who underwent 21 operations at Sidcup but was left severely disfigured.110
Some made the decision to refuse further treatment against surgical advice when they could
no longer endure any further surgery.111 Gillies describes plastic surgery as being “a constant
battle between blood supply and beauty”112 or function and form, a sometimes difficult balancing act.
Cooter has described the concept of a positive audit of war and medicine, describing the conventional narrative as being “that war, with all its horrors and its sufferings, has nevertheless
brought lasting medical benefit to mankind.”113 The First World War is often cited as being
responsible for a whole host of innovations in military medicine and nursing care due to the
demands of the wartime environment in which doctors and nurses had to operate and the
medical and surgical needs that industrial warfare created. In addition to the development of
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plastic surgery as a speciality, advances were made in orthopaedic care, psychiatric treatment
for shellshock, the growth of radiology, and the use of blood transfusions, among many others.114 One of the requirements for the development of medical specialisation is the high incidence of a specific medical or surgical problem. The First World War provided these and
facial injury was one such problem.
Although war might be described as having a positive impact on the development of nursing,
medicine, and surgery, a negative audit of war and medicine is also possible.115 Cooter summarises this cogently when he says, “war appears still less medically beneficent when attention is directed to the ostensible objects of military medicine: the troops”.116 This could also
be said to include their families and loved ones, as earlier discussion has outlined. Commentators117 have also drawn attention to the negative impact that the First World War had on
both the mental and physical health of the doctors and nurses who served, including some
who lost their lives. In addition, medical progress during the war was not always translated
into civilian medicine and Waddington argues that wartime innovations, such as plastic surgery for facially injured men, did not make further progress until the Second World War.118
When considered in ethical terms, the concept of war being good for medicine might be seen
as being related to the concept of consequentialism. However, when the human cost of the
conflict is considered, a deontological approach would point to the enormous pain and suffering that many men with facial injuries experienced, as some of the examples in this article
have revealed.119

8 Conclusion
This paper has discussed the nature of facial injuries, how these occurred during the First
World War, the ways in which British medical services for facial injury developed in response
to rising numbers of casualties, and in which pioneering treatments were utilized. The sometimes-overlooked role that nurses played in this emerging speciality has been explored in
relation to the existing research on the history of British nursing care in the First World War
in order to help fill the ‘empty space’ previously referred to at the beginning of this paper.120
As the discussion has revealed, the paucity of primary source material allows only tentative
conclusions to be drawn.
It could be argued that in order to give their patients the best chance they could to rebuild
their sometimes shattered lives, the medical and nursing teams who cared for these men
both provided physical treatment and strove to engender a spirit of therapeutic optimism in
their patients. In so doing, a number of ethical issues arose, and it is difficult to know how
many men were able to lead contented and fulfilling lives in a society in which after-care and
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financial support was often lacking and in which facial injuries could lead to rejection and
revulsion. Family testimonies provide evidence that some did thrive and live contented lives:
as one daughter wrote, “As a family we give thanks for those at Sidcup which enabled our
father to live such a fulfilled and active life.”121
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Protestant Nursing in Crisis? The Shortage of Deaconesses
in the GDR Using the Example of the Evangelisch-Lutherisches Diakonissenhaus Leipzig
Fruzsina Müller
Abstract
There is well-established research in Germany showing that the number of Protestant nursing sisters (deaconesses) increased until the end of the 1930s. This trend then ended, which lead to broad and long-lasting
debates about the continuation of the Protestant nursing tradition and the solidarity-based life model of deaconesses. While these debates and their outcomes have been studied for the Federal Republic of Germany
and other Western European countries, almost no such studies existed for the German Democratic Republic
(GDR). This article therefore fills a research gap. Using the example of the Leipzig Deaconess House, it elaborates on the development of the number of nurses from its founding in 1891 to the end of the GDR and
presents the institution’s organizational structure and recruitment strategies. It focuses on the GDR period
and asks the following questions: What was the status of deaconesses under labour law? How were the declining numbers of deaconesses in nursing and in the community dealt with? And how did deaconesses and
wage-earning nurses interact in everyday hospital life?
Keywords: Deaconesses, German Democratic Republic, Protestant Hospital, Christian Nursing, Staff recruitment, 20th Century

1 Introduction
The German term Pflegenotstand (nursing shortage) is the current term used to describe the
shortage of nurses in Germany and other European countries. The term Schwesternmangel
(shortage of nursing sisters), on the other hand, was the contemporary term for the biggest
problem of Protestant welfare institutions after the Second World War. The difference between the two terms lies in their absoluteness: while Pflegenotstand refers to a general lack of
staff in the nursing sector and thus implies inadequate care for patients, the problem of the
lack of young nurses in Protestant deaconess houses says little about how well the care of the
sick and social work functioned under denominational sponsorship. The lack of nurses was
understood in Protestant charity organizations primarily as the lack of new recruits, who
would have guaranteed long-term continuity in terms of personnel and nursing care as well
as on a spiritual level. This paper, however, proposes that shortage of new staff in the deaconess houses was an internal problem. From the perspective of the diaconal administrators, the
nurses in Protestant hospitals by no means replaced the deaconesses, who regarded nursing
not only as a profession but also as a vocation in a missionary sense.
However, this initial thesis about a relative nursing shortage in deaconess hospitals does not
exclude the possibility that an absolute nursing shortage may have existed in the case of both
diaconal and state care of the sick and elderly in European countries after 1945. This leads to
the question of whether the deaconess houses were able to fulfil their self-imposed mission
of Christian care for the sick despite a shortage of deaconesses. Questions also arise about
the quality of care: the declining number of deaconesses may have made it impossible to provide care according to the original Protestant aspiration to holistic care of body and soul. Was
it possible for the wage-earning nursing staff to perform their work ‘well enough’ with being
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members of the deaconesses’ community of faith, life, and service? And what about the coexisting models of life and work within nursing?
While these questions have been addressed for the Federal Republic of Germany, Sweden,
and (as a non-European example) the USA1 in recent years, a scientific examination of the
situation of diaconal institutions in the German Democratic Republic (GDR) has been lacking.
In general, research on the healthcare system in the GDR is still in its infancy. The main developments that have been examined are those in the phase of the Soviet Occupation Zone (SBZ).
There have been fewer examinations of the period up to the building of the Berlin Wall in 1961
and there is still a lack of comprehensive studies for the time after that.2 The focus has been
on the history of doctors, while nursing staff have almost never been mentioned.3 One dissertation has been published on health education and propaganda in the GDR, and another on
doctors and medical university teachers there.4 A project to study the respective ministries of
health in the GDR and the Federal Republic has recently begun.5 Individual studies6 and several
memoirs7 of those involved are available about the Diakonie Deutschland, its institutions, and
the German Protestant charity organizations, but they have not yet been linked to the existing
research on the German state health system.8
The present study can therefore only attempt to fill a limited part of large research gap. Using
the example of the Evangelisch-Lutherisches Diakonissenhaus Leipzig (Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House), it examines the problem of dwindling number of deaconesses within the motherhouse system, especially after 1945. The Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House was founded in
1891 in the centre of the then German Empire, in Saxony. This was a relatively late development within the Protestant motherhouse movement. The first deaconess house was established in Kaiserswerth in the Rhineland in 1836 and by 1891 there were a total of 62.9 Leipzig
was thus part of an empire-wide, even transnational Protestant movement that aimed to alle-

1
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For example, Green 2011; Kaminsky 2012; Kreutzer 2012.
Bruns 2012, p. 337.
Bruns 2012, p. 337.
Linek 2016 and Ernst 1997. See Weil 2008 on the involvement of doctors with the Stasi. See Krumbiegel
2007 for outpatient care.
Braun 2017, here is also the reference to the ‘parallel project’ to the Ministry of Health in the Federal
Republic of Germany.
Heider 1993; Hübner 1999; Jostmeier 1999; Büttner 2014; Rose 2015; Gaida 2015; Winkler 2018.
Strümpfel 1984; Braune 1999; Dähn 2010. The latter are also adopted by scientific accounts without the
conducting of systematic interviews or file research beforehand, e.g. Schmuhl/Helbig 2002, pp. 183–191.
Any change of perspective will be almost impossible as long as the historiography of deaconess houses and
Diakonie Deutschland is based on orders of the actors (i.e. individual deaconess houses and associations of
the Diakonie Deutschland). The local or regional institutional histories often hide connections with local,
regional or even supra-regional healthcare. On the other hand, there is little evidence that historians
studying state healthcare also research the records of diaconal associations. Thus, parallel narrative strands
emerge, which hardly seem to know about each other or at most reproduce common prejudices.
‘Motherhouse’ was the name given to the place of residence of the community of sisters. This paper uses
‘motherhouse’ and ‘deaconess house’ as synonyms. The data is taken from Statistics of the Kaiserswerth
General Conference from 1939, p. 7. The movement did not reach its zenith until 1939, when there were a
total of 108 deaconess houses.
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viate social hardship and at the same time acted with a missionary aspiration.10 The idea was
to introduce expert, loving care for the sick and poor — care which had until then been lacking
— through the formation of religious sisterhoods.11 At the time the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House was founded, there were already efforts throughout the German Empire to separate medical care, nursing, and poverty relief from religious activities and private charity, and
have them instead be organized by the state. This was the aim of social democracy, which was
particularly strong in Saxony in the second half of the nineteenth century. The founding of the
Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House was a response, promoted by Leipzig’s conservative city
leadership, to the activities of social democratic associations.12
The Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House was one of the smaller institutions. Larger houses,
such as the Kaiserswerth deaconess house and the Sarepta deaconess house in Bethel had
well over a thousand deaconesses until the 1930s. The motherhouse of the Leipzig Lutheran
Deaconess House and the hospital it ran were built in 1900. The hospital was located in the
heavily industrial western part of Leipzig, more precisely in the working-class suburb of Lindenau, which had been incorporated into the city shortly before.13 The main features of the
hospital were the general hospital, which had a surgical department, and an internal department, and the community care (this service was provided throughout Saxony, the state to
which Leipzig belonged). Other important pillars included the nursing school and the polyclinic, which was responsible for outpatient care.14 With these services, the hospital filled a gap
in the care of the heavily industrialized west of Leipzig. Until then, there had been two hospitals in the original city area: the St. Jakob University Hospital and the St. Georg Hospital. The
latter employed nurses from the Albertverein, a royal foundation in Dresden.15 Before this
point there had been no denominational nurses’ association in Leipzig. Likewise, there was no
solution for the care of the socially weak workers in the industrial areas until the foundation
of the deaconess sisterhood.16
However, the point of this paper is not to chart the success of the Leipzig sisterhood. Instead
it focuses on the drastic changes in the microhistory of this institution in the period between
1945 and 1990. The study is based on records and interviews with contemporary witnesses.17
The first section presents the organization of the motherhouses in general terms and highlights the importance of recruiting new staff. The second section focuses on the Leipzig deaconesses during the GDR period, their living and working conditions, and their status under
labour law. The third section analyses the challenges of recruiting staff at the Leipzig Lutheran
10

11

12
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14
15
16
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Kaiser 1989 on ‘sozialer Protestantismus’ (social Protestantism) or ‘Verbandsprotestantismus’ (associational
Protestantism); other essential works include Strohm/Thierfelder 1995; Schmidt 1998; Gause 2005;
Kaiser/Scheepers 2010; Hammer 2013.
Kuhlemann/Schmuhl 2003; Bischoff 2008; on professionalization in nursing, see Sticker 1960; Seidler/Leven
2003; Braunschweig 2006; Schweikardt 2008; Wolff/Wolff 2008.
Sievers 1998, in particular pp. 84 ff. and 189 ff.
Müller 2018/2019.
DHL (Archive of the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House) 1918–1931; in this case to 1927.
Haupt/Güldner 2011, pp. 202–203.
Müller 2018/2019.
Interviews with contemporary witnesses were used in the current environment of the Leipzig Lutheran
Deaconess House, i.e. the sisters approached had been deaconesses or wage-earning staff there for a long
time.
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Deaconess House during the GDR period. It asks what efforts were made to recruit young staff
for training for the nursing sector of the hospital and what obstacles were encountered. The
fourth section presents the communal cooperation of deaconesses and wage-earning staff in
everyday hospital life. The fifth section seeks answers to the question of how the self-image
of a Christian hospital was maintained with only a few or no deaconesses at all.

2 Deaconess Houses and Recruitment of New Nurses
In order to understand the problem of the shortage of nurses, there follows a description of
the principles of the motherhouse organization and a rough historical outline of the strategies
and successes of recruitment. Motherhouses represented self-contained, self-sustaining systems based on continuity.18 They trained young, unmarried women in nursing or other social
occupations. These women then worked in the in-house facilities or were hired out as skilled
workers to other social service providers. Their fields of activity included nursing in hospitals
and homes for the aged and disabled, as well as care and education in day-care centres, state
and church institutions, and urban and rural communities. The deaconess houses concluded
contracts for the provision of staff with the institutions and associations that required the
labour of deaconesses. The money received for the deaconesses’ labour was paid to the motherhouse rather than to the individual deaconesses, who received only a small sum as pocket
money. The women worked voluntarily for the sake of their faith and lived in the community
of sisters or at least maintained constant contact with it. The motherhouse promised them
lifelong care ‘in sickness and in health’,19 i.e. even in the event of death, invalidity, or retirement. In order to keep this promise, the deaconess houses required new sisters to join them
on an ongoing basis, as their work would cover the costs of caring for their elderly and sick
fellow sisters. Although there was no official retirement age and the principle of lifelong ‘usefulness’ in the service of the motherhouse applied, aging deaconesses could only occupy fulltime positions up to a certain point, after which they went into ‘retirement’, had to be cared
for, and no longer brought money into the system themselves.
However, recruiting new recruits had become difficult as early as the end of the nineteenth
century, i.e. at the time when the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House was founded. Protestant
women had more professional opportunities available to them at this time than they had in
the first half of the nineteenth century.20 The deaconess motherhouse movement was considered very modern at the time, because it allowed women to pursue a socially recognized activity out of religious motivation without marrying.21 However, over time this model came under increasing pressure. An enterprise that initiated the professionalization of nursing in the
nineteenth century and gave Protestant women their first professional perspectives turned
into an institution that did not consider the state regulations in the area of nursing training,
labour law and social welfare to apply to its core group, the deaconesses. After peaking in
1939, the number of diaconal nurses collapsed. Despite an upswing immediately after the
18
19
20

21

Katz/Sachße 1996; Benad 2014; Kaiser 2014 on the financing of the deaconess houses.
Lohoff 1928 b, pp. 31–32.
Schmidt 1998. For a general overview of the diversity of opportunities for women in the empire see Beuys
2014, for the period of the Weimar Republic Föllmer 2005.
Habermas 1994; Köser 2006 on the ambivalence of the deaconess model between independence and selfsacrifice.
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Second World War, fewer women became deaconesses in the Federal Republic of Germany in
the longer term.22 Researchers have cited the expansion of women’s employment, the changing image of women, secularization, and the increasing reluctance to join a close-knit community as explanations for this, as well as other social, economic, and political factors.23
How did the numbers of deaconesses develop at the Leipzig motherhouse? There is no precise
data from the early days. The only information available is that the sisterhood was founded in
1891, that eight young women joined, and that after ten years, the house comprised 52 deaconesses. The community also included student nurses and other prospective deaconesses,
including probationary sisters at various stages of their training. In 1900, the motherhouse
consisted of 95 sisters.24 Although their numbers continued to grow steadily during this time
and exceeded 200 in 1928, the age structure reveals that there were many more older deaconesses belonged than there were younger sisters moving up.25
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The number of active sisters in the oldest deaconess house in Kaiserswerth/Düsseldorf dropped from its
peak of 1556 sisters in 1936 to 978 sisters by 1955 and halved again to 482 by 1967, Kaminsky 2012, p. 31.
Schmuhl 2010; Sieger 2010; Kaminsky 2012; Krey 2014; Kreutzer 2014; Hähner-Rombach/Pfütsch 2018.
Lohoff 1928 a, p. 11.
This data was provided to the Kaiserswerther Verband by the then Rector Gerhard Lohoff, see ADE 1918–
1927.
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Age distribution of the Leipzig deaconesses 1928
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The problem with this development was, as explained above, that in order to maintain the
organization of the motherhouse, new recruits were needed. Complaints about the lack of
new recruits characterized the internal discussions and the public statements of the Leipzig
Lutheran Deaconess House from its very beginning.26 Even the regional daily newspaper with
the highest circulation in Saxony, the national-conservative Leipziger Neue Presse (LNP), addressed the problem of new recruits at the Leipzig Deaconess House in a discussion forum in
1911.27 Changes in the general social, economic, and legal situation of women, which had no
particular effect on the motherhouse system, were seen as the reasons for the lack of new
recruits. One LNP reader called for the abolition of the pocket money system and more rights
of self-determination for the deaconesses. However, such advice was not heeded by the management of the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House. Although a Schwesternrat (Sisters’ Council)
was established at the Leipzig motherhouse as early as 1906, the authority of this body did
not go beyond discussing upcoming deaconess ordinations, dismissals, and unusual occur-

26
27

Schmidt 1995. See Föllmer 2005 and Beuys 2014 on the history of women in the empire.
See, for example, the letter to the editor on the debate ‘What is the need for the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess
House?’ of 06/09/19[11], DHL 1911.
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rences among the sisters.28 There was no intention of abandoning the solidary community
model, into which the working deaconesses paid and from which care was provided for those
who were unable to work.
In the first decades of the twentieth century, moreover, the number of aging deaconesses
grew slowly but steadily. Their morbidity and death rate was still very high until the 1920s.
Until the 1910s, for example, about twice as many Protestant sisters died of tuberculosis than
the rest of the female population.29 According to statistics from 1928, eight sisters in the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House died of pulmonary tuberculosis, another six from unknown
‘lung diseases’ or pneumonia, and several from typhoid fever.30 At this time, the house had
already recorded 31 deceased sisters, only nine of whom had lived beyond the age of 50.
Fourteen died before the age of thirty.31 It was not until the late 1920s that the tuberculosis
mortality rate among deaconesses throughout the German Empire was reduced to the average level for the population as a result of increased awareness of the problem and various
health measures.32 This decline in mortality was gratifying for the motherhouses, but it also
meant that care was required for more deaconesses in old age.
This led to an intensification in the search for new recruits at the end of the 1920s. From the
beginning, the recruitment of young women was one of the most important tasks of the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House. The rectors and pastors repeatedly called on young women
to join the convent during church services and the board placed advertisements in newspapers.33 In 1927 and 1928, Rector Gerhard Lohoff published several illustrated pamphlets and
had deaconesses write readable, positive descriptions of the work for a brochure.34 The general rules of the motherhouse were aimed at appearing attractive to the public and thus to
potential female applicants. The strict rules of conduct for deaconesses, for example, were
intended to provide a role model for young Protestant women, especially in parish care.35 Although prohibitions against accepting gifts and ‘malicious gossip’ about the deaconess house
had been in effect since the time of its founding, they were not recorded in writing until
Lohoff’s leadership.36
In addition to direct advertising and its indirect role as a role model for the nursing profession,
the nursing school was of great importance for the recruitment of new staff. It was an organic
part of the deaconess house, because it ensured the qualification of the next generation and
performed a flagship role. At least until the beginning of the twentieth century, nursing training in a deaconess house was considered a guarantee of good qualifications. After the state
28
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Lohoff 1927, which includes the founding document of the Sisters’ Council as an attachment. See also DHL
1926. It was not until 1932 that the members of the sisters’ Council had the right of co-determination on
the board of the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House, see DHL 1932–1933, meeting of 06/03/1932.
Schmuhl/Helbig 2002, p. 54.
List concerning ‘Unsere Heimgegangenen’ (Our Departed) in Lohoff 1928 a, p. 17.
List concerning ‘Unsere Heimgegangenen’ (Our Departed) in Lohoff 1928 a, p. 17.
Schmuhl/Helbig 2002, p. 54.
Sievers 1998, p. 134.
See, for example, Lohoff 1927 and 1928 a.
See, for example, Krumbholz 1991.
From 1930, all newly ordained deaconesses had to sign a declaration of unconditional sincerity and
obedience to superiors. They further undertook to refrain from anything that could damage the reputation
of the deaconess house in public, see DHL 1930.
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regulation of nursing training in 1907 (Prussia) and 1909 (Saxony), which incidentally came
about without the participation of the nursing associations and motherhouses,37 the Leipzig
Lutheran Deaconess House’s nursing school came under increasing pressure. For a long time,
the management did not want to acknowledge that the value of a non-governmental education in a deaconess institution was continuously decreasing. It tried to maintain the image of
the original and best educational institution. However, in the 1920s, there was no way around
applying for state approval. This status was granted in 1925 and from then on, the nursing
school functioned as a state-approved training institution. Although there is no documentary
evidence of this, the deaconess house probably also encountered the problem that it was no
longer providing training exclusively for its own needs, but was transforming into a school
open to the public. Its graduates found employment outside the Protestant motherhouse system with their certificates, so it was no longer a matter of course that those who trained there
remained in the deaconess house to enter it as deaconesses. Departing nurses no longer paid
into the motherhouse system and therefore did not contribute to the care of elderly and incapacitated nurses.
Although the 1920s are rich in historical records as far as the sisters of the Leipzig Lutheran
Deaconess House are concerned, there is little material available for the 1930s and 1940s. All
that is known is that the number of recruits fell drastically in the 1930s and reached zero in
1942.38 Although there were very frequent resignations, some of which can be explained by
the number of conversions to the Braune Schwestern (Brown Sisters), as the National Socialist
Sisterhood was known, there are no sources available to prove this.

3 The Staffing Situation and the Status of Deaconesses in the GDR
In the GDR, as in the Federal Republic, admissions to the motherhouses generally declined in
the 1950s.39 It is only possible to speculate about the reasons for this. In part, explanations
similar to those mentioned above for West Germany may apply here. Statements by contemporary witnesses and the results of research on the relationship between church and state
suggest that the state’s repression of churches and their ministries in the GDR had a particularly deterrent effect on young women.40 It is certainly true that the number of people who
formally belonged to a denomination in the GDR declined overall as a result of hostility toward
the church and the exodus of broad segments of society.41 There was also an expansion of
nationwide state structures in social welfare and healthcare, which — while not rendering denominational institutions dispensable — certainly placed them in mutual competition in areas
including the labour market.42 Female employment increased massively, which may have resulted in some loss of appeal for the life of a deaconess.43 At the same time, however, there
was a Protestant milieu in the GDR. The children of this milieu shared the consequences of
their parents’ church affiliation: they were, for example, prevented from taking the Abitur (the
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Schweikardt 2006.
See the corresponding entries in DHL 1940–1945.
Jostmeier 1999, p. 132.
Jostmeier 1999, p. 132; Gause 2006, p. 205. The key publication on this issue was Thiele 1963.
Lindemann 2016, p. 253.
Krumbiegel 2007; Heider 1993.
Hoffmann/Schwartz/Hockerts 2004 for more detail.
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secondary school examination allowing entrance to university) or from pursuing state apprenticeships. For them, the diaconal institutions were a safe space where they found training and
employment opportunities.44 Nevertheless, ordination as a deaconess remained a rare choice.
In the first years after the Second World War, about ten sisters per year entered the Leipzig
Lutheran Deaconess House with the intention of becoming ordained deaconesses.45 However,
the number of new recruits finally collapsed in 1954. From then until 1968, only between one
and three women joined each year and after 1968 there are almost no records of any further
recruits being admitted.46 There was no wave of departures in Leipzig, as was described, for
example, in the case of the Henriettenstiftung (Henriette Foundation) in Hanover in the Federal
Republic.47 Only between one and three women left the community each year until the end of
the 1960s, when the number of those leaving came to a complete standstill.48 Nevertheless,
the number of ordained sisters declined rapidly, because there were fewer and fewer new
ordinations. While there were still regular ordinations in the 1950s (for example, four in 1952
and six in 1955), the number of years in which no ordinations took place increased. The penultimate ordination ceremony in the Leipzig motherhouse took place in 1969, when three
probationary sisters were ordained as deaconesses. The final ordination took place eight years
later in 1977.49 The records do not clearly show when the deaconess house began to employ
the ‘secular’ nurses who gradually replaced the deaconesses, probationary nurses, and student nurses in the hospital and in community work. Some of them joined the diaconal sisterhood, that is they continued the spiritual heritage of the deaconesses but did not live within
the community of deaconesses.

44
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Gaida 2015, p. 28. See also Ernst-Bertram/Planer-Friedrich 2008.
Even this number, however, was too low from the point of view of the management of the deaconess house:
On the sixtieth anniversary of the founding of the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House, in 1951, the
management wished for ‘young girls and women who want to serve the Lord as deaconesses, people whose
hearts and prayers are with our work, men and women who live their connection to us’, DHL 1951.
See the corresponding entries in the annual reports.
Kreutzer 2014, p. 66.
See the corresponding annual reports.
DHL 1924–1967.
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Nurses, parish nurses, and administrative nurses
at the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House
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The problem of aging reached much greater proportions than in the first half of the twentieth
century. This had an effect not only on the finances of the motherhouse, but also on the actual
working capacity of the deaconesses. As early as 1954, Rector Paul Meis spoke of an ‘extreme
strain’ on the sisters who were still active and the impossibility of providing relief due to the
lack of new recruits.50 The extent of the burden to which aging deaconesses could be subjected
when only a few young recruits were coming through the ranks was also an ethical question
for governing body of the motherhouse. The number of working deaconesses dropped from
101 to 14 during the period between 1947 and 1990, while the number of retired deaconesses
remained largely the same over the same period. About the same number died as went into
retirement.
Given these serious changes during the GDR period, the question arises as to how it was possible to maintain care for the aging diaconal sisterhood when the system of self-sufficiency
came under threat. The governing body of the motherhouse refused support from state agencies until the 1980s. Deaconesses, pastors, and church officials were exempted from Macher’s
Decree. Introduced in 1958, this constituted compulsory social insurance for workers and
‘Werktätige’ (persons engaged in working activities sanctioned by the East German state). This
exemption was because the church and Protestant charities feared union influence in their
institutions.51 It was only after many years of negotiations that this group of people was incorporated into the state pension scheme through an agreement between the Bund der Evangelischen Kirchen in der DDR (Federation of Protestant Churches in the GDR) and the
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Circular from Paul Meis to the sisters from April 1954, DHL 1950–1954.
Strümpfel 1984, p. 123.
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Staatssekretariat für Arbeit und Löhne (State Secretariat for Labour and Wages) in 1985.52 Until
then, the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House paid voluntary pension contributions for its deaconesses.53
Although this special treatment of the deaconesses was desirable because it averted state
influence on this core group of the association of Protestant charities, the fact that the deaconesses were not legally considered ‘Werktätige’ also created disadvantages for them. Without status as a ‘Werktätige’ and without social insurance, they were excluded from state recreational opportunities, even though they urgently needed them.54 Recreational opportunities
offered by the church and Protestant charities diminished during this time. Although Leipzig
Lutheran Deaconess House had its own recreation facility in the Vogtland region of Saxony, it
was not reopened for five years after the Second World War due to governmental obstruction.55 It was at this ‘Haus Schorbus’ in Bad Elster that religious recreation programmes for deaconesses, nursing students, and wage-earning staff took place from 1950. However, by the
end of the 1970s, it was no longer possible to staff the house and it was handed over to the
Landeskirchliche Amt der Inneren Mission in Sachsen (Regional Church Office of the Inner Mission
in Saxony) in 1977.56 The only remaining Protestant convalescent home in the GDR (the ‘Haus
zur Gotteshilfe’ in Bad Liebenstein) had only very limited capacity for the deaconesses.57
The question arises as to how the governing body of the motherhouse reacted to the radical
decline of the sisterhood. The records offer only sporadic answers to the question of whether
countermeasures taken or whether the decline was simply accepted. In the 1950s, the rector
at the time, Paul Meis, seems to have sought responsibility in the immediate environment of
the deaconess house, saying that the parishes were sending too few young people to the deaconess house.58 He saw the solution in developing the religious component in the concept of
the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House and believed that only a ‘spiritually vibrant sisterhood’
would increase the attraction of the deaconess house:
Why should a young girl become a deaconess if we are nothing special? She can
serve her Lord in a huge range of professions. But if she senses that people are
living here who are at pains to make Christ real in their lives, [...] shouldn’t she be
drawn to us?59
The governing body of the Leipzig motherhouse strove to strengthen the deaconess system
according to the old tradition. Even when, in the early 1970s, discussions were already taking
place throughout the Protestant charity organizations about how to continue, the governing
body and the deaconesses decided, after several evenings of discussion, to retain the old form
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DHL 1981–1990, entry from 1985.
DHL 1981–1982. On the pension provision for the sisters of the Berlin-Zehlendorfer Diakonieverein (BerlinZehlendorf Diaconal Association) see Gaida 2015, pp. 26–27.
Strümpfel 1984, p. 124.
DHL 1947–1949, letter from 18/04/1949 and DHL 1949–1950, meeting of 08/05/1949.
DHL 1977. The house was sold in 2004.
Strümpfel 1984, p. 124.
DHL 1946–1959, entry from 1951.
Sisters’ newsletter from Paul Meis, 20/9/1951, DHL 1950–1954.
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of the motherhouse.60 Its core was formed by a closed, celibate sisterhood. The most important goal under the social conditions, which were already recognized as having changed,
was to continue the spiritual community, both for the deaconesses and the wage-earning
staff.61 A transformation of the order in a new direction, in which, for example, traditional dress
would no longer have been obligatory or marriage would have been permitted, was out of the
question. The example of the Swedish association of Protestant charities shows that modernization efforts could certainly be effective in attracting new recruits. In Sweden, the motherhouse system was completely reformed in the second half of the twentieth century in response to state attacks. Deaconesses were given much more freedom, and so the model once
again became attractive to young women.62
During the period studied, little changed for the deaconesses of the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House in terms of their way of life, their relationship with the governing body of the motherhouse, or their social interaction. They lived together in the motherhouse, wore traditional
dress and hoods, and had limited rights of co-determination. Furthermore, the principle of
secondment applied, i.e. the sisters were posted to wherever the superior deemed necessary.63 Although the deaconesses regarded this practice as a necessary part of sisterhood to
be acquired during training, there is repeated evidence that they were unable to come to
terms with it and it may have been a reason for leaving in several cases.64 Several deaconesses
felt decisions by the motherhouse were arbitrary or unjust during the GDR period.65 Examples
from motherhouses in other countries show that not every motherhouse adhered to the principle of secondment. For example, in the 1960s, the Swedish association of Protestant charities ended the secondment of its deaconesses and allowed them to enter into work contracts
independently.66 In contrast, the last decisive change to the entire sisterhood’s power of codecision was made in Leipzig in 1946, after which no efforts were made for reform in this
regard, at least not formally. It was then that the Sisters’ Council was given expanded powers
and equal decision-making authority with the governing body of the motherhouse. Where it
had once comprised elected members and members delegated by the governing body of the
motherhouse it now comprised only elected deaconesses.67
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In 1970, all active deaconesses discussed the constitution of the Protestant charity association the
Kaiserswerther Verband (KV) via a survey by the same association. The aim of this was, as many other
motherhouses in East and West Germany were attempting, to redesign the constitutions of the
motherhouses. In 1971, as a result of this survey, the KV announced its modified framework constitution in
which the uniformity and binding nature of the associated motherhouses was removed. See Scheepers
2010, p. 221.
DHL 1970–1975.
Green 2011.
See the interviews with deaconesses, Lehmann 2020 and Muck 2020. See also the analysis of biographical
interviews in Friedrich 2006.
This is pointed out by the Leipzig deaconess Marie von Liebe in her memoirs, see Liebe [no date].
Lehmann 2020; Muck 2020.
Green 2011, p. 171.
DHL 1945–1946, meeting from 09/03/1946.
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4 The Challenges of Staff Recruitment During the GDR Period
With the declining number of deaconesses, all deaconess houses faced the question of who
would continue Protestant nursing work. The motherhouses were an integral part of the welfare and healthcare system with functioning structures in the hospital system and in a wide
variety of areas related to care and education. These were not to be abandoned. From the
church’s point of view, they were the ‘manifestation’ of the church – an essential and visible
component of the church’s social work.68 In the GDR, moreover, the Protestant hospitals were
understood as an important part of the churches’ struggle for legitimacy against the secular
state. After initial open confrontation, the leadership of the ruling party in East Germany, the
Socialist Unity Party of Germany (SED) attempted to emphasize welfare as a common humanitarian goal of church and state activities in the early 1960s. In 1964, SED General Secretary
Walter Ulbricht said to Thuringia’s Bishop Moritz Mitzenheim, ‘The common humanist responsibility unites us all.’69 Although the institutions of the association of Protestant charities benefitted from this rapprochement (as they were able to expand their work, especially in the
area of assistance for the disabled),70 they attempted to resist this classification, since they did
not consider their work to be equivalent to that of the socialist state.71 The difference between
secular and Christian nursing was also felt in the hospital system.
But how could the management of a Protestant hospital in the socialist state ensure that
enough Christian nurses were working in the running of hospitals? In the 1970s, ‘whole departments’ of the Leipzig Deaconess Hospital, including the massage department, the laboratory, and the administrative department were completely devoid of deaconesses.72 Since 1986,
no deaconesses have worked in nursing and only a few have worked in administration.73 At
that time, the hospital had a total of about 300 wage-earning members of staff. The gap left
in the nursing department by the departing deaconesses was filled by them; most of whom
were graduates of the motherhouse’s nursing school.
However, the transition from training to working life was not easy due to external circumstances and obstacles on the part of the authorities. Above all, the GDR-specific issue of housing posed a problem. State-designated housing was scarce74 and when the deaconess house
was built, it included dormitories for the deaconesses and the students, but only a few doctors’
apartments. 75 Although boarding facilities were available for the approximately 20 student
nurses per grade level, there were none for trained nurses. Although the governing body of
the motherhouse tried to bring the problem to the attention of the housing department at
Leipzig City Council through the district doctor, the assistance provided by the city was ex68
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See for the Federal Republic Kaminsky 2014. Superintendent Richter used this term for the Leipzig Lutheran
Deaconess House, see Richter 1991.
Heider 1993, p. 191.
Gaida 2015, p. 76.
Heider 1993, p. 191.
DHL 19/06/1974. While it is true that in the second half of the twentieth century, in many places, the work
of nurses was increasingly taken over by their own professional specialists, this did not mean that
deaconesses could not have been trained for these professions. The shortage was not related to any lack
of qualifications, but to the absolute lack of ordained deaconesses.
DHL 1981–1990, entry from 1986.
Rau 2017.
DHL 1891–1902.
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hausted in the form of about two apartments assigned per year. This did not relieve the tight
housing situation.76 Doctors were also affected: head doctor Sieghart Grafe commuted from
Halle/Saale to Leipzig for two years after his appointment in 1978. An apartment was only
found for him and his family in 1979 and he only moved into it in 1980 ‘after substantial effort’,
i.e. after extensive repair work, by workmen provided by the motherhouse itself.77 Ward sisters
were occasionally accommodated in small living quarters in the hospital, but this offered little
privacy.78 It was for this reason that the deaconess house attempted to obtain accommodation
from the early 1970s onward. These attempts were initially without success.79 The interim solution was to create seven nurses’ rooms with shared bathrooms and kitchens on the second
floor of a new ‘multipurpose building’ on the hospital grounds between the boiler house and
the laundry in 1974.80
This example shows how difficult it was to create living quarters as a Protestant hospital in the
GDR. Admittedly, during the phase of ‘pragmatic acceptance’ by the SED state, the association
of Protestant charities had many more options for construction available to it since the end of
the 1960s at the latest. In addition, in 1979, the association of Protestant charities established
its own building consulting and planning office so that facilities could be built or modernized
according to Western standards.81 Nevertheless, it took the Leipzig Deaconess House just under a decade to build a residence for nurses and wage-earning staff on its grounds. The idea
originated as early as 1978, and the city government supported it.82 From then on, the deaconess house collected funds throughout Saxony and purchased materials because it was to
construct the building itself. However, the residential building project ‘was approved and cancelled twice by the municipal authorities during the year [1979].’83
In the negotiations with the Leipzig District Council’s planning commission, the district doctor
and the city council’s department of church affairs, it became clear that the problem was the
type of financing: the deaconess house was promised church funds in East German currency,
but the state authorities wanted West German currency to provide the basis for financing.84
These were not available to the deaconess house. The authorities eventually issued the building permit in 1982. The first residential block was completed in 1988, ten years after the initial
plans. Construction was carried out by workmen provided by the deaconess house as well as
Feierabendkräfte, workers from elsewhere who worked on the deaconess house project after
their regular working hours. Relationships and flexibility were needed in order to procure materials.85
As an employer, the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House also endeavoured to provide good
training and continuing education for its nursing staff. Both deaconesses and contract staff
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Diakonisches Werk (DW) 02/10/1978.
See the corresponding entries in DHL 1976–1980.
Kröber 2020.
DHL 12/01/2016.
DHL 1970–1975, entry from 1974.
Gaida 2015, p. 76.
DHL 1976–1980, entry from 1978.
DHL 1976–1980, entry from 1979.
Börner 1982.
DHL 12/01/2016.
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were sent to state and church training courses and study programmes as well as spiritual
retreats.86 The deaconess house itself organized a number of spiritual programs and, from
1968, a nursing course for the elderly in cooperation with the Leipzig Inner Mission.87 Adequate
remuneration, healthcare, holidays and health cures were considered important basic elements of a relationship of trust with the staff.88 The two head doctors, Hans-Jürgen Runne and
Werner Steps, were particularly active in this regard and lobbied for Protestant hospitals in
the GDR.89 In 1961, their lobbying of the GDR Ministry of Health resulted in wage-earning members of staff in Protestant hospitals being paid at the same rates as in state healthcare institutions.90 They also lobbied for convalescent cures, education and training, and recruitment of
new staff.91 However, the management of the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House also wanted
to give the nursing staff a feeling of security and ‘home’ by ‘staying in conversation’ with them:
celebrating their birthdays, anniversaries, and honours, as well as taking care of any family
members in need. This was prescribed in a paper for the physicians of the hospital that was
circulated by Hans-Jürgen Runne in 1973.92 A working group consisting of ward and department heads, head doctors, the rector and the head of administration regularly discussed how
to reduce the workload of the nursing staff.93 It was suggested to the doctors that the nurses
be given more attention in training and in their daily work.94

5 ‘They were a group and we were a group.’ The Communal
Togetherness of Deaconesses and Wage-earning Staff
Although the nursing staff increasingly consisted of contract staff, deaconesses still worked in
the hospital until the 1980s and so it might well be questioned what the relationship between
these two groups was. The aforementioned adherence of the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess
House to traditional methods understandably led to the ever-smaller community of deaconesses consolidated and split from the other staff. This was once demonstrated by the fact that
the deaconesses did not consider state labour regulations to apply to them. While the Leipzig
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See the numerous entries in the annual reports, e.g. DHL 1981–1990.
DHL 1960–1969, entry from 1988.
DHL 15/03/1973.
DHL 2012.
DHL 2012. The Abkommen über die Vergütung der Ärzte und des mittleren medizinischen Personals in
evangelischen Krankenhäusern (Agreement on the Remuneration of Doctors and Intermediate Medical Staff
in Protestant Hospitals) created for the first time an approximately equal situation of medical staff in state
and denominational institutions, Strümpfel 1984, p. 122. However, ward assistants, manual workers, and
administrative staff were excluded from this regulation. Their wages were only adjusted around 10 years
later.
See the Archiv der Diakonie und Entwicklung: Ärztefragen (Diaconal Archive and Development: Doctors’
Questions].
DHL 15/03/1973.
DHL 15/03/1973. The basis for discussion was not only East German sources such as Das stationäre und
ambulante Gesundheitswesen (The Inpatient and Outpatient Healthcare System) published by VEB Verlag
Volk und Gesundheit, but also the then influential book by the Swiss-American psychiatrist Elisabeth KüblerRoss On Death and Dying, which was published in German by the West German company Kreuz Verlag. Other
works from West Germany that could be accessed were also received. These included Haus für Kranke
(House for the Sick), see Wermuth 2017; 2018.
DHL 15/03/1973.
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Deaconess House, as part of the health care system in the GDR, enforced the socio-political
regulations for its wage-earning members of staff, the deaconesses were exempt from regulations on working hours and holidays.95 By their own account, they continued to work according to the ‘old order’: from early morning until noon and, after a longer lunch break, from early
afternoon until evening. They did not participate in the newly introduced shift system.96 These
findings are largely consistent with those in the Federal Republic, at least as far as the results
of a study by the Henriette Foundation in Hanover show.97
Deaconesses found it difficult to give up certain areas of work, so the governing body of the
motherhouse ensured that the wards were, if possible, headed only by deaconesses. In the
1950s, the admission of the first Christian religious brothers as qualified nurses meant a
change. The deacon, Gottfried Fichtner, reported in an interview that they were regarded as
equals.98 He was the first ‘brother’ in the house when he started work in 1957. Before that,
only a few orderlies worked as male helpers in the nursing area of the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess Hospital.99 They carried patients up the stairs, performed special nursing tasks for male
patients, cared for the dead and were not equal to the deaconesses. As a qualified nurse at
the Moritzburg Deaconess Institution with a Christian understanding of service, Gottfried
Fichtner was the first man to be allowed to take charge of a ward. On other wards, the exclusive appointment of deaconesses as ward managers was only possible until the 1960s.100 After
that, attempts were made to recruit diaconal sisters for this position if possible. They were
wage-earning members of staff who declared their affiliation to the basic Christian values of
the deaconess house and disclosed this by wearing a badge. They participated in the religious
services of the deaconess house to a greater degree, but were not included in the sisterhood’s
communal living. Their number remained small during the period under study: in 1947 there
were eight sisters, who were at that time still referred to as Verbandsschwester (Association
Sisters) and in 1989 there were 20 Diakonische Schwestern (Diaconal Sisters).101
It is hardly surprising that the temporal and spatial coexistence of different living and working
models in the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House led to conflicts. One example was spatial
separation at mealtimes. Only the deaconesses and nursing students were allowed to eat
lunch in the motherhouse dining room. Wage-earning nursing staff ate on the wards, but for
the rest of the house’s staff the food provided was offered in a rather unsuitable room of the
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Major preparations required measures such as the implementation of the Abkommen zur Regelung der
Vergütung für die Beschäftigten der Heil- und Heilhilfskräfte sowie der Wirtschaftsberufe und der technischen
Berufe in evangelischen Einrichtungen des Gesundheits- und Sozialwesens in der DDR (Agreement on the
Regulation of Remuneration for Those Engaged in Care and Auxiliary Care, Finance, and Technical Work in
Protestant Institutions of Health and Social Welfare in the GDR) of December 19, 1969, DHL 1970–1975,
entry from 1971.
Muck 2020.
Kreutzer 2018.
Fichtner 2019.
On men in nursing in the Federal Republic, see Schwamm 2018.
Muck 2020.
DHL 1946–1959 and DHL 1981–1990. The definition of the diaconal sisterhood changed in 1975, when all
the motherhouse nurses were incorporated into it, and in 1985, when only those who specifically agreed to
do so were included in it. All other nurses from then on used the designation ‘Schwester’ (sister).
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hospital. In an interview, former ward manager and diaconal sister Renate Mendt recalled this
situation, which she saw as unfair, in a very emotional way:
The dining room was downstairs in the motherhouse, but the wage-earning staff
were not allowed to eat there. Just think about it! That is unimaginable to me for a
Christian house. The wage-earning staff had their food delivered by the kitchen
and ate in the basement of the surgical department. There was a small dining
room opposite the urine laboratory. So you can see the barriers in their heads!
Seeing as the food was already there, couldn’t they have had a table here in the
dining room for the manual workers and the few wage-earning staff?102
For Mendt, this practice of exclusion was incompatible with the Christian ethic of togetherness. She also found it counterproductive for attracting and retaining staff, many of whom
had no sympathy for it. Deaconess Anneliese Muck later explained separation at mealtimes
by saying ‘they were one group and we were one group.’103 Even the diaconal sisterhood was
considered a dissenting community, although it was spiritually connected to the association
of Protestant charities. Muck now regrets this and explains the drawing of boundaries on the
part of the deaconesses:
In retrospect, that was a painful thing for me. That boundaries were drawn in such
a way. But it was understood that, well, you are helping us. You have your families,
you have your community, and we have our community.104
Muck considered the Christmas party for the wage-earning staff at the motherhouse to be an
appropriate form of appreciation, explaining that this event the deaconesses ‘spoilt’ the contract staff: ‘That’s how we said thank you.’105 Spatial separation at mealtimes, however, remained in place until 1988.106 For Muck, this problem was not a question of Christian ethics,
but of a certain view in the motherhouse community, according to which wage-earning workers were not accepted into the ‘surrogate family’ of the motherhouse, that is, the community
of deaconesses.

6 A Christian Hospital without Deaconesses?
The deaconess house not only faced challenges in the coexistence of wage-earning nurses
and deaconesses in nursing. There was also the increasingly important question of how the
claim to Christian care could be maintained among the ‘civilian’ wage-earning workers, who
had only a loose or non-existent church connection.107 The motherhouse did not want to abandon the religious component (even if it was difficult to define precisely) during a period of
increasing state competition. The distinction between Christian and ‘secular’ nursing was only
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Mendt 2020.
Muck 2020.
Muck 2020.
Muck 2020.
DHL 1981–19901990, entry from 1988.
Report on the visit to the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House on 13–14/06/1986, Archiv der FliednerKulturstiftung Kaiserswerth 1963–1991.
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possible at an emotional level in the case of uniform training standards. Paul Meis, who was
rector during the 1950s explains the situation as follows:
It is not that non-believers make something technically better or worse, but the
outcome is different. [...] If we sing and play in our heart, the sick person is aware
of this by the way we take care of them. If we are dead in our hearts, the same
hand movements can be made and yet it is completely different.108
Meis also commented that ‘the sick also feel something of our love.’109 The governing body of
the motherhouse strove to have as many Christian staff as possible who agreed to continue
the spiritual legacy of the deaconesses within the framework of the diaconal sisterhood.110
However, there was little interest among nurses in joining the diaconal sisterhood. Efforts by
the governing body of the motherhouse to recruit more members using methods such as
writing to them brought only moderate results.111 There was little time or energy left for recruitment by a team that consisted of three diaconal sisters, since they themselves worked in
leading positions in hospital operations and had families.112 They could ill afford to conduct
interviews to recruit new members.113 The leadership of the deacon sisterhood was handed
over by the matron as late as 1977, possibly to give the sisterhood more autonomy. However,
the deaconesses seemed to withdraw completely from the diaconal sisterhood. The latter regretted the absence of the deaconesses at its events.114
There was less time for spiritual services at the patient’s bedside because of the general developments in the hospital system. As in the Federal Republic,115 increased processes of mechanization and rationalization also took hold in the GDR. These prevented the denominational
sisters from combining care of body and soul according to the old deaconess commandment.
According to deaconess Maria Pierel, the ‘conflict that the demands grew with the many new
findings in the field of medicine and we often did not find enough time for the urgently needed
attention to the patients entrusted to us and their relatives.’116 Nevertheless, the deaconesses
tried to bring spirituality into everyday hospital life: they sang with the children who they cared
for during visiting hours, or told them stories from the Bible. Pierel recalls that many had never
heard the name of Jesus before. For adults, the ward sisters held devotions, said grace with
them, and sang with them.117 The nursing students, who lived in the boarding school at the
motherhouse, also often paraded through the wards in the evenings with their guitars.118 Although the population of the GDR was subject to strong state efforts at deconfessionalization,
it was only in the rarest of cases that patients protested against a devotion.119 Praying aloud in
emergency situations was also an expression of Christian solidarity. In an interview, Renate
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DHL 1950–1954, from Paul Meis 23/07/1952.
DHL 1950–1954, from Paul Meis 21/06/1954.
DHL 1975–1976.
For example, DHL 1976–1980, entry from 1977; DHL 1981–1990, entries from 1984 und 1985.
DHL 1976–1980, entry from 1977.
Mendt 2020.
Kröber 2020.
Kreutzer 2018, p. 111.
DHL [1989].
DHL [1989].
Kröber 2020.
DHL 1987.
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Mendt, a diaconal sister and ward manager, recalled that the ward nurses prayed together on
occasions such as when a difficult operation was about to be performed on one of the patients:
We simply said, dear God, we place the day in your hands. Be with the surgeons,
be with Mrs. So-and-so. We know that it will be very difficult, so give us the strength
that we might do it. So very simple; these were not major rituals.120
An important point of discussion with regards to what constituted a Christian hospital was
whether crucifixes still belonged in the hospital.121 There was no desire to force the Protestant
view on anyone, but also no desire to hide the fact that the hospital was run by a Christian
association.122 In the end, crosses were hung in the entrance area and not in the rooms.123 In
the hospital, not only the nursing staff, but also devoted individual doctors contributed to the
preservation of the Christian image. In 1974 and 1987, the head doctor, Hans-Jürgen Runne,
created a handout for nursing staff, doctors, and pastors on how to deal with the seriously
ill.124 In it he described the attitude of the deaconesses and diaconal sisters as very happy,
because they cheerfully and undauntedly performed the difficult care ‘under the rays of divine
grace’. In contrast, he said, the medical staff was often overwhelmed. He advocated a clear
Christian attitude at the patient’s bedside, suggesting, for example, that patients be ‘gently
guided to see that his illness has meaning’, or that dying patients be asked ‘whether they have
already made their peace with the dear Lord.’ His general recommendations for dealing with
the dying, however, were based on current medical ethics, including those of the influential
Swiss-American psychiatrist Elisabeth Kübler-Ross.125 Runne performed translation work in
several senses when he translated these sometimes English-language theoretical sources into
German and made them applicable to the practice of everyday hospital life.
The decline in the number of deaconesses also had repercussions for the other major area of
activity of the Leipzig Deaconess House: community care for the parish. The nursing and pastoral work in the immediate area of the motherhouse was considered the core area of the
establishment and was of great importance for it, especially in the GDR, because of its popular
missionary aspirations.126 The number of denominational parish nursing stations had almost
halved within twenty years and the number of Protestant sisters in parish nursing had shrunk
by almost two-thirds.127 In view of the efforts of the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House to
maintain its missionary aspirations and to present the deaconesses as role models in the parishes, it was particularly painful for the motherhouse to have to gradually abandon the parish
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Mendt 2020.
See the photos from the illustrated chronicle of the deaconess house, DHL 1892–1952.
Mendt 2020.
Runne 1987.
Runne 1987.
See the bibliography at the end of DHL 02/11/1974.
Richter 1991.
In 1969, there were 621 parish nursing stations with 807 Protestant sisters in the GDR. In 1983 there were
only 452 stations with 502 sisters. In 1989, 315 stations with 297 sisters still remained under the sponsorship
of the association of Protestant charities, Heider 1993, p. 190. Andrea Thiekötter states that the number of
parish stations remained the same until 1959, at about 900–1000 stations. See Thiekötter 2006, p. 104. In
1984 Werner Strümpfel estimated there had been 1,076 parish nursing stations in 1964 and that this had
declined to 372 by 1974, Strümpfel 1984, p. 129.
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nursing stations. In 1951 there were still 63 sisters working in parishes,128 in 1963 there were
only 40.129 The last parish nursing station was abandoned in 1988.130 It was here that the Christian parish nurses competed with the state-run community nursing stations to an unprecedented degree. The latter were important components of the state’s goal of providing care
close to home for the population and were being expanded nationwide.131 In this competitive
situation, the deaconess houses, which were increasingly understaffed, were unable to keep
up.
The only possibility for the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House to maintain a community nursing station was to fill the vacant position with a diaconal sister. However, this meant that there
was potential for conflict with the church parishes as the sponsors of the parish nursing stations in several respects. First of all, these nurses were in a regular employment relationship,
received remuneration according to collective agreements, and had to pay social security contributions. This increased the costs for the parish concerned.132 Secondly, in contrast to the
deaconesses, the free sisters could be married, have children, and no longer had to live in the
accommodation provided for nurses by the parish. This meant increased turnover. However,
a position in community nursing was also an opportunity for individual nurses with families of
their own because in the 1970s there was no opportunity to work part-time in the hospital.133
In community nursing, they were able to schedule work independently and integrate childcare
hours, meaning they could better balance work and family commitments.134

7 Conclusion
The decline and eventual standstill in admissions to the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House
during the GDR period changed the situation of the sisterhood. Until then, the motherhouse
model had been based on a constant number of sisters who performed nursing work and paid
into the solidary community system through their work. During the GDR period, this model of
care changed and from the point of view of the governing body of the motherhouse, several
other aspects came under threat that had been taken for granted. Deaconesses were not
given ‘Werktätige’ status under GDR labour law and were exempt from the labour and social
regulations of the SED state until the mid-1980s. As deaconesses were not subject to any state
regulations, they usually worked more often and longer than wage-earning nurses. At the
same time, they were not entitled to state recreational opportunities, as was the case with the
‘Werktätige’. Instead they could only use the increasingly scarce recreational facilities provided
by the church.
Because of the dwindling appeal of the motherhouse, the Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House
was at a crossroads. One way forward was to maintain the traditional form and continue the
communal living, traditional dress, and the principle of secondment. The other option was to
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turn away from this and modernize, as was the case with several West German and Swedish
motherhouses. The Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House chose the first option, reinforcing the
old order in the hope that a pure form of the vocation would attract more women. However,
this did not occur. At the same time, the community of sisters consolidated and grew older.
Nevertheless, there were hardly any resignations, which speaks for the cohesion of the eversmaller sisterhood.
Because there were practically no new ordinations from the 1960s onward, the motherhouse
brought in wage-earning staff, who felt less tied to the motherhouse and more to the hospital
as their place of work. However, it was difficult to recruit staff. This was due to the general
decline in the number of religious people in the GDR and the state’s obstruction of planned
measures, for example in terms of expanding the motherhouse’s premises. Although, it was
possible to maintain hospital operations, the extent of the actual nursing shortage remains
unanswered due to the lack of reliable figures.
In contrast, communal interaction between the deaconesses and wage-earning nursing staff
is well documented in interviews. The deaconesses formed a closed group that did not strive
for real cooperation with wage-earning staff, but instead regarded them as mere helpers.
Conflicts became apparent, for example, in the strict spatial separation of deaconesses and
wage-earning staff at mealtimes. Several interviewees retrospectively assessed this approach
as dysfunctional on both sides, saying that from today’s perspective, the acceptance of wageearning staff took too long and was not compatible with the Christian understanding of
community. Attempts to integrate as many wage-earning nurses as possible into the diaconal
sisterhood also met with little success.
The question as to what constitutes a Protestant hospital was often discussed as the number
of deaconesses fell. The governing body of the motherhouse saw the difference between
Christian and secular care essentially in the spiritual attitude of the sisters and their formative
power for the establishment. The general mechanization, rationalization, and the provisions
of labour law allowed very little room for spiritual relief. However, the sisters found
opportunities for this in simple forms such as prayer. End-of-life care included both Christian
and contemporary medical ethical elements, according to the guidance of the head doctor.
The missionary aspiration was not abandoned, but an offensive approach was, as the solution
to the question of the cross has demonstrated. The symbol of Christianity was only hung at
the ward entrances and no longer in the individual rooms.
The Leipzig Lutheran Deaconess House was gradually forced to abandon the Protestant parish
nursing stations because of the dwindling number of deaconesses. Where possible, the
governing body tried to fill the positions with deaconesses or church-affiliated sisters, who,
however, were more costly for the parishes. Their working hours were limited compared to
deaconesses, and turnover was high.
Despite these findings, many questions remain open for research. Not least, the patient’s
perspective is missing: How did people in the communities and in the hospital experience the
change in nurses? Questions also arise about general healthcare in Leipzig during the GDR
period: How good was outpatient and inpatient care overall, and what role did the Leipzig
Lutheran Deaconess House play in this regard? Moreover, these questions apply not only to
Leipzig, but to the entire GDR. They also provide the basis for further research.
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The Birth and Rebirth of Fabiola, Patron Saint of Nursing:
Hagiography, Female Piety and Salvation Through Care of
the Sick in the Fourth and Nineteenth Centuries
Sioban Nelson
Abstract
This paper explores Belgian artist Francis Alÿs’ accidental discovery that Fabiola, the first patron saint of nursing, was a popular subject for amateur painters in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. This
discovery led to Alÿs’ contemporary artwork entitled The Fabiola Project, which consists of more than 500
found amateur reproductions of the 1885 portrait of the saint by French artist Jean-Jacques Henner. Fabiola’s
nineteenth-century popularity arose as a result of a wildly popular novel by Cardinal Nicholas Wiseman, Fabiola; or, The Church of the Catacombs, which was published in 1854 in the midst of the Crimean War (1853–
56). Wiseman’s exciting story and Henner’s serene image combined to make the long-forgotten figure of Fabiola material, establishing her as a familiar and popular nineteenth-century trope. Taking a material culture
perspective on the nineteenth-century resurrection of Fabiola through both fiction and portraiture, it is argued that the Fabiola story reveals both the longevity and political utility of pious female archetypes. The
paper discusses the life of Fabiola, as told by Jerome, focusing on the radical nature of her devotion to the
physical care of the sick as an advanced form of asceticism and feminized religious practice. Picking up this
thread on religious self-shaping through the work of care of the sick, it then turns to the resurgence of interest
in Fabiola in the context of nineteenth-century debates by churchmen on both sides of the confessional divide concerning the appropriate expression of female piety. It argues that The Fabiola Project reveals an archive of devotion to the rehabilitated saint, whose popularity in fiction and visual culture provides a rare
insight into the energizing of a Catholic ideal for nineteenth-century women as active workers and nurses to
the sick poor.

1 Introduction
This paper explores Belgian artist Francis Alÿs’ accidental discovery that Fabiola, the first patron saint of nursing, was a popular subject for amateur painters in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. This discovery led to Alÿs’ contemporary artwork entitled The Fabiola Project, which consists of more than 500 found amateur reproductions of the 1885 portrait
of the saint by French artist Jean-Jacques Henner. Fabiola’s nineteenth-century popularity
arose as a result of a wildly popular novel by Cardinal Nicholas Wiseman, Fabiola; or, The
Church of the Catacombs, which was published in 1854 in the midst of the Crimean War (1853–
56). Wiseman’s exciting story and Henner’s serene image combined to make the long-forgotten figure of Fabiola material, establishing her as a familiar and popular nineteenth-century
trope.
I take a material culture perspective on the nineteenth-century resurrection of Fabiola
through both fiction and portraiture, and argue that the Fabiola story reveals both the longevity and political utility of pious female archetypes. The paper begins with the life of Fabiola,
as told by Jerome,1 which focuses on the radical nature of her devotion to the physical care of
the sick as an advanced form of asceticism and feminized religious practice. Picking up this
thread on religious self-shaping through the work of care of the sick, the focus then turns to
1
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the resurgence of interest in Fabiola in the context of nineteenth-century debates by churchmen on both sides of the confessional divide concerning the appropriate expression of female piety. I conclude that The Fabiola Project reveals an archive of devotion to the rehabilitated saint, whose popularity in fiction and visual culture provides rare insight into the energizing of a Catholic ideal for nineteenth-century women as active workers and nurses to the
sick poor.

Figure 1: Installation view of Francis Alÿs: The Fabiola Project, 2018, Menil Collection, Houston (with permission of the Menil Collection)

2 The Fabiola Project: Hagiography and Nursing
The woman in the portrait is thoughtful and sombre. Her face open, her expression pensive.
The red folds of her veil and gown signal modesty and seriousness, while revealing the soft
glimpse of her hair. She is not a simple innocent but a devout woman of quiet strength and
devotion. The composition in profile positions the viewer as an intruder on a moment of reflection. The portrait is bare of detail: no room, no vista to share with the viewer or to indicate
the subject of Fabiola’s gaze. All that can be seen is her gentle feminine face, her simple gown,
and her thoughtfulness. But stepping back from the single to the whole, the effect is startling.
The soaring wall of hundreds of Fabiolas, all painted by hand by unknown amateur artists,
has a visceral and perplexing impact on the viewer.
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Figure 2: Installation view of Francis Alÿs: The Fabiola Project, 2018, Menil Collection, Houston, (with permission of the Menil Collection).

In the 1990s, Francis Alÿs set out to collect amateur versions of the grand masters (such as
Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa). What he found in the flea markets, first in Belgium and then
further afield, was that versions of the grand masters’ works were few, while versions of JeanJacques Henner’s Fabiola abounded. Henner’s lost 1885 portrait of Fabiola, the wealthy
fourth-century Roman matron, patron saint of nurses, founder of hospitals and hospices, is
conventionally but movingly executed. Extraordinarily popular throughout Europe at the
time, it was the Louvre’s best-selling postcard for years and appeared on sundry other objects
such as matchboxes and rice packets.2
Alÿs became fascinated by the choice of subject of these ‘Sunday painters’, as he termed them,
and continued to collect versions of Fabiola over the decades. The Fabiola Project was exhibited at the Byzantine Fresco Chapel at the Menil Collection in Houston in 2018, when the entire
collection was displayed for the first time.3 Subsets of the collection had previously been
shown at various sites, such as the National Gallery in London in 20094 and the Hispanic Society of America Dia Art exhibition in New York City in 2008.5 The large Houston installation
folds together the countless repetitions of the image, but also the distinctiveness of each rendering. As David Morgan says, ‘they are not copies but “copia”, transcripts in abundance, a
2
3

4
5

Alÿs 2008.
Alÿs 2018. See ‘The Menil Collection's newest exhibit “Francis Alÿs: The Fabiola Project” is a collector’s
dream,’
Houstonia,
https://www.houstoniamag.com/arts-and-culture/2016/06/the-menil-collectionsnewest-exhibit-francis-alys-the-fabiola-project-is-a-collectors-dream, accessed 4 January, 2022.
Cumming 2009.
Smith 2008.
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multitude of images that each transmitted the honor and the blessing of the sacred.’6 According to Morgan, ‘The multitude of Fabiola’s portraits suggest their referent is actually the idea
in the mind of the devout, which is nourished and reaffirmed each time they see Fabiola’s
image’.7
The Fabiola Project is at once a singular and a multiple work for viewer and the artist. Of the
584 renderings of the iconographic image some are well executed, others less so. These images with their imperfections and inconsistent renderings of the original fill the contemporary
observer with curiosity. Hannan and Longair assert that ‘Things […] both embody meaning
and convey meaning’.8 As Cooke muses in her essay on the installation: What meaning is conveyed to the artist and to the viewer? Why this choice of image?9 The project garnered scholarly attention and a collection of essays by art historians, critics, curators, and professors of
history and religion, including an essay by Alÿs, offers a range of theoretical and critical perspectives on the subject of Fabiola and the installation. These authors explore the genesis of
the nineteenth-century passion for Fabiola from Henner’s 1885 painting to Wiseman’s 1856
novel and Jerome’s eulogy on her death in 400. Historian Susan Laningham notes the timeliness of Fabiola’s rediscovery during the Crimean War as the profile of nurses was rising, situating the saint as the ‘forerunner of their craft’.10
Investigations of material culture ‘almost always lead in unexpected directions’11 because
what Laurel Thatcher Ulrich calls ‘things’ exist as portals which open up to ‘constellations of
powerful human sentiment’.12 Fabiola comes to us as a letter in the form of a eulogy by Jerome.13 As medievalist Catherine M. Mooney argues, ‘Male manipulation of female texts and
saintly portrayals endured long after the saints and their original interpreters had completed
their texts and died’.14 As Caroline Bynam Walker remarks, ‘there is no saint without an audience’,15 and Fabiola’s saintliness was a vehicle for Jerome’s lessons on female piety and charity, as well as a demonstration of his spiritual power.

3 Material Culture: What Images Tell Us
In their work Tangible Things, an analysis of objects in the Harvard collections, Thatcher Ulrich
and colleagues write that a painting ‘tells a small story that, when interpreted in the context
of its time, tells a much larger story […]’.16 And while ‘objects may initially appear to be an
island, […] in unexpected or even scarcely expected ways they are all of a piece of a continent,

6
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Morgan 2008, p. 19.
Morgan 2008, p. 21.
Hannan/Longair 2016, p. 31.
Cooke 2008, p. 69.
Laningham 2008, p. 28.
Ulrich/Gaskell/Schechner/Carter 2015, p. 3.
Ulrich/Gaskell/Schechner/Carter 2015, p. 164.
As a result of her first marriage, which ended in divorce, Fabiola is also known for her protection of women
who are victims of abuse, see Morgan 2008, p. 13. A Catholic site dedicated to the stewardship of saints
also emphasizes her patronage of difficult marriages and there is no mention of her nursing. See
https://catholicstewardship.com/5419-2/
Moore 1999, p. 9.
Walker 1999, p. ix.
Ulrich/Gaskell/Schechner/Carter 2015, p. 6.
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a part of the main’.17 In what follows, I explore this continent of connections and the context
for Fabiola’s popular revival fifteen centuries after her death. I begin with Jerome’s crafting of
the saint, his well-known thoughts on women and female piety, and his views on care of the
sick. I then move to an examination of Fabiola’s nineteenth-century incarnation and the political uses Wiseman found for an ideal of Catholic womanhood devoted to care of the sick.
Finally, the focus turns to the runaway success of the visual depiction of the saint in the Catholic world over the later decades of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, which resulted in Alÿs’ found Fabiolas.
Christopher Pinney argues we should consider ‘the manner in which material forms produce,
and become integrated in a particular perspective on the world’.18 Details of Fabiola’s life are
scant and no image or description has survived. It is entirely through the letters of Jerome
that we gain a picture of the quotidian lives of pious women in late fourth-century Rome and
of Fabiola’s distinctive path. Jerome had little time for women who followed the traditional
path of marriage and motherhood. In fact, Jerome’s denigration of the married state was so
extreme that it caused controversy in Rome and generated a response from Augustine.19 His
only spiritual solution for women was virginity or widowhood, declaring that a woman who
forgoes marriage and children and serves Christ in the world shall ‘cease to be a woman, and
will be called a man’.20

4 Fourth Century Piety and the Place of Care of the Sick
In the late fourth century the monastic movement that had begun in the Eastern Empire under Basil had not yet reached Rome. This meant that there were no religious communities for
women in the West. Jerome filled this transitional moment when he was in Rome between
382 and 384 by becoming the spiritual director of an informal community of pious Romans
who congregated around the household of the wealthy and influential Paula. These women
lived not in a community but in their separate households. Their wealth supported the charitable efforts of the church, as well as providing financial support for figures such as Jerome.
After departing Rome, Jerome journeyed to the Holy Land, where he and Paula established
four religious communities for men and women.21 He remained closely connected with the
members of the Roman community that had formed around Paula, acting as their spiritual
director, and his correspondence over the decades provided explicit instructions on the appropriate daily life of virgins and widows consecrated to God while living in the world.
This private domestic spiritual life was dominated by heroic feats of asceticism and prayer. As
Peter Brown’s work has elaborated, early Christians created a complex relationship between
body and soul, extolled virginity, and engaged in spiritual practices focused on the eradication
of the flesh as a means to free the soul.22 Jerome’s correspondence emphasized the need for
extreme measures and his injunctions on food and virginity were plentiful. He demanded that
17
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Ulrich/Gaskell/Schechner/Carter 2015, p. 7.
Pinney 1992, p. 5.
Elliot 2013, p. 7.
Dyan Elliot describes Jerome’s work, Against Jovian, as the ‘most notoriously misogynistic treatise of all time’,
see Elliot 2013, p. 5.
Cooke 2008, pp. 59–79. See also Cooper/Hillner 2009 for a discussion of the relationship between leading
Roman families and the church in the early Christian period.
Brown 2008.
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fasting be a ‘daily occurrence’.23 He bade women to abstain from meat and wine, and to let
their ‘companions be those who are pale of face and thin with fasting’.24 On virginity he argued
they should ‘understand that virginity is natural and that marriage came after the fall’.25 His
only praise for wedlock was that it ‘produce(s) virgins.’26
Jerome’s direction was also specific with respect to the dress and outward demeanour of the
women. He declared ‘let your dress be neither elegant nor slovenly […] nor be noticeable by
any strangeness that may attract the attention of passers-by’.27 Jerome also believed that attention should not be drawn to the shape of the body. He specifically mentioned that the
‘girdle is intended to keep the dress close rather than cut the figure into two halves’28 and
commented that virgins should avoid ‘walking abroad’29 and ‘let God alone’ see them when
giving alms.30 At the same time he warned against flamboyant displays of ascetism and piety,
telling his followers not to ‘lower your voice on purpose as though you are worn by fasting’.
He also advocated never doing anything that could cause people to ‘point their fingers at you’.
Jerome was of the view that virgins of both sexes should avoid any social contact with the
other sex, stating that, in particular, ‘females should only mix with their own sex’.31 Jerome
was clear on the primacy of the vow of consecration to God over all other duties and responsibilities, even the requirement to obey one’s father – a fundamental tenet of Roman society.
In what was likely the most radical aspect of his advice to his Roman followers, Jerome insisted
that the call of God meant it may be necessary to ‘trample your father underfoot and go your
own way, fly’.32
In addition to Jerome’s community of wealthy virgins, widows were also an important source
of converts and devotees for the early Church.33 Among Paula’s circle of Roman widows were
those who commanded significant resources. This may explain another theme in Jerome’s
letters: his extolling of widows to remain unmarried and devote themselves to Christ. After
all, he argued, the dark robe of the widow ‘is scarcely soiled by lying on the ground’ (a form of
penance).34 He demanded widows resist their family’s wishes and reflect on the horrors of
childbirth and children, and especially the ‘curse of stepchildren’.35
The most famous widow connected with this aristocratic group of Jerome’s followers was Fabiola. By Jerome’s account Fabiola was known to and loved by all of Rome. Upon her death
around the year 400, Jerome’s eulogy dwells with characteristic harshness on Fabiola’s sins
and failings. Despite Jerome’s injunctions to his women followers, which emphasized modest
asceticism, renunciation, and invisibility, Jerome praised Fabiola’s extreme and high-profile
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Jerome, Letter XXII, To Eustocium, The Virgin’s Profession, p. 87.
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Wilkinson 2012.
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penance. Fabiola was not a virgin consecrated to Christ but a sinner and penitent as she ‘took
a second husband and abandoned her first’.36 Her penance was severe and public: ‘baring her
head and closing her mouth’ she ‘took up the millstone’, with ‘unshod feet’, ‘sat upon the coals
of fire’ and ‘beat the face […] by which she won her second husband’s love’. Her squalor was
‘studied’ with ‘plebeian dress’ and ‘slave’s garb’.37 Moreover, her acts of mercy went far beyond
the alms-giving familiar to wealthy pious Romans who ‘show mercy with the purse, not with
the hand.’38
Fabiola was distinguished by the fact that, despite her high station in life, she personally cared
for the sick poor, unlike those whose ‘weak stomachs’ required them to ‘carry out these acts
of mercy by the agency of others’.39 And while her wealth allowed her to found what was likely
Rome’s first nosocomium or infirmary, Fabiola also personally ‘gathered into it sufferers from
the street, giving their poor bodies worn with sickness and hunger all a nurse’s care’. In her
hospital, Fabiola would ‘wash away purulent matter from wounds’, and as well as feed the
sick poor with her own hand, while for those who were little more than ‘breathing corpses’
she would ‘moisten their lips with drops of water’.40 Fabiola also built, together with Pammachius, Paula’s son-in-law, a hostel or xenodochia at the Port of Rome, which crowds ‘flocked
to […] for hospitality’ and which ‘the whole world heard was a […] home to strangers’.41
Jerome acknowledged that his letters have ‘praised virgins, widows and married women who
have kept their vestments always white’ and that Fabiola is indeed different, albeit that she
‘fell among thieves and was carried home upon Christ’s shoulders’.42 Fabiola apparently considered the possibility of joining Paula’s religious community in Jerusalem but decided against
it, returning to Rome to spend her fortune on the poor and the Christian community. And
although religious communities came to be established in Rome in her lifetime, Fabiola continued to remain apart, focusing instead on her charitable endeavours and her public acts of
atonement through care of the sick.
For the early Christians care of the sick was merely one form of self-abasing penitent practice,
such as fasting, going barefoot, renunciation of family and friends, and painful physical practices. Care of the sick received no particular attention from Jerome in his letters to his followers, with the exception of Fabiola’s eulogy. Jerome does mention visiting the sick as one of the
duties of the priest,43 but again it is discussed as merely one of many duties and does not
include a requirement to nurse the poor’s ailments. It is, however, her asceticism and ‘strong
stomach’ that brings Jerome’s highest praise for Fabiola:
Need I describe here the diverse troubles from which human beings suffer, the
maimed noses, the lost eyes, the scorched feet, the leprous arms, the swollen
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bellies, the shrunken thighs, the dropsical legs, and the diseased flesh alive with
hungry worms?44
In Fabiola we not only find the first hospital foundation for the sick poor in the West; perhaps
even more importantly we find further delineation of pious practices into distinct strands. The
first was giving alms to the poor, a practice that was already well established in this period
and was expected of all members of the Christian community, along with the expectation that
the wealthy direct their fortunes towards supplying the poor with their needs. The second
strand of charitable practices was the founding of institutions to provide care to those in need,
such as hospitals, orphanages, or other charities. These two practices were to some extent
expected of wealthy Romans, pagan or Christian – a variation on the bread and circuses tradition of Rome.45 The third strand, whereby ascetism is expressed through the direct care of
the sick, was a distinctly Christian evolution in its penitent practices of self-mortification and
renunciation. In nursing the sick, the nurse endured the risk of contagion and death from
exposure to disease. This, combined with the ability to discipline the body to overcome repugnance at the state of the wounds or deformities of the sick poor, constituted care of the
sick as an embodied spiritual practice and an essential element of the self-culture of the
nurse. In the case of Fabiola all three of these practices come together: benefactor, institutionbuilder, and penitent.
Fabiola’s private foundations demonstrated the largesse of the Christian community and its
wealthy patrons, echoing the ancient Roman tradition of euergetism or largesse towards the
people of the city. In Jerome’s words, Fabiola’s charity paid ‘over to the poor before the eyes
of Rome all that she had sold with Rome to witness’.46 In this period, as the church was becoming firmly established as the official Church of Rome, Fabiola’s deeds showed the leadership of the Roman elite in this transition. On the day of her funeral ‘Rome saw all her people
gathered together. Everyone flattered himself he had a share in the glory of her penitence.’47
Such a share in the glory was only possible because Fabiola was not an outsider but a Roman
aristocrat, a woman of immense wealth whose father was a senator. Her conversion, her penance, and her saintly life provided a spectacle and a parable of the Christian path to salvation
open to sinners and the pious alike. In fact, Fabiola was a particular boon to the message of
Christianity as a penitent rather than a spotless virgin, and as a woman whose mission was a
public spectacle for the pagan and the Christian with her charity and her self-abasement
through nursing the sick. With Rome to witness her path of salvation through dedication to
the sick poor, Fabiola advanced the cause of the faith and the power of the Church by providing an example for the powerful and wealthy to follow, undermining the pagan authorities by
bolstering the public standing of the Christian church through charity and the creation of
communities loyal to the Christian leadership.

5 The Nineteenth-Century Re-creation of a Nursing Saint
Despite the picture of a grieving Rome on the death of Fabiola painted by Jerome in his eulogy,
and her subsequent canonization a century later, devotion to Fabiola does not appear to have
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been sustained over the centuries. There are no surviving shrines or other evidence of special
devotion that indicate a popular following in Christian countries.48 All this was to change in
the mid-nineteenth century when Cardinal Nicholas Wiseman penned his historic novel, Fabiola; or The Church of the Catacombs. In an uncanny parallel to the time of Jerome and Fabiola,
Wiseman’s novel was a salvo in the on-going battle over the legitimacy of the Catholic Church
and its expansion in Great Britain following Catholic Emancipation in 1829. Despite this legal
reform, which improved the position of Catholics in Britain, the Catholic Church was met with
violence and resistance from Protestants as it tried to build its base throughout the British
Empire and on mainland Britain. Early to mid-nineteenth century Britain was characterized
by Anti-Catholic agitation, Irish-Catholic immigration, and alarm at the growing number of
Catholic conversions.49 At the same time it witnessed the rise of Catholic-like developments
within the Anglican Church, such as the Oxford Movement, which saw the reintroduction of
sisterhoods, a number of whom were devoted to nursing.50 And while the overall numbers of
Catholic and Protestant religious nurses in England, Scotland, and Wales remained small, particularly within the context of expanding hospitals and nursing services across Britain, the
sisters garnered both public and theological attention as divisive emblems of the confessional
wars of the nineteenth century.51
These great theological and social debates between Catholics and Protestants in nineteenthcentury England were in part played out by proxy through historical fiction.52 For the three
decades following the liberalization of prohibitions against Catholicism and Catholics, high
profile authors released exciting pot-boilers based loosely upon the history of early Christianity in the time of persecutions. Fabiola formed the centrepiece of one trilogy-long debate.
It began with Charles Kingsley’s anti-Catholic Hypatia: Or New Foes with an Old Face (1852–53)53
– where a mob of villainous monks brings about the lurid death of Hypatia. This was followed
by Nicholas Wiseman’s response to Kingsley, Fabiola; or The Church of the Catacombs (1854),54
in which the unfaltering faith of the Christian martyrs is given sublime and triumphant treatment, accompanied by descriptions of the garment-ripping lasciviousness of their tormentors, inspiring the ultimate conversion of Fabiola. The final instalment was John Henry Newman’s Callista (1856)55, which also tackled the theme of the corrupt beast of Rome versus exciting tales of conversion and persecution.56
Stories of early Christianity offered the nineteenth-century Catholic writer the powerful analogy of the persecution and martyrdom suffered by believers and the shunning of converts by
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their family and friends in Rome before the conversion of Constantine in 313. As Wiseman
put it, ‘The year 1829 (Catholic Emancipation) was to us what the egress of the Catacombs
was to the early Christians’.57 Fabiola was the runaway hit in this war of parables, enthusiastically consumed by a mass audience of readers from impressionable young women to church
leaders. The Archbishop of Milan reported that the College of Cardinals called it a good book
with the success of a bad one.58 It was translated into multiple languages and versions of it
performed as plays.59 It continued to be adapted into the twentieth century with Italian movies in 1919, 1949, and 1960.60
The fourth-century hagiography around Fabiola and her nineteenth-century revival set out
ideal paths for female piety that centred on renunciation, humility, obedience and devotion
to the sick poor. Amy Hollywood points out that ‘Hagiography tends to represent the internal
dispositions of the soul through external narrative devices. This mode of representation becomes most pronounced in texts describing women’s lives’.61 The narrative device in the case
of Fabiola brings to the fore care of the sick as a useful and much needed act of mercy that
offered double duty as a penance or mortification. Moreover, like Fabiola with Rome as her
witness, it was a penitent practice that brought glory and political power to the Catholic
Church through the work of pious women and the sacrifice of their bodies in this dangerous
work. The voices of women whose bodies are offered as balms to God’s poor are notably
absent from this narrative. Fabiola is the silent exemplar; her deeds are her penance. By invoking Fabiola, Wiseman was calling upon Catholic women to follow her path and at the same
time boasting of Catholicism’s singular capacity to respond to the zeitgeist of the mid-nineteenth century with its need for women’s devotional labour to further the church’s cause.
Wiseman’s novel offered a broad canvas for these messages and formed part of the public
narrative created by this war of metaphors that harkened to early Christianity’s debates and
schisms over marriage, the body, and priesthood.62 Novels, sermons, and theological texts
debated the primacy of virginity and celibacy as the most prestigious paths of religious devotion and the role of ascetic practices in the care of the sick. These themes resonated powerfully across the 1500 years between Jerome and Wiseman. Like Jerome, the English Catholic
Church lauded the courage of its converts and emboldened its followers to stand strong
against the enemies of the Catholic Church, and follow the true call, whatever family or friends
might say. Like Fabiola and the early Christians, the English Catholic Church held that the true
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English believer should shun all opposition and be willing to pay any price to answer to God’s
call.
For England’s beleaguered but ambitious Catholic community, the heroism of the early Christians was a befitting analogy and one that also gave courage to those seeking to convert
against the wishes of their family. And there were umpteen examples of just such conversions: John Henry Newman’s own shift from Anglicanism was the most famous, but many
others were also called to the rebellious path of Catholicism, and even to the religious orders.63 As with the Christian women of the fourth century, dedication to celibacy found expression in nineteenth-century England in both the Catholic and, to even greater controversy,
the Anglican community. These communities of dedicated virgins on both sides of the confessional divide established foundations to teach, care for the sick, and to pray, outraging
evangelical men, and spawning a vast literature on popery’s machinations against the weaker
sex.64
Much of the English Protestant horror of Catholicism focused on the ‘unnatural’ nature of
celibacy for both sexes, and Anglo-Catholics and the Catholic Church were constantly attacked
on the basis that their lives were an offense against nature and thereby constituted the breeding ground for acts of abomination. At the same time, public fascination with this subject was
reinforced by a stream of exposés from ‘escaped’ nuns and ‘reformed’ priests and monks.65 A
further issue that deeply troubled Protestant men was the assumed intimacy between a
woman and her priest – a relationship that could have primacy over the woman’s obedience
to her father or husband.66
Nineteenth-century questions over the suitable modes for and governance of female piety
indeed echoed the early church, albeit without the lions. For the Roman women who chose
to follow Christianity (after the time of the persecutions) the question of what separated them
from their pagan neighbours was of enormous importance. The model of Fabiola’s modest,
pious, yet indeed ‘epic’ life centres not simply on her virtue as a renunciate, but on her work
and the visibility of her work to all of Rome. Service to the sick poor and nursing of the sick by
such a high-born woman were a scandalous demonstration to the Roman public of the radical
way in which Christianity challenged their traditions and expected behaviours and glorified
sacrifice.
Fifteen hundred years later the first Catholic convent since the time of Henry VIII was established on mainland Britain, in Bermondsey, East London in 1838. The Sisters of Mercy were
an Irish community, barely seven years old. It was a pragmatic and hard-working order devoted to the sick poor. Its members swiftly acquired experience in epidemic nursing and
63
64

65
66

Adams 2010.
There exists an extensive secondary literature on Anglican sisterhoods. See for instance Mumm 2001. Also
Mangion’s 2018 examination of hospitals and secularism in nineteenth century London in which she argues
that religion and religious practices remained embedded in secular hospitals in the nineteenth century.
Monk 1836.
There are many examples of pamphlets and sermons on this favourite theme. Suffice to say the
fundamental problem was the assumed intimacy between a woman and her priest – a relationship that
could have primacy over the woman’s obedience to her father or husband. There was genuine concern
that the priest might ask the woman details of her sexual life with her husband. There were also many
fevered imaginings of confessionals and convents as dens of sex and demonry. See Stowell 1847, as a good
example of the genre.
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home visiting and went on to become great founders of schools and hospitals and other charitable institutions throughout the world. In London, the sisters launched into this work with
gusto and three sisters died nursing typhus patients within two years of their founding,
prompting Bishop Thomas Griffith to write, congratulating the community on achieving its
first martyrdoms.67 The sisters were ably led from the beginning by the intelligent and competent Mary Clare Moore, who, along with four of her sisters, accompanied Florence Nightingale to Crimea some twenty-five years later in 1854. Moore and Nightingale became close,
exchanging letters, and Moore loaned Nightingale spiritual texts over the years following the
war.68
Wiseman’s Fabiola was released in 1854, in the midst of the Crimean War. This was a moment
when the popular imagination was captivated by the high death rate of sick British soldiers
and their lack of care, which resulted in the officially sanctioned intervention of a group of
ladies led by Florence Nightingale. The British public was suddenly made conscious that, unlike the French, they had no Sisters of Charity, and the British soldier was suffering the consequences. There was debate over the contribution of respectable, competent nurses (including women who were members of religious communities), such as those under the leadership
of Florence Nightingale, could make to the war effort. In addition, a second and more controversial group of Sisters of Mercy from Dublin (led by Mother Mary Bridgeman) came without
Nightingale’s approval, leading to sectarian battles that were to dog Nightingale throughout
the course of the war.69
These questions of female expertise and the role of women in hitherto exclusive male domains (such as the arena of war) were the backdrop to both the Nightingale story in Crimea,70
and to the Catholic Church’s battle to establish itself as a legitimate and full member of British
society. In an assertion of male control over female bodies, the Catholic leadership could not
resist the opportunity to boast of the women at their disposal – brave and obedient to the
church’s call. Wiseman described the situation to his European colleagues in his address to
the Catholic Congress at Malines, Belgium in 1864:
The Crimean War broke out and it was wisely considered that every comfort
should be provided for the poor soldier, sick or wounded. The demand was now
Mulierem fortem quis inveniet? Who will find us the courageous women – the
woman who is ready to brave the sea and its storms – perhaps fever and pestilence, [….] And the Catholic Church replied: I will – not seek or find one such, but
give, for I already possess many. The calm, unimpassioned, and retired religious
ladies, so much misunderstood are ready to start work at once [...].71

67
68

69

70

71

Carroll 1883, p. 183.
See Sullivan 1999 for the edited collection of 47 letters illustrating the close friendship and spiritual bond
between Moore and Nightingale.
See Goldie 1997. See also MacDonald 2010 for a comprehensive collection of Nightingale’s writings and
battles on Crimea.
Who could be counted as a nurse in Crimea was contested on many levels. See also the story of Mary
Seacole, a Jamaican entrepreneur and adventurer who was highly experienced as a nurse, but was
unsuccessful in her attempts to join the official party and her account of her time in Crimea. See Seacole
2005.
Wiseman 1863, p. 57.
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Correspondence between Bishop Grant and Moore shows how the work of these religious
nurses and support for the Crimean engagement by both English and Irish religious women
served to advance the position of the Church in the public imagination. Congratulating the
sisters on their success in winning the hearts of Britain through their devoted and patriotic
efforts Grant writes: ‘Bless the sisters for me, and tell them that during the last session of
Parliament no one dared say a single word against convents or religious [...] This silence is
attributed to the divine blessing through the sisters’72. As Wiseman put it: ‘the ladies have
proved themselves as patriotic as they are virtuous’.73
For Cardinal Wiseman the power of Fabiola lies in her romantic appeal to young women to
follow the call of Christ and to bravely renounce any faith but the true Catholic faith, for which
no price is too high to pay. The ability of the church to attract such Fabiolas, whose demonstration of piety was so public and whose impact so visible, rested not with ascetic interiority
but with good works and service to the sick poor. It asserted a pragmatic spirituality in line
with the Vincentian nursing tradition and newly minted Irish sisterhoods of post-CatholicEmancipation Ireland.74

6 Iconography and the Image of the Saintly Nurse
Fabiola’s chequered life was a forgiving path for those who, unlike Florence Nightingale, had
not been set apart by religious fervour since their early life. As a divorced, wealthy woman,
Fabiola’s story, like the homily of the prodigal son, made everyone welcome on the path to
redemption that devotion to the sick poor offered. Nineteenth-century devotion to Fabiola
came not from a sustained following of devotees over the centuries, but from her rediscovery
and reworked hagiography. Wiseman’s novel provides scant detail of the saint herself. It was
historically inaccurate, erroneously having Fabiola’s life coincide with the major persecutions.
Nonetheless the effect of his book is hagiographic and the lack of detail provides a helpfully
blank canvass upon which others can draw their idealizations of female piety some fifteen
hundred years after the saint’s death. As Hannan and Longair argue, reception is a key element in deciphering the meaning and importance of objects.75 The popularity of both the
literary and visual representation of Fabiola is impressive, its timeline extending for perhaps
a century, from Newman’s 1854 book to the twentieth-century amateur renderings of the
Henner image displayed in The Fabiola Project.
And yet Fabiola’s precise appeal remains a mystery. Was it her fall from grace and subsequent
salvation? Or that her depiction of an idealized form of female piety harmonized with the rise
of Marian devotions such as Lourdes in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries? Or perhaps the fact that her salvation came through active asceticism found resonance with the
sensibility of a time that witnessed a surge of religious foundations by women. These new
communities of religious women, Catholic and Protestant, in France, Germany, Ireland, and,
across the New World, harnessed female energy for good works among the poor and the
72
73
74

75

Carroll 1883, p. 135.
Wiseman 1863, p. 57.
The Sisters of Mercy epitomized this hardworking spirituality with Mother McCauley deriding romantic
notions of ascetism, dismissing those who would prefer a hair shirt to ‘dressing a cancer’. See Carroll 1883,
p. 48. Clear 1987, detailed the impact of the sisterhoods and the possibilities they offered Irish women in
the nineteenth century.
Hannan/Longair 2017, p. 27.
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suffering.76 As with Fabiola, care of the sick was a central object of devotion in the lives of so
many of these women.
This upsurge in Catholic fervour and dramatic increase in women religious was the context
for the Catholic world’s enthusiastic reception of Jean-Jacques Henner’s 1885 portrait of Fabiola.

Figure 3. Reproduction of Jean-Jacques Henner’s lost painting of Fabiola, 1885. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Fabiola_-_Jean_Jacques_Henner.png

Thirty years after the release of Wiseman’s novel, Henner’s portrait of Fabiola gave face to an
idea that had already captured the imagination of millions. And through innovations in printing technology that introduced cheap image reproduction methods, a burgeoning international trade in reproduced images ‘achieved unprecedented volume and diffusion’ of images.77 Like Wiseman’s book, which preceded it, Henner’s image of Fabiola proliferated in the
printed media. In addition to the printed copies of the painting and postcards, Fabiola’s image
appeared on sundry items, such as the Clasicos de Lujo series from Mexico, which featured
classic works of art on matchbook covers.78 The simplicity of Henner’s portrait provided the
key, newly invented iconographic elements of her image: the red cloak and thoughtful profile.
The painting solidified the idea of Fabiola into a beautiful, simple, and recognizable form. And
with that image firmly established, Fabiola continued to replicate and disseminate through

76

77
78

See Nelson 2001 and Wall 2005 for a discussion of religious nursing communities in the United States. See
also Kreutzer/Nolte 2016 for a discussion of deaconesses and their varied manifestations as a model of life
for women as in pious working women. For a discussion of Catholic nursing sisterhoods in Protestant
Denmark see Malchau Dietz 2009, pp. 137–150.
Bann 2008, p. 39.
Cooke 2008, p. 62.
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print and handmade copies, despite the loss of the original (possibly in 1908 during the San
Francisco earthquake).79

7 Conclusion: Nursing and an Epic Life for Women
Wiseman’s rebuttal of Kingsley’s attack on Catholicism foregrounds Fabiola, resurrecting her
tale of renunciation and salvation through good works. Whether the novel resonated as a
vocational call to Catholic women and potential converts or was simply a wildly successful
gothic novel that rehabilitated Fabiola to the pantheon of saints in Catholic countries, it is
impossible to say. Meanwhile women, religious and secular, Catholic and Protestant, were
finding their voices and establishing professional paths where none had existed. This female
urge for a life of substance, both spiritual and temporal, resonated equally powerfully across
the secular domain at the same time as it enshrined its pious underpinnings80. In the prologue
to Middlemarch, George Elliot’s magisterial work on the changing world of the early nineteenth
century, Elliot begins her tale with a prologue on the popular story of Saint Teresa of Avila:
Theresa’s passionate, ideal nature demanded an epic life: what were many volume romances of chivalry and social conquests of a brilliant girl to her? Her flame
quickly burned up that light fuel; and, fed from within, soared after some illimitable satisfaction, some object which would never justify weariness, which would
reconcile self-despair with the rapturous consciousness of life beyond self.
[...]
Here and there a cygnet is reared uneasily among the ducklings in the brown
pond, and never finds the living stream in fellowship with its own oary-footed
kind. Here and there is born a Saint Theresa, foundress of nothing, whose loving
heart-beats and sobs after an unattained goodness tremble off and are dispersed
among hindrances, instead of centring in some long-recognizable deed.81
In writing these words about the impossibility of great lives for women, Elliot could have been
thinking of Nightingale, whose life was one great struggle to forge a path worthy of her brilliance. She too shunned the ‘light fuel’ of social conquests. She read with passion the lives of
the mystics, including Saint Theresa, and struggled to understand God’s plan for her. Middlemarch was published in 1871, the same year Nightingale published Una and the Lion within
which Nightingale engages in her own version of hagiography. Una and the Lion was written
on the death of the devoted, pious nurse, Agnes Jones. Nightingale considered Jones’ demise
while working in the Liverpool Workhouse Infirmary to be a martyrdom to nursing. And like
all hagiography, Una and the Lion was not only a call to arms to honour the fallen, but a chastisement to those reluctant to follow in their wake. It was Nightingale’s clarion call, not just for
the Agnes Joneses of Britain, but for all women.
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The Menil Collection: Francis Alÿs: The Fabiola Project. Documentary Produced by The Menil Collection and
Carrithers Studio in Houston, Texas. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlgMKaYN3j0, accessed June 25,
2020.
There is significant foundational scholarship on the work, contribution, and thinking of women in Victorian
England, see for instance Vincinus 1985 and Poovey 1988.
Elliot 1871, pp. v–vi.
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O, fellow countrywomen, why do you hang back? Why are there so few of you?
We hear so much of ‘idle hands and unsatisfied hearts,’ and nowhere more than
in England. All England is ringing with the cry for ‘Woman's Work’
and ‘Woman’s Mission’. Why are there so few to do the ‘work’? We used to hear of
people giving their blood for their country. Since when is it that they only give their
ink? We now have in England this most extraordinary state of things—England,
who is, or thinks herself the most religious and the most commercial country in
the world. New hospitals, new asylums, new nurses’ homes, and societies for
nursing the sick poor at home, are rising everywhere. People are always willing to
give their money for these. [...] But are buildings all that are necessary to take care
of the sick? There wants the heart and the hand—the trained and skillful hand.
Every work-house and other hospital in the kingdom ought to be nursed by such
hands and such hearts. Tell me, does not this seem like a truism?82
Nightingale lamented the failure of British women to rise up and lay down their bodies on the
altar of the sick poor. The ‘idle hands and dissatisfied hearts’ she impatiently mocks are not
flooding to nursing schools despite the great need. Nightingale’s Agnes Jones offers a reworked version of Fabiola, selfless but also powerful and driven, unceasing in her efforts.
Fabiola reappears in the lexicon of saints in the mid-nineteenth century, at a time when the
parallels between the early church and the current context were being repeatedly made. But
for opponents of both the Catholic Church and the Oxford Movement, fervent women were
also a cause for alarm. As English women defied their families to convert to Catholicism and
enter religious communities, or take up nursing training, evangelicals, such as Methodist William Pennyfeather, grappled with the proper course of piety for women, which would not
tempt ‘them out of the lowly sphere assigned to them by God’.83 Nonetheless the desires of
women to serve God through service to the sick poor, and the clear and growing need for
such services, in the end overwhelmed male qualms.84 By and by, each of the Protestant
churches made their own style of concessions to expanding the formal role of women in their
communities through the introduction of deaconess and other active roles for women.85 But
even more were needed. As Nightingale noted in Una and the Lion, the world had changed in
the two decades since the Crimean War and women could now assume their proper place in
the care and management of the sick poor. Those opportunities extended far beyond the
grasp of the sisterhoods. By the 1870s, the nursing stage was becoming transformed by the
trained secular nurses, who were graduating in ever increasing numbers from the newly established nursing schools in Britain and around the world.86
The choice of Fabiola as the personification of female piety privileges the sanctity of a woman
who has been lost and then found in the fold of her church. It is the tale of renunciation and
82
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Nightingale 1868. Nightingale’s essay takes the character Una from Edmund Spenser’s The Faerie Queen
to weave a eulogy for nurse Agnes Jones, graduate of the Nightingale School and Nightingale’s protegé who
died of fever while trying to reform the Liverpool Workhouse Infirmary. See also MacDonald 2004 for the
context of this work.
Coleman 1886, pp. 429–430.
Carmen Mangion argues that the Anglican women were themselves responsible for shifting attitudes due
to their evident ‘social utility’, Magnion 2010, p. 77.
Nelson 2001.
See MacDonald 2009, for her collection of Nightingale’s writings on extended nursing.
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penance through good works. Fabiola offers the spectacle of penitent piety – ascetic, celibate,
and devoted to the sick poor in both philanthropic terms and through the practice of penance,
not shunning the ‘poor filthy wretches’.87 Fabiola’s nineteenth-century appeal to women lay
with her personification of care of the sick as a primary form of female piety, even if it required
‘trampling their fathers underfoot’.88 The fact that Fabiola’s path to salvation and sainthood
was through her works, rather than the mystical revelations of the medieval women saints,
may also have inspired women of the Victorian era to aspirations beyond the humble status
of ‘retired religious ladies’ granted by the boasting Wiseman.89
In bringing together The Fabiola Project, artist Francis Alÿs excavated a nineteenth-century
moment. He had stumbled upon a form of female piety that found expression in the selfless
devotion to the sick poor. With over five hundred images of the saint, The Fabiola Project records an echo – like the heavens recording events from eons past. These portraits chart a pious
fervour and the Church’s attempt to harness it. Wiseman’s Fabiola story, ahistorical and hyperbolic, along with Henner’s portrait, represent the re-invention of an ideal and the massification of the image of a sombre and serene Roman matron, living out the life of a penitent
devoted to the care and support of the sick poor. Fabiola represented a path for women to
engage with the world, to have a fulsome role in tackling its suffering, and to achieve a worthy
and respected life at the same time. Care of the sick, whether they were the Irish poor that
flooded the cities and workhouses of mainland Britain, or the suffering soldiers dying for want
of good care in Crimea, provided women with something to do. From the sisterhoods to
Nightingale and Agnes Jones, care of the sick poor offered women the opportunity for Elliot’s
‘long recognized deed’.
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Charles West and Catherine Wood and the Early
Development of Children’s Nursing at Great Ormond
Street Hospital for Sick Children 1852–1888
Sue Hawkins
Abstract
This article investigates the origins of children’s nursing in England through the work of Dr Charles West and
Catherine Wood, who were instrumental in the development of paediatric nursing at Great Ormond Street
Hospital for Children, England’s first in-patient hospital for sick children. It focuses on ideas developed by West
and taken further by Wood, which demonstrated that sick children differed fundamentally from sick adults,
both in how they reacted to disease and in their care needs, and how as result, sick children required specially
trained nurses. The article uses the writings of both West and Wood, and also the extensive archives of the
Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children, to explore the development of these ideas.
Keywords: Paediatric Nursing, Sick Children, Charles West, Catherine J Wood, Great Ormond Street Hospital;
GOSH, 19th Century

1 Introduction
In 1983 Malcolm Newby, writing in a new journal on the history of nursing, bemoaned the lack
of work on the history of children’s nursing in the UK, urging future researchers to take up the
challenge.1 Sadly, the call went unanswered, and this absence persists to this day. Even in
histories of children’s hospitals, of which there are many, nurses receive scant attention, with
discussion limited in the main to the organisation of the nursing department, brief biographies
of nurse leaders, and to note the growth in the size of the department as the hospitals grew.
None that I consulted have attempted to describe how nursing was carried out or how new
children’s nurses were trained (if at all).2 Two histories stand out from the crowd: Bruce
Lindsay’s unpublished PhD thesis, ‘Who cares? The morphology of ‘caring’ in children’s
hospitals, 1852-1950’; and Samantha Foot’s unpublished MA dissertation, ‘The Alexandra
Hospital for Children with Hip Disease’. The former focuses on the Jenny Lind Hospital for Sick
Children in Norwich which opened in 1853, and the latter on the Alexandra Hospital in Queen
Square London, which opened in 1867. Both discuss the organisation of their hospitals’

1

2

Newby 1983. The history of nursing in the UK had been dominated for many years by Brian Abel-Smith’s
‘A History of the Nursing Profession’ published in 1960. Newby’s comment was probably prompted by Celia
Davies’ influential work, ‘Rewriting Nursing History, a collection of essays by a number of nurse historians
keen to challenge the hegemony of Abel-Smith’s views’. Davies 1980. Both failed to mention children’s
nursing.
See for instance, Barnes 1999; Earl 1996; Guthrie 1960; Harvey 1976. As the titles indicate, most are written
to mark a centenary, are celebratory in nature and do not help in the task of unpicking what nursing in a
children’s hospital entailed.
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nursing departments, and Lindsay, in particular, discusses the meaning of ‘caring’ and the role
of the nurse in detail, but neither examines the training of nurses.3
Only two historians have attempted to plot the development of children’s hospitals as a
concept. In 1989, H Edward Seidler, in his ‘Historical Survey of Children’s Hospitals’, decried
the lack of academic work on the subject, but his survey ran to only seventeen pages and
mentioned nursing only in passing.4 The key text on the subject in the UK remains Elizabeth
Lomax’s 1996 book on the development of children’s hospitals in nineteenth century Britain,
‘Small and Special’, which delves into nursing arrangements in some detail, comparing
institutions across the country. It has a chapter dedicated to the topic ‘Doctors and Nurses’,
but it too tends to focus on structure and organisation of nursing departments; there is no
analysis or detailed description of hospitals’ approaches to training sick children’s nurses.5
One explanation for the lack of detailed work on children’s nurses and their training possibly
stems from the paucity of material in hospital archives, perhaps reflecting a view that nurses
were regarded as on a par with servants and records of their work were unimportant to note
or keep.6 Nevertheless, and although an updated survey of the subject is probably overdue,
Lomax’s book is invaluable for anyone needing an introduction to the evolution of children’s
hospitals in the UK.
Histories of the development of paediatrics as a discipline are also few and far between, focus
almost entirely on the USA and fail to mention nursing in any detail.7 This article focuses on
the Great Ormond Street Hospital for Sick Children, the UK’s first in-patient children’s hospital,
which opened in February 1852, as the Hospital for Sick Children at Great Ormond Street
(HSC).8 It uses hospital archives and the writings of Dr Charles West (the hospital’s founder)
and Catherine Wood (the hospital’s first ‘trained’ head of the nursing) to investigate the
development of a new approach to nursing child patients, which was child-centred and
differed in some significant ways from adult nursing. 9 I hope to achieve three objectives: to
make a new contribution to the history of children’s nursing; to bring the work of Catherine
Wood to prominence; and to try once more to stimulate academic interest in the subject.
Much has been written about the HSC but as with many hospital histories, nurses are ghostly
figures in the background, warranting at best a share of a ‘Doctors and Nurses’ chapter.10 It is
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10

Lindsay 2000, especially Chapter 5 Medical Cure and Nursing Care; and Foot 2011.
Seidler 1989.
Lomax 1996.
Lindsay 2000, p. 155.
See for instance: Abt 1965; Colon/Colon 1999.
Initially, the hospital was called ‘The Hospital for Sick Children’. Later, it became popularly known as Great
Ormond Street, and acquired its now famous acronym, GOSH. Throughout this article, I will use the
hospital’s original name, and the acronym HSC.
Catherine Wood was the HSC’s first trained Lady Superintendent, a term which replaced ‘Matron’ in the
1860s. Its use coincided with the appearance of ‘ladies’ as nurses in hospitals, following Nightingaleinspired innovations.
In the most recent history of Great Ormond Street there are only four references to nursing or nurses in
the index. Telfer 2008.
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important to note that this article is focussed entirely on hospitalised sick children and the
term ‘nurse’ is used to designate women who worked in hospitals to provide care and support
to those child patients.11

2 The Founding of England’s First Children’s Hospital
There had been attempts in England in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries to
establish an institution to care for sick children, but all were based on the dispensary system,
providing out-patient or home care only and making no provision for taking children into
hospital.12 One institution of note was John Bunnell Davis’ Universal Dispensary for Children
in London, which opened in 1816.13 Children were seen in out-patient clinics, medicines were
dispensed and advice given to mothers; for a while Davis’ venture was successful, but following
his sudden death in 1824, plans to add a ward for in-patients were shelved and the hospital
(and the idea of child in-patients) went into decline.14
In 1839, a young physician called Charles West, who had studied at Bonn, Paris and Berlin,
took over the running of the Universal Dispensary.15 West, convinced that to improve child
health it was necessary to improve understanding of childhood disease, returned to Davis’
idea for in-patient facilities where childhood disease and treatments could be studied.16 The
Dispensary’s management committee, however, continued to oppose in-patients citing the
prevalent view that sick children should not be parted from their mothers.17 There were
practical objections too: a sick child would need one-to-one nursing which was expensive, and
sick children spread disease and were more susceptible to it, so a hospital was the worst place
for them.18
11

12

13
14

15

16

17

18

In the nineteenth century, the word ‘nurse’, when associated with children, had several meanings. It could
refer to breast-feeding infants, or to ‘wet nurses’ (women who hired themselves out to suckle babies); ‘child
nurse’ could refer to girls hired by families to look after their young children (the term is found in the
census as an occupation for girls living as servants in another family); while in wealthier families, a ‘child’s
nurse’ might be an older single woman, employed in a position akin to the modern ‘nanny’. Throughout
this article the term ‘children’s nurse’ refers to women employed in hospitals to care for child patients. As
will be discussed later, this multiplicity of meanings caused problems for the perceived status of nurses in
children’s hospitals.
For an overview of the various attempts to establish institutions for the care of sick children prior to the
opening of the HSC, see the Introduction in Elizabeth Lomax 1996.
Loudon 1979.
Lomax 1996. General hospitals avoided admitting children. In January 1843, for example, of 2,363 patients
in London hospitals, only twenty-six were children under 10 years old. West 1854, p. 77.
For a biography of Charles West see Coley 2004. For an account of his time at the Dispensary and his
efforts to raise support for a children’s hospital, see Lomax 1996.
Lomax 1996. L’Hôpital des Infants Malades was the oldest children’s hospital in Europe; West had studied
there under leading French clinicians.
Andrea Tanner discusses societal obstacles to children’s hospitals (from both parents and society at large)
in ‘Choice and the children's hospital’, Tanner 2007. Her chapter provides an excellent bibliography on
childhood in the nineteenth century. See also Heywood 2014 or Cunningham 1995.
For an account of the Universal Dispensary for Children see Loudon 1979.
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Children’s in-patient facilities also raised reputational issues. Nineteenth-century hospitals
were dependent on voluntary subscriptions and donations to keep them functioning. A good
reputation was necessary to maintain the flow of donations and their annual reports, which
were vehicles for reporting success stories, included tables of outcomes of treatment to
demonstrate their efficiency. The high mortality rates, with which child patients were indelibly
associated, were not good for business and could mask the ‘good’ work being done elsewhere
in the hospital, putting continued support at risk. For similar reasons, child patients posed a
threat to the reputations of young doctors, who made up the bulk of their staff.19 Thus, child
patients were considered a liability.
These arguments had support from many quarters, not least from Florence Nightingale who
was known to have grave reservations about children’s hospitals. As she stated in ‘Notes on
Nursing’, “the causes of enormous child mortality are perfectly well-known [...] in one word,
defective hygiene”.20 Her views on children’s hospitals shifted and in her later book, ‘Notes on
Hospitals’, she dedicated a whole chapter to the subject, describing possible advantages of a
hospital designed from scratch which included additional space for play (indoors and
outdoors) and schoolrooms. She concluded, “If children's hospitals are to be built at all, this is
the kind of plan that should be adopted”, casting doubt on her commitment to the idea.21
West’s vision for a children’s hospital was therefore set against the prevailing mood.
Perversely, given the issues with high mortality, he used the stubbornly high national child and
infant mortality rates, which had hardly changed since the eighteenth century, to argue
forcefully for his hospital. As he pointed out, “of 50,000 persons dying annually in London,
21,000 are children under [ten].” 22 This figure was only 2% lower than it had been at the
beginning of the century.23

19
20
21

22
23

Parry/Parry 1976.
Nightingale 1859, p. 17.
Nightingale 1863, p. 131. It seems her views softened further; she was often called upon to advise on the
construction of children’s hospitals and their nursing arrangements. McDonald 2018.
West 1854, p. 77.
Infant mortality remained stubbornly high throughout the century, so much so that towards the end of
the century it attracted government attention and intervention. For further reading on infant mortality in
the nineteenth century see Millward and Bell 2001; on specific childhood diseases see Hardy 1993. Sadly
there is no comparable text to Hannah Newton’s ‘The Sick Child in Early Modern England’, Newton 2012.
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Figure 1: Dr Charles West (1816–1898)

It is worth noting that during most of the nineteenth century English hospitals were the
preserve of the lower social classes, regarded by the better-off as dangerous places, where
there was more chance of contracting diseases than being cured. Middle- and upper-class
patients were treated in their own homes by private physicians. Hospitals, therefore, provided
care for those who could not afford a private physician; admission was usually free, although
some charged small fees, and they were run on a charitable basis, funded by public
subscription.24 However, the very poorest in society (‘paupers’, who came under the Poor
Laws) were, in theory at least, not admitted to charitable hospitals – their care was provided
in workhouse infirmaries.25 Thus, on the whole, all the HSC’s patients were from the
respectable working classes.
In 1849, having failed to convert the Dispensary managers to his idea, West began his
campaign for an in-patient hospital specifically for the treatment of children, persuading
influential social reformers, including Lord Shaftesbury, Baroness Burdett-Coutts and Edwin
Chadwick, to support the cause. His campaign was successful and on 14 February 1852 the
doors of the Hospital for Sick Children at Great Ormond Street opened for the admission of
in-patients.26 West described three key objectives for his institution. The first was the medical
and surgical treatment of poor children, while the second two reflected West’s growing
conviction that the treatment and care of sick children differed considerably from that of adult
patients: to create a space for the “attainment and diffusion of knowledge regarding the
diseases of children”; and the development of special training for children’s nurses. 27
24
25

26
27

See Woodward 1974; Abel-Smith 1964; Waddington 2003; Waddington 2000.
Reinarz and Schwarz’s edited collection of essays (2013) provides detailed discussion of medical relief
under the English poor laws.
Baldwin 2007.
First Annual Report of the Hospital for Sick Children 1853. These ideas were not entirely new. Newton has
shown in the early modern period that doctors recognised physiological differences between adults and
children which dictated that their medical needs were different. Newton 2012. Other children’s hospitals
which opened later listed similar objectives for their institution. See for instance, Miles 1984/5.
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Even after the opening of the HSC, opposition to children’s hospitals had not completely
dissipated, and in order to secure public support, rules were drawn up to address some of
these fears, setting out clearly which patients could (and could not) be admitted. To counter
disquiet about cross-infection, no cases of smallpox were to be admitted, and it was stated
that it was not the “principle objective of the hospital to receive patients suffering from
infectious diseases”.28 An age limit was applied, which restricted admission to children aged 2
to 10, in an attempt with the younger age limit to overcome the emotive image of infants being
seized from their mothers’ breasts and to avoid the bad publicity of high mortality rates
associated with infants. The restriction on over-tens was dictated by mid-nineteenth-century
ideas about children: in 1852, children as young as ten could be put to regular work and could
be important contributors to the family economy. 29
These rules were designed to reassure donors that their money was being properly and
efficiently targeted. However, despite public statements to the contrary, both rules were
broken on a regular basis, from the very beginning. In the hospital’s first year, infectious fevers
accounted for 15% of all admissions (although there were none of smallpox) and reached a
high of 35% in the following year. The first breach of the no under-two rule occurred just thirtyseven days after the hospital opened, with the admission of William Hanks, age 1 year 8
months, suffering from bronchitis and diarrhoea. Thirteen other children under 2 were
admitted in the same year.30
There is no doubt West was a pioneer in England of children’s medicine. His textbook on
children’s diseases was one of the first works on the subject when it was published in 1848. 31
It went through six editions between 1848 and 1874 and was translated into most European
languages.32 It has been described as ‘outstanding’ by contemporaries such as US
paediatrician, Abraham Jacobi, who described West as “one of the most instructive and
eloquent [writers] in medical literature”.33 Medical historians, such as Fielding Garrison, have
also acknowledged West’s contribution to the development of paediatrics; Garrison, in his
history of paediatrics, described West as probably “the greatest English pediatrist of his time,
and perhaps the most genial practitioner of the art who ever lived”.34 A full century after the
height of West’s career, his reputation was still intact, Garrison remarking, “Children stopped
crying and came to him at once [...] through a charming ritual, with marvellous toys, of which

28
29
30
31

32
33
34

Great Ormond Street Hospital Archive. GOS/1/2/1, 24 June 1851, p. 61.
Humphries 2016.
Historic Hospital Admission Records Project (HHARP), www.hharp.org.
West 1848. George Armstrong’s ‘An Account of Diseases Most Incident to Children’ (1777) was one of the
first books to be published in English on child medicine. John Clarke’s Commentaries on ‘Some of the Most
Important Diseases of Children. Part the first’ (1815) preceded West’s. West had a copy of both in his
personal library. Charles West Library Catalogue https://www.ucl.ac.uk/child-health/about-us/supportservices/library/library-historical-collections/west-library.
Garrison 1965, p. 90.
As quoted in Garrison 1965, p. 89.
Garrison 1965, p. 89.
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the drawers in his office desk were full, he had no difficulty in making the most accurate
diagnosis [...] never gave a medicine he had not tasted himself”.35

3 A New Way of Nursing: Special Children’s Nurses
With the opening of the HSC West now had the opportunity to address the third of his
objectives for the new children’s hospital: the training of nurses for sick children. He wanted
a ‘professional’ nursing staff, rather than the old-type nurse who was still commonly to be
found on the wards of adult hospitals. Nursing to this point had been the preserve of poorly
educated, often elderly, working-class women.36 When West was developing his ideal for a
professional children’s nurse, Nightingale who was synonymous with the nursing revolution,
was in the Crimea, her plans for nursing, including the introduction of better educated women
from higher social classes, were still at an embryonic stage.37
Several key themes emerge from West’s published work on children’s nursing, which are either
absent or of lesser importance in adult nursing. First he believed children’s nurses should have
“a feeling of very earnest love to little children, – a feeling which makes you long to be with
them, to take care of them, to help them”.38 Secondly, a children’s nurse must have great
powers of observation, beyond those expected in adult nurses, enabling not just the accurate
and detailed reporting of changes in behaviour and condition of her patients, but also the
ability to interpret signs of a child’s wellbeing from their vocalisations, posture and reactions
to external stimuli. Thirdly, West placed great emphasis on the importance of nutrition. He
believed good nutrition was a key to successful treatment of sick children. He returns
frequently i.e. to the ability of a skilled nurse to persuade her young patients to eat what has
been prescribed, tempting them with treats if necessary. Finally, and unheard of in adult
nursing, a nurse should be able to entertain her young charges, and West emphasised
repeatedly the need for children’s wards to be welcoming and relaxed, “with marvellous toys”
and other diversions for the patients.39 It was important to West to justify his vision for
specially trained children’s nurses, in part to distinguish them from existing preconceived
perceptions of the child nurse. As discussed above, the word ‘nurse’ when associated with
children had several meanings in nineteenth-century England, and for West, it was very
35
36

37

38
39

Garrison, 1965, p. 90.
Pre-Nightingale nurses have been misrepresented by some nurse historians as unreliable, ignorant old
hags, an image originating in the character of monthly nurse Sairey Gamp in Charles Dickens’ ‘Martin
Chuzzlewit’. More recent work has challenged this rather lazy interpretation. See for instance: Summers
1989; Helmstadter/Godden 2011.
There is an extensive historiography on the development of nursing as a profession in the mid- to latenineteenth century. Dingwall, Rafferty and Webster’s ‘An Introduction to the Social History of Nursing’
(1988) was one of the first to present a more nuanced history of nursing and has remained a dominant
text, while Hawkins’ ‘Nursing and Women’s Labour in the 19th Century’ (2010) challenges some of the
arguments about nursing and social class. It is notable though that nothing of note has been written about
the nursing of children.
West 1854, p. 8.
Garrison 1965, p. 90.
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important to differentiate his trained children’s nurses from this rather mixed collection of
untrained ‘child minders’.
In his Handbook, West went to great lengths to explain how children’s nursing differed from
adult nursing and the special qualities needed in a children’s nurse. Firstly, and fundamentally,
there were the medical differences: signs of disease differed between children and adults, and
even between children of different ages. Added to this, the course of disease was much more
rapid in children, who often moved from health to crisis rapidly, requiring a nurse to recognise
these signs and act accordingly. A child nurse’s close observation of her patient’s behaviour
and its reaction to treatment was essential to the physician’s diagnosis. But in addition to her
clinical expertise, a children’s nurse also needed to form a bond with her patients, to entertain
them, to distract them from their condition and to remove their natural fear of strange people
and places. Children’s nurses therefore needed to be trained in clinical observation and the
management of sick children, but equally importantly, training was required to nurture and
develop their maternal instincts.40 As Wood put it: “[An adult patient] is a person put in
favourable surroundings for his recovery, with skilled attendants around him to direct and
supervise’ whereas a child patient is ‘a helpless unit in the hands of a nurse.”41
While West’s ideas about children’s nurses were discussed only briefly in the hospital’s records
(which concentrated much more on organisation of the nursing department), he expounded
on them in ‘How to Nurse Sick Children’ and were further developed some years later by West’s
chief acolyte, Catherine Wood. Her book and a series of articles were based on her experience
working with West, and it is mainly through Wood’s writing that a clear impression can be
gained of the novel approach to children’s nursing that they had developed.42 The rest of this
article will focus on Wood’s interpretation of West’s ideas, as she writes with first-hand
experience of nursing and managing nurses within his new system. Her various pieces on
children’s nursing echo West’s key messages, indicating the importance of his influence on her
approach to her work.

40
41
42

West 1854.
Wood 1889, p. 9.
Wood 1888 a, 1888 b, 1888 c, 1888 d, 1888 e, 1888 f, 1888 g.
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Figure 2: Catherine Jane Wood (1840–1930)

Catherine Wood had originally joined the hospital in the early 1860s as a volunteer assistant,
reading to the children on the wards. The HSC had recently introduced ‘lady nurses’ who
undertook nurse management roles such as sister and matron (who became known as the
Lady Superintendent (LSI)), while ward nursing continued to be performed by working-class
nurses and probationers (trainee nurses).43 During Wood’s initial time at the HSC, Isabella
Babb was the LSI; she had replaced Emma Rice, an old-style matron who was in her mid-50s
and in ill-health. Babb had no prior nursing experience.44 In 1864, Wood was appointed as
‘lady sister’ on the girls’ ward but left in late 1867 to run a new hospital for children with hip
disease.45 It is probably during those early years at the HSC that her close working relationship
with Charles West was established.
Her absence from the HSC did not last long; in 1870 West persuaded Wood to come back, as
Superintendent of the HSC’s new convalescent hospital at Highgate. She held this post for nine
years, cementing her relationship with West, and returned to the main hospital in 1879 as
Lady Superintendent of the HSC. The partnership between West and Wood was to lay the
foundations for the training of sick children’s nurses at the hospital, Wood taking West’s
concepts and developing them into a structured nurse training scheme. The pair formed a
mutually supportive relationship, West acknowledging Wood’s contribution to the
development of nursing at the hospital, while Wood herself was quick to point to West as her
mentor and teacher. Their relationship is illustrated by the following quote from a letter sent

43

44
45

There are several histories of the HSC: see for instance Kosky 1989 and Telfer 2008. Accounts of Catherine
Wood’s time at the HSC can be found in Hawkins 2020 and Bradley 1999.
GOS/1/2/8, 1862, 17 April.
GOS/5/2/30, 1862, pp. 180–185. This was the Alexandra Hospital for Children with Hip Disease in Queen
Square, very close to the Hospital for Sick Children. Foot 2011.
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by Wood to West, accompanying a proof copy of her first book, ‘A Handbook of Nursing for
the Home and the Hospital’,
taking you at your word I have sent you the proofs of the book on Nursing. I have
done the rough corrections on the first proofs; but I shall feel very grateful to you,
if you will look at it [...] and honestly criticize its contents, mentioning if anything
ought to be omitted or altered. 46
Although Wood says that West initiated a ‘system of training’ which had existed since 1852, it
seems that a systematic scheme for training children’s nurses did not occur until the arrival of
Catherine Wood as Lady Superintendent. 47

3.1 The Importance of Observation
The identification and accurate reporting of signs of disease, which could only be achieved
through intense observation of the patient, formed a considerable part of both West’s and
Wood’s instructions to probationer nurses. While also a key part of the adult nurse’s duty, in
children the importance of patient observation was raised to a new level. Jonathan Gillis, a
modern-day paediatrician and historian, has discussed the crucial role played by observation
of child patients in taking medical histories today, and historically.48 Some basics remain the
same, child patients, whether today or in the nineteenth century, are unable to describe how
they feel, what their symptoms are, or where the pain is.49 According to Gillis, quoting from a
late-nineteenth century textbook, the challenges of child medicine were “often underlined by
comparing paediatrics to veterinary practice: ‘in both it is intelligible speech that is wanting’”.50
Children use means other than verbal to communicate. Jean Antoine Eugene Bouchut, a
French paediatrician, first described his idea of a child’s ‘language of signs’ in 1845, and given
West’s connections to Paris and the fact he had five editions of Bouchut’s book in his library
(including a copy of the first edition in French), it is more than likely that Bouchut’s ideas found
their way into West’s work.51 That West embraced Bouchut’s concept can clearly be seen in his
Introductory Lecture to students on diseases in children:
I must warn you [...] Your old means of investigating disease will here to a great
extent fail you, and you will feel almost as if you had to learn your alphabet again
46
47

48
49
50

51

GOS/11/3, 1878, quoted in Borghi/Marchetti 2018, pp. 63–74.
Lomax 1996, p. 153. It is difficult to discern why this took so long. Perhaps West struggled to gain support
from previous LSIs and Matrons. He had a turbulent relationship with the hospital’s managers which could
have been a factor. Adrian Hope, the hospital’s treasurer in the 1880s, reveals the tensions in letters he
wrote to his fiancée. Lancaster 2002.
Gillis 2005, pp. 393–429.
Gillis 2005, p. 401.
Gillis is quoting from James F Goodhart’s textbook (p. 2), published in 1885. Gillis 2005, p. 402. Goodhart
worked at the Evelina Hospital, another London-based children’s hospital which opened in 1869. He
acknowledges the influence of West (among others) on his career. Goodhart 1885.
Bouchut 1845. Charles West Library Catalogue.
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[...] You cannot question your patient, or if old enough to speak, still, through fear,
or from comprehending you but imperfectly, he will probably give you an incorrect
reply. You try to gather information from the expression of his countenance, but
the child is fretful and will not bear to be looked at; you endeavour to feel his pulse,
he struggles in alarm; you try to auscultate his chest, and he breaks out into a
violent fit of crying.52
West continued:
[the infant] has a language of its own and this language it must be your first
objective to learn it [...] If you have not cultivated your faculties of observation, you
cannot learn it, for it is a language of signs [...] if you are not fond of little children
you cannot learn it.53
The absence of a trained assistant, to provide reliable and regular observations of the sick
child, was a driving force in West’s plan to introduce trained children’s nurses at his new
children’s hospital. It seems that, among other things, they were to be the ‘educated’ observer,
replacing the observations of the unreliable mother.
Wood took this focus on observation further. A children’s nurse ‘must learn [the child’s]
language, and read his signs, and in the full sense of the word, must manage him.’54 She must
learn to be “quick to discern and interpret the minute variations in her patient’s condition
[which] can only be learned by experience and most careful observation”.55 The ability to
interpret a child’s signs was no simple matter and required a special sort of training. Contrary
to popular belief, she noted, most young women who applied for training were not ‘natural’
carers but had to be taught how to manage and handle a sick child.56 Probationers had to learn
“how to observe and report upon [the child’s] functions [...] its whims and fancies, its
idiosyncrasies”.57
Under Wood, elements of a systemised training scheme can be found. Successful applicants
(having completed a three-month trial) joined the staff as probationers, and unlike in adult
hospitals, where probationers would move frequently from ward to ward, at the HSC under
Wood, they remained six months or more on their first ward. As the average length of stay for
patient at the HSC at this time was 33 days, she could see several children from admission to
discharge, learning the art of observation and enabling bonds between child and nurse to
blossom.58 Probationers completed two years in this role before being awarded a certificate

52
53
54
55
56

57
58

West 1848, pp. 2–3.
West 1848, pp. 2–3.
Wood 1888 b, p. 268.
Wood 1889, p. 11.
In this period prevailing views of womanhood included a natural, inherently caring nature. See for
instance: Summers 1979.
Wood 1888 b, p. 269.
GOS/1/5/2, House Committee 5 July 1888.
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of competence by the medical committee.59 As they were supervised by a least two
experienced nurses, and with a high ratio of nurses to patients, critics of the scheme claimed
it was slow to produce trained nurses and required a large number of trained nurses for it to
work.60
The importance of observation and understanding the ‘language of signs’ was critical to a
nurse’s success. It was her duty to closely observe and accurately report to the doctor what
she saw. As West wrote, “Cries are the only language which a young baby has to express his
distress’; a good children’s nurse should be able to recognise and differentiate the cry of baby
suffering ‘in the head, or chest, or stomach”.61 A children’s nurse should be aware of other
signs too: how does the child eat, is it fretful or easily tired; sleepy or restless; thirsty or hotter
than usual? Even older children had difficulty articulating how they felt and it was the nurse’s
duty to observe and report changes in behaviour and appearance.
Catherine Wood gave an example of the crucial role played by nurses and the importance of
detailed observation from her own experience:
In the Ward there was a boy suffering from diphtheritic paralysis. His nurse said
to me, ‘I am sure this boy is worse’ (until then he had not been an anxious case.)
She could give me no reason, point to no fresh symptoms, nor could I discover any
change; still she noticed some minute change not apparent to a casual observer,
in fact she seemed over anxious; but I took care that the House Physician was told.
That was the first note of warning of a very serious and fatal change that overtook
the case. [...] Now if that boy had not been one Nurse’s charge I doubt that change
would i.e. would have attracted notice.62
Wood described how her new nurses were trained in these skills. Probationers were given sole
charge of one or two patients ‘for whom she is to care entirely’63. She would
start with these patients in the morning, take their temperature, wash and dress
them, give then their medicine and food, carry out any special treatment ordered,
hear the Doctor’s remarks on these cases, and his orders given, follow them
through the day, again take their temperatures, and finish them for the night.
These children, and these only, would be in her mind.64
Wood even suggested that a gentle sort of competition could be fostered between
probationers: “Let us put into her arms some poor little neglected babe: it is to be her charge

59
60
61
62
63

64

GOS/1/5/2, House Committee 5 July 1888.
Wood 1889.
West 1854, pp. 22–25.
Wood 1889, p. 17.
According to Sue Bradley (a paediatric nurse herself) it is often assumed that named nurses and individual
care are relatively recently developments in paediatric nursing and the early roots of such schemes have
been forgotten. Bradley 1999, pp. 15–19.
Wood 1889, p. 14.
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day by day, and she is to do her best with it”. If another probationer also has a baby, the two
could be encouraged in a gentle rivalry as to whose child prospers best, and in Wood’s eyes,
this could only be to the advantage of the little patients.65

3.2 The Mothering Instinct
The theme of having love for children recurs throughout Wood’s writing. In her mind, a child’s
nurse must become its mother for the period of time it was in hospital, gaining its trust and
commanding obedience. She wrote of her nurses, “We want each nurse to gather her little
ones onto her arms, with the resolve that she will spend and be spent for them. They are hers,
and for a time they will look to her for a mother’s love and mother’s care”.66 Wood insisted that
a child who is ‘mothered’ by its nurse will always do best; “for these little sick ones are quick
at discerning those who love them and the nurse will have the most success who makes an
individual study of her patients”.67 The result of course was one-to-one nursing which was
expensive, and the cost of nursing at HSC was always a headache for the Managers.
It is clear from the records that the HSC’s nurses did form close relationships with their
patients. Annie Eastland had been a patient at the hospital for six months when she was
discharged. She returned for a second visit before being discharged again. In the hospital’s
archives is a small photograph album which contains photos of Annie, her siblings and her
parents. (See Fig 3.)

Figure 3: Annie Eastland and her sisters

65
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67

Wood 1889, p. 17–18.
Wood 1889, p. 17.
Wood 1889, p. 11.
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The album bears an inscription “A Present from Miss Dalrymple Hay, Superintendent of Ward,
Hospital for Sick Children”. It is not known why Dalrymple Hay decided to present Annie with
the album; perhaps Annie had the photographs with her during her long stay, to remind her
of her family, and Dalrymple Hay had them bound into an album to keep them safe. The
actions seem to be those of a woman who had, following West’s diktat, regarded the little girl
as her own daughter during the child’s long stay under her care.68
The emotional tie between a nurse and her charges was actually built into the rules for nurses:
It shall be the duty of every nurse, not merely to watch the children with care, and
to tend them with kindness, but also by all means to keep them cheerful and
contented; and while impatience, ill temper or anger towards the Patients will be
followed by dismissal, the mere inability to make children happy will of itself be
regarded as a sufficient cause for not retaining a Nurse.69
This was not an idle threat. Several nurses over the years were dismissed for failing to keep
children entertained, or for losing their temper with their charges. In the hospital’s first year a
probationer nurse was dismissed for unkindness towards patients, while another was
dismissed for gross neglect in 1869, after applying the wrong liniment and causing great
pain.70 Two nurses, at least, were sacked for hitting a patient.71 Clearly, the rule that nurses
should love and care for their patients was not a sop to potential supporters, and nurses who
could not adhere to it were given short shrift.

3.3 Food and the Children’s Nurse
While nutrition was important in all hospitals, it took on new prominence in the children’s
hospital.72 Many children admitted to the HSC were suffering from diseases related to poor
nutrition, and Wood wrote widely on the dangers of poor feeding, and particularly on the
healing qualities of milk. “It is well ascertained”, she wrote, “that milk alone will maintain life
and vigour, even in the adult [...]”73 and, in times of sickness, “[...] it can combat illness, and
repair the waste that illness causes”.74

68

69

70
71
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73
74

A longer account of Annie’s stay at the HSC can be found on the HHARP website.
https://hharp.org/library/gosh/patients/annie-eastland.html.
GOS/8/1, p. 95. Similar instructions for nurses can be found in other children’s hospitals. See for instance
Lindsay 2000.
GOS/1/6/1, 1852, 15 December; GOS/1/2/11, 1869, 25 August.
In 1859, probationer Matilda Voyez was dismissed immediately after having ‘been seen to strike a patient’,
while Mary Ann Webb was caught red handed by Miss Babb ‘beating a sick child’. GOS/1/6/2, 1853, 20 July;
GOS/5/2/30, 1864, 29 August.
Hawkins/Tanner 2016, pp. 107–33.
Wood 1889, p. 165.
Wood 1889, p. 171. In 1884, Wood was commissioned to write a short treatise for the International
Exhibition on Food and Health at Hyde Park. Her ‘Handbook on Food and Cookery for Infants and Invalids’
was published that year. In her ‘Handbook for the Nursing of Sick Children’, published 1889, nearly half of
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Wood’s ideas reflected West’s own views on the primacy of good nutrition in treating sick
children. Within the HSC, he promoted the importance of good nursing and careful
management of sick children, including diet,75 and Wood described the “thoughtful and
scientific attention” which was given to how and what to feed young children.76 “Now that
scientific research has demonstrated the importance of food in maintaining health and
balance within the body”, she wrote, “many diseases previously treated with drugs can be
addressed through diet instead”.77 Food and feeding were integral to successful treatment of
her patients; a good diet was “recognised as an essential treatment by all medical men and
[...] makes the difference of life and death in all acute cases”.78

75
76
77
78

the eighteen recipes in the appendix were milk-based, from a method to make cow’s milk more like
mother’s own to a recipe for “bread jelly food”, a nutritious version of the reviled “pap”. Older children
could be fed milk puddings or “milk soup”. Wood 1889, pp. 229–37.
West 1854.
Wood 1889, p. 165.
Wood 1888 c, p. 285.
Wood 1889, p. 183. Wood is echoing another of the HSC’s doctors, Walter Cheadle, who wrote in his
introduction to ‘Food and Cookery’, ‘In the case of invalids [...] food [...] may turn the scale in favour of life
or death.’ Wood 1884, p. 8. There is a considerable historiography on childhood nutrition. See for instance
Hawkins/Tanner 2016, pp.107–113.
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Figure 4. Sarah Coulson being encouraged to eat by her nurse

The far-reaching benefits of nutritious meals and regular mealtimes came to define the
hospital’s approach to feeding its patients. Patients were “prescribed” fixed amounts of
nourishment in a twenty-four-hour period, and although the doctors dictated diet protocols,
implementation was the nurses’ responsibility. Probationers received training in the
observation of a child’s reaction to its food and were given some discretion (based on her
training and experience) to adjust the diet in order to tempt patients to eat the quantities
prescribed.
In order to overcome the reluctance of sick children to eat, Wood advised that the same nurse
should feed a child at each meal (one-to-one nursing again) in order to learn its “humours and
tricks”.79 This intimate relationship between nurse and patient was regarded as just important
for older children, in whom “the willfulness and disinclination for food have to be conquered,
and the child must be fed against its own will”.80 Wood believed this could only be achieved by
“gentleness and firmness on the Nurse’s part [...] there is in children a ready adaption to habit,
and if systematic manner of feeding be begun, and continued during the severity of the illness,
the child will more readily fall in with it”.81 The image of a nurse feeding young Sarah Coulson
(Fig 4), illustrates this well. Sarah was in the hospital for over twelve months in 1875–76, having
suffered severe burns and had bad scarring to her chest.82 In this image she is watched over
by a kindly-faced young nurse. During her long stay, this nurse may have become Sarah’s
surrogate mother; the bond between them betrayed in Sarah’s sideways glance towards the
nurse as the picture is taken.83
Successful treatment thus depended not simply in careful medical care, but on the nurse’s
knowledge of nutrition and her ability to prepare meals, to such an extent that, as Wood wrote,
‘the Nurse of the present day must add some knowledge of sick cookery to her curriculum
before she can consider herself fully equipped for her duties’.84

3.4 Entertainment
For both West and Wood, a children’s ward had different priorities to its adult equivalent; it
was impossible to maintain the same level of regularity and order in a child’s ward as would
be found in an adult hospital. As Wood explained
Order and discipline there must be [...] but that ward which is tidied up to
perfection, in which the little ones look like well-drilled soldiers, where the home
look of liberty is absent [...] is hardly suggestive of the happy heart of a child; toys
79
80
81
82
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Wood 1888 c, p. 283.
Wood 1888 c, p. 284.
Wood 1888 c, p. 284.
Sarah Coulson’s story. https://hharp.org/library/gosh/patients/sarah-coulson.html.
Hawkins/Tanner 2013, pp. 209–236.
Wood 1888 c, p. 285.
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and games are as much a part of the treatment as the physic, and the ceaseless
chatter and careless distribution of the toys are surely quite consistent with a wellordered children’s ward.85
For West, the importance of distraction was paramount. A distressed child should be soothed
by a tune or telling stories. If a child was frightened of water, when bath time came around,
the nurse could make “a baby quite happy [...] [by putting the bath] a couple of corks or bungs
with feathers stuck in them, for the baby to play with”.86 According to West, it was a nurse’s
“special business [...] when a child is ill [...] to give it pleasure”.87
Images of the wards provide evidence of these ideas in practice, from the earliest days of the
hospital (Fig 5).

Figure 5. Image of a ward at the HSC in 1859

In this image, the hospital’s two doctors are in the foreground (West on the right and Dr Jenner
on the left) surrounded by chaos as they examine two patients. There are toys scattered across
the floor, children in walking frames roam freely and two little girls watch on with curiosity as
one patient is examined by West. At the back of the ward, another little girl is in a swing
attached to the door frame. Ambulant children play with building bricks and crayons at the
central table and even those bed-ridden have a supply of toys on their bed tables.88
Photographs of the children in the gardens at both HSC and its convalescent home at Highgate
also provide evidence of the importance of encouraging play (Figs. 6 and 7).
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Wood 1889, pp. 11–12.
West 1854, p. 64.
West 1854, pp. 61–62.
The image was reproduced in The Illustrated London Times, 24 April 1858, p. 301.
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Figure 6: Children and nurses in the HSC’s garden, c.1912

Figure 7. Children playing in the gardens at Cromwell House, c. 1900

Although these images date from the turn of the twentieth century, earlier written records
refer to children playing in the gardens. In 1854 it was noted that the matron be empowered
to provide “such assistance as required to enable the convalescent patients to be taken into
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the garden on Sunday mornings”89 and in 1860, Mrs West (a lady visitor, and wife of Dr West)
reported that on Sundays after dinner the children “played either in the room or the garden”.90
A regular column on HSC patients in Aunt Judy’s Magazine (a popular publication for middleclass children) referred to one young boy whose health was continuing to improve, “and was
[now] well enough to be taken out into the hospital garden almost daily during the recent fine
weather.” The article continued that he should soon be well enough to go to Highgate, where
its ample playground and the garden surrounded by “patrician trees [was always] pleasant to
the children”.91

Figure 8: Aunt Judy’s cot and occupant

The hospital was well supplied with toys, and records abound with references to donations of
toys and books to keep the little ones amused. In fact, donors were sometimes a little over
enthusiastic; in 1872 it received several presents of rocking horses even though there were
six in the store, surplus to requirements. The House Committee suggested disposing of the
unwanted rocking horses to other institutions.92 Minutes also refer to donations of go-carts,
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GOS/1/2/4, 1854, 5 October.
GOS/5/2/30, 1860, July.
Aunt Judy’s Magazine Vol 9 no 60, 1871. Aunt Judy’s Magazine, edited by Margaret Gatty, published an
article about the hospital in 1868, and such was the response from its readers that a fundraising campaign
was started, raising enough to support a bed named after it. Thereafter, each month the magazine ran a
story about the child occupying the Aunt Judy’s Magazine cot.
GOS/1/5/1, 1872, 20 June.
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walking machines, a doll’s house and a swing, among many other toys. A letter from Catherine
Wood to Arthur Lucas (Chairman of the Management Committee) illustrates how important
these gifts were. Writing during a period of financial crisis for the hospital, Wood regretted the
decline in public interest in the institution: “We have lost our hold on the public and we sadly
miss that personal interest that was taken in the Children by the friends of old when gifts,
treats [and] amusements were abundantly offered for them.”93
The nurses, charged with keeping their patients amused, looked for many ways to entertain
them. When a cuckoo clock was donated to the hospital, the nurses gathered all the children
who could be moved so they were present when it struck the hour for the first time. Not
knowing what was going to happen, the children watched on as “wonder and surprise gave
place to shouts of laughter” when the little bird retired shutting the little door behind him.94
As another form of entertainment, pets, if not encouraged, were certainly tolerated. A little
Skye terrier became the constant companion of the convalescent patients when they were out
in the garden. According to Aunt Judy, “’Jim’ was a great favourite with all the children and will
long be remembered for his gentleness [...] [he] used to accompany the children one by one
into the wards, and, not until the door was closed on the last one, would he leave the passage
to rest in his kennel”.95
A ‘Special Correspondent’ who visited the HSC in 1889 on behalf of ‘The Hospital’, reported
their impressions: “The first ward visited was the Victoria, a glance inside which conveys a
general impression of homeliness and comfort. There are birds and goldfish, plants and
flowers in plenty, pictures line the walls, and toys lie everywhere around.”96 It seems that Wood
and West’s vision of a children’s hospital as a place of comfort and security, with a homely feel,
had been achieved.

4 Conclusion
Charles West and Catherine Wood worked together to develop a new kind of nurse, trained
specially to take care of sick children in hospital. As this article demonstrates, they believed
passionately that sick children required a different kind of nursing to their adult counterparts,
and the nursing philosophy they developed was child centred and holistic. While West
developed the theory, Wood was instrumental in putting it into practice. Her nurses should
‘love’ their patients as if they were their mothers; and they would learn this by focussing on
individuals, learning to observe them in minute detail, to read changes in behaviour and
recognise meaning in their vocalisations in order to help doctors diagnose and treat their
charges. They would learn the importance of good nutrition, and how to encourage their
young charges to eat. At the same time, and in a significant departure from nursing adults,
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GOS/5/2/49, 1885.
Aunt Judy’s Magazine 1869, 1 March.
Aunt Judy’s Magazine 1869, 1 March.
Anonymous, 1889. ‘The Hospital’ was a leading journal on hospital management edited by Henry Burdett.
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children’s nurses were also to be entertainers, keeping their patients amused and
encouraging play.
While the focus on the importance of close observation can be found in Nightingale’s ‘Notes
on Nursing’97 and in most later training manuals for adult nursing,98 West’s and Wood’s
insistence that children’s nurses should ‘love’ their patients and keep them entertained, was
not a feature of adult nurse training. Thus, children’s nursing was marked out by them as
different from normal adult nursing models of the time, requiring specific systems of training.
In children’s hospitals which emerged in the shadow of Great Ormond Street, such as the
Jenny Lind at Norwich (in 1853) or the Sick Children’s Hospital in Glasgow (in 1883), there was
a similar insistence on the importance of developing a bond between nurse and her young
patient, and of keeping their charges entertained.99
West defined, and Wood enabled, the development of this new type of nurse, a children’s
nurse, who would be seen by society as professional and skilled. But the continued confusion
between West and Wood’s trained nurses and the untrained nursery nurses and child minders
of middle-class homes hampered attempts to establish children’s nursing as a specialist
discipline within the body of professional nursing. When nursing itself was finally recognised
as a profession, through the establishment of a central register overseen by the General
Nursing Council, children’s nurses (alongside male nurses and asylum nurses) were
marginalised, acknowledged only in a supplementary register.100 As Wood lamented, “In the
past [...] it was considered quite unnecessary to provide a Trained nurse for a sick child [...]
the nurse [...] was often some useful, motherly woman from the neighbourhood.”101 And
despite Wood’s best efforts, these prejudices lingered into the 1920s and, some would argue,
beyond. As arguments over general versus specialist training continue to be debated, Sue
Bradley concluded: “As for the arguments [Wood] used to justify her beliefs – we may yet be
required to draw upon them again!”102
Note: All photos in this article have been reproduced courtesy of the Archive Service, Great
Ormond Street Hospital for Children NHS Foundation Trust.
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Barber-Surgeons, Nurses, Midwives: Cupping and the
“Violet Ray” in the Everyday Practice of Non-Medical
Healing Professions
Sabine Schlegelmilch
Abstract
This article examines the historical background of a chance find in the attic of a family among whose ancestors
were a midwife and a nurse. The objects from the everyday practice of these two women are a set of cupping
glasses and a so-called high-frequency radiation device (“violet ray”). The latter has so far been presented in
research mainly as a lifestyle product of the first half of the 20th century and its desire for health self-care.
The article now shows, based on statements from the practitioners' families, that treatment with cupping
glasses as well as with the HFR device was part of (medically prescribed) physical therapy until the 1950s. It
becomes apparent that the boundaries between the treatment practices of non-medical healers such as
midwives, nurses and barber-surgeons cannot be sharply drawn. For future research on objects in the history
of medicine, this result provides the methodological impetus not to hastily make restrictive classifications of
individual healing professions and their respective practices when working with sources.
Keywords: Material Culture Studies, Cupping Glass, Violet Ray, Physical Therapy, Midwifery, Barber-Surgeon

1 A Chance Find
As a result of the curfews and contact and quarantine restrictions that came with the Corona
pandemic, many people in 2020 suddenly discovered basements, attics, storerooms and other
hiding places of long discarded and then forgotten everyday objects in their private living
environment as a field of activity: people used the time to “clean out”. In the Bavarian Spessart
region, such a clean-up operation in an attic brought to light a worn-out old suitcase and a
container with glass objects. Both have now been donated to the Medical History Collections
at the Institute for the History of Medicine, University of Würzburg.

Fig. 1 Exterior view of the case

Fig. 2 Interior view of the case

S. Schlegelmilch – Barber-Surgeons, Nurses, Midwives

The suitcase is made of light wood, covered on the front and back with dark brown paper
embossed in a crocodile skin look and stabilised on the narrow surfaces and edges with sturdy
textile adhesive tape of the same look. With an edge length of 41x27x11cm and a weight of
only three kilograms, it could be described as “light luggage”, since its appearance with the
brightly rubbed, ribbed plastic handle and the nickel-plated, now greenishly tarnished small
snap locks actually corresponds to small overnight luggage from the first half of the 20th
century. Since it bears no labelling, only a look inside reveals that it is a so-called
“Hochfrequenzstrahlapparat” (High-frequency radiation (HFR) device), in this particular case
one made by Velmag (Vereinigte Fabriken elektrischer Messinstrumente und Apparate,
GmbH) with the product name “Frequenta”. In the case, which is lined with dark purple velvet,
there are a removable generator insert with two black cloth cables (to which a two-pole
ceramic plug and a handle with a collet for inserting the electrodes, made of black Bakelite,
are attached) and a total of 14 electrodes of various shapes stored in clips. An illustrated
advertising catalogue of the company allows the identification of the radiator as an extended
version of the Model G of 1928.1
The separately stored jars are 19 small cupping glasses equally of 4 cm diameter, six of them
made of thick green glass, eight of thinner bluish glass and four of white glass. In addition,
there is a single piece made of particularly thick glass with air bubbles included. All of these
show clear ridges as a sign of industrial production, the ones made of white glass also have
small circular embossings on the top. This could indicate that the same model was sold with
a hole and a rubber ball attached to create the vacuum needed for cupping.2 There is no
manufacturer’s name to be found and a dating is only possible via the lifetime of the user.

Fig. 3: Cupping glasses, set up in pairs

Fig. 4: Cupping glasses, detail

HFR devices were produced in large numbers from the 1920s onwards and are still regularly
offered to medical history museums and collections today.3 However, the history of these
objects can rarely be reconstructed. The devices were explicitly manufactured for home use

1

2
3

http://www.spickelmir.de/index.php/downloads?task=download.send&id=26&catid=6&m=0 (08.07.2021).
Velmag published this advertising catalogue in 1929 with four models (A,D,E,G) of different equipment.
The G case contains the most extensive equipment (20 electrodes). Since the catalogue also mentions a
interference-free "1929 model", Velmag may have used the original 1928 catalogue to advertise later
models as well.
Nolte 2020, p. 135.
Eßler 2020, pp. 156–158.
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by the medical layman4 – the leather look, deliberately kept neutral on the outside, and the
dark velvet interior of our case refer to this private, middle-class sphere. Like many other
things that eventually ended up in the attic or cellar, HFR devices belonged to those everyday
objects the use of which was not perceived as extraordinary in the families and thus hardly
ever discussed across generations. Cupping glasses, on the other hand, are not usually found
in private households, and their connection to the HFR device seems puzzling. As will be seen
in the following, this unusual collection of finds points to the history of outpatient nursing care
and other non-medical healing professions in the 20th century.

2 The History of the Objects
The provenance story first tells of the professional activity of the grandmother as well as the
mother of the object donor.5 Her grandmother, Bronisława Sloma, was born in 1902 in
Pyskowice (then Peiskretscham) in Silesia. She trained as a midwife; as there was a provincial
midwifery school in nearby Opole from the first half of the 19th century until 1933, it is likely
that she was trained here. She first worked as a midwife in her hometown,6 then in Hamburg
after moving to West Germany in 1958. A photo in the family album shows Bronisława Sloma
in her uniform. Regarding the cupping glasses, the family history has it that she also had
worked with them. This is an interesting detail because it refers to a practice that probably
resulted from the overlap between midwifery and nursing, but which is not documented in
the Prussian midwifery textbook with which she herself may have trained. Here it is pointed
out that midwives also had to master the basics of nursing (“It is not her task [i.e. of the
midwife, author's note] to exercise the profession of a nurse. [...] Nevertheless, as a helper of
pregnant women, women in labour, women in childbed and newborns, it is necessary for her
to know the most important rules of nursing”)7. The midwifery textbook, however, limits the
“special assistance services” of nursing to catheterisation, injections, enemas, rinses, baths,
cooling and warming compresses and the preparation of tea. Drip anaesthesia as an
assistance service is treated separately.8 If, on the other hand, we consult the Prussian
midwifery textbook of 1892, we find “cupping and leeching” in the chapter on nursing (after
the cooling and warming compresses at §336). These are nursing activities, we learn, that may
only be carried out “upon prescription of a doctor”.9 These practices which were still valid in
the 1890s seem to refer back to therapeutic concepts of humoral pathology (here: blood
extraction as both a cleansing and cooling therapy). At the same time, the commemorative

4
5

6

7

8
9

Eßler 2020, p. 162.
I would like to explicitly thank the object donor Maria Kostyszyn, who has agreed to provide her
recollection of the objects as well as a photograph of her grandmother for this article. The cited
information was communicated by email in May 2021 and is archived together with the objects in the
collection (Medical History Collections, Sign. 2021_1_ Kostyszyn).
The radius of her midwifery work can no longer be determined, but she seems (also?) to have cared for
the surrounding villages, because family history associates her with the designation "village midwife" and
knows as a handed-down special feature that she was fetched by carriage for individual assignments.
Hammerschlag/Langstein/Ostermann 1928, p. 45. In the preface of this fifth edition used here, it is
emphasised that the chapter on nursing has not been changed from the previous edition of 1920, with
which B.S. may have been trained.
Hammerschlag/Langstein/Ostermann 1928, pp. 68–75.
This restriction documents the increasing control of non-medical healers by physicians in the course of
the 19th century: Unterkircher/Ritzmann 2016, esp. pp. 244–245; before, cupping had been part of the
practice of barber-surgeons for centuries: Schlegelmilch 2021, pp. 244–247.
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publication “Deutsches Gesundheitswesen” (German Health Care) from 1890 documents that
at the end of the 19th century, health care for the rural population was still provided by nonmedical healers based on a division of labour: “Midwives are also authorised to perform minor
surgery, clystering, cupping, catheterisation, on women.”10 The cupping glasses and the story
about Bronisława Sloma that has been passed down with them thus document a practice that,
during the period of her own professional activity, obviously was still pursued as a part of
nursing care by midwives, but which already had disappeared from the midwifery textbook of
the 1920s.

Fig. 5: Bronisława Sloma in her
midwifery uniform

Bronisława Sloma became a mother on 5 February 1922. Her daughter Brigitte learned the
profession of a nurse as a young woman in the municipal hospital of Gliwice (then Gleiwitz),
where she also worked after her training. When her daughter Maria (the object donor) was
born in 1945, she had to give up working in the hospital and began a job as a medical assistant
in the Gliwice medical practice of a Dr. Zieliński, in whose immediate neighbourhood she also
lived. She accompanied him on house calls, but also cared for patients on her own as an
outpatient nurse, changing dressings, giving injections, cupping and treating them with the
HFR device. When the whole family moved to West Germany in 1958, the device and the
cupping glasses accompanied them.11 When Maria then settled in Mespelbrunn in the
Bavarian Spessart, her mother Brigitte Keil moved there with her, again carrying the HFR
device and the cupping glasses in her luggage. Family history knows that Brigitte Keil, who died
in 2009, treated people in her immediate vicinity with her cupping glasses until the end of the
1980s.
10

11

Pistor 1890, p. 167. Cf. on the practice of cupping in 19th century nursing – care or "minor surgery"? – the
study by Nolte 2020, pp. 132–135.
There is similar evidence that HFR devices in their handy suitcases accompanied families on their moves,
even in wartime situations: Eßler 2020, p. 171.
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3 Cupping Glass and HFR Device – Hybrid Objects?
In her study on objects of nursing care, Karen Nolte has coined the term “hybrid objects”
following Margarete Sandelowski’s wording of “hybrid practices”.12 Nolte understands this to
mean objects the handling of which cannot be assigned to a specific professional activity, but
which blur the boundaries of medical, nursing and lay medical action. Methodologically this
term is very valuable as it warns against unconsciously limiting oneself in research by a hasty
classification of historical objects. The example of midwife Sloma has already shown that. Her
cupping activity is attested by oral tradition and thus demands an explanation; without this
story linked to the objects, our research question would not have existed at all, since even
profound knowledge of the sources on midwifery in the 20th century would not have led to
the connection between midwifery and cupping. The “shifting of boundaries” here is at least
as interesting as that in the case of the HFR device, which has not been perceived as an object
of care until now, probably because researchers always placed it in discourses that were
dominated by a medical perspective. Again, it is the oral tradition that overturns this
classification.
The German Wikipedia article “Violet Wand”13, after briefly describing the technical,
chronological and usage-related classification, immediately provides the information that
“since the 1990s [...] the devices have also been used for erotic electrostimulation”.14 The link
to the more recent English-language version of the article activates an automatic redirection
to the page “Erotic electrostimulation”, where the original article “Violet Wand” exists only as
a short subsection of five sentences, which is even stripped of any historical information.15 This
telling shift of interest corresponds to the popular scientific view of HFR devices. They are
readily presented in a slightly arrogant, whiggish perspective and, with winking innuendo to
the above-mentioned use, as outdated follies of earlier generations.16 Medical historical
research usually refrains from such evaluations and associations. Nevertheless, even a sound
historical contextualisation does not always prevent (unconscious) judgements. In case of the
HFR device, this may be mainly due to the fact that two voices dominate the sources and thus
have also received most attention in research: on the one hand, the politically motivated
polemics of physicians against the “Kurpfuschertum” (quackery), on the other hand, the
commercial promotion of the HFR device as a panacea. The figure of Valentin Zeileis who
treated hundreds of patients in darkened rooms in Upper Austria at the end of the 1920s with
his luminous “diagnostic rod” and with high-frequency devices that produced large arcs of
light, was a true crystallisation figure among the “miracle healers” and “quack doctors” with

12
13

14
15
16

Nolte 2020, p. 130.
The name „violet wand“ is derived from the optical effect of the gas in the glass electrodes which glows
when they are plugged into the collet of the handle and thus energised, as well as from the electrical
discharge that occurs via the glass electrodes in coloured flashes and that also releases ozone. There are
various videos online that show an HFR device in use and thus also reproduce the specific noise that the
lightning discharge (fulguration) produces; see e.g. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZ5HiCZsIUA
(08.05.2021).
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Violet_Wand (version 6 December 2020, 1:21 a.m.).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erotic_electrostimulation#Violet_wands (version 1 April 2020, 12:25 p.m.).
An example is provided by the book by Frank Patalong, which already has the innuendo in its (salespromoting) title (“The Victorian Vibrator. Foolish to deadly inventions from the age of technology“);
Patalong reinterprets most of his historical sources on the basis of this basic narrative, e.g. the HFR device
“Frequenta”: Patalong 2012, pp. 182–186.
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whom the medical profession engaged in constant skirmishes during the “medical crisis” of
the time.17 The voices of the doctors, on the other hand, who (partly from the experience of
their own practice) defended the HFR devices as a therapy that should be taken seriously,
were paid little attention – both at their time and in medical historical research since then. At
the same time, there still are many brochures and instructions for HFR devices preserved
today, leaflets that were meant back then to make customers aware of the home use of these
devices, which were covered by lucrative patents. The unspecific variety of ailments for which
relief is described here, as well as the large number of quoted "satisfied" users, arouses doubt
but this should not exceed the level that one should apply to these sources in their capacity
as advertisements anyway. It is striking that Henrik Eßler, who was the first to take a closer
look on the HFR device, obviously could not avoid the temptation to take the point of view of
(the majority of) the contemporary medical profession with regard to Kurpfuschertum and
patients easily falling for suggestions. He addresses the “alleged effect” of the devices and puts
forward the thesis that the audiovisual stimuli they emitted “convinced people of the promised
healing effect”. When he speaks of “darkened rooms” and “optical spectacle” and, last but not
least, emphasises “the mystical overall appearance” of the treatment and its “suggestive
effect”, this choice of words sounds like an echo of the Zeileis conflicts.18 When such a
determination has been made in advance, the voices of those treated – whether those of the
advertising material or other potential sources – cannot but serve as evidence of uncritical
good faith.
Against this background, the oral tradition on the devices is particularly valuable as a foil for
contrast. One such report, which does not directly refer to our object but is interesting with
regard to the “hybrid” nature of such devices, comes from the son of the last barber-surgeon
in the Franconian town of Hagenbüchach near Nuremberg.19 Heinz Wurzer speaks of his
father's work in the post-war period in a nursing home run by Deaconesses:
442 Eyewitness: Uh, yes, absolutely, my father was a caretaker in the jakoberhaus, uh that was
443 an old, an old people's home of the inner mission and therefore with the doctor baschke
444 together, he has treated many people inside, with his high frequency for
445 nerve pain and also for such slight things, he spoke about it again and again,
446 that he has done, who knows, dental treatments, or skin treatments and so on.
447 further {Reporter: in Nuremberg?} no no in hagenbüchach, in this jakoberhaus, there was
the

17
18

19

Körner 2012, pp. 41–57.
Eßler 2020, p. 159; also Löffelbein 2020, pp. 191–192, who discusses the „surplus of meaning“ of the
devices, taking the same line.
The HFR device of the barber-surgeon Karl Wurzer is shown until December 2021 in the exhibition
„Schwitzbaden, Schröpfen und Kurieren – das Baderwesen in Franken seit dem Spätmittelalter” (“Sweating,
Cupping and Cure – Bathhouses in Franconia since the Late Middle Ages”) of the Franconian Open Air
Museum at Bad Windsheim. I would like to thank Dr Susanne Grosser (research assistant) and her
colleague Ralf Rossmeissl (keeper of the museum archive), who prepared the exhibition, for providing me
with the complete interview (transcribed by Felix Schmieder) from which the following quotations and
information are taken. The interview with Heinz Wurzer (born 10.10.1939 in Hagenbüchach) was
conducted by Ralf Rossmeissl on 19.08.2019; the quotations used here are reproduced according to the
form of the working transcript.
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448 old people's home of the inner mission and there he was caretaker #00:30:47-2#
449 Reporter: and he worked together with the doctor? #00:30:49-0#
450 Witness: Yes, but not with each other, but the doctor said, Listen, you can do that.
451 or vice versa, that he had no – or the sister theodorlinde,
452 I still know today, oh my, huge sister, she said, Karl, you can do that yourself too.
453 when someone has had slight things somehow, but I was never there, but
454 he treated a lot in the old people's homes #00:31:16-5#
455 Reporter: so he did continue his barber-surgeons profession after all #00:31:18-8#
456 Eyewitness: continued, well, that was also right after the war [...].

Fig. 6: The comb electrode named by the donor (detail)

Karl Wurzer, born in 1902 and trained as a hairdresser and licensed barber-surgeon, had
practised in the back room of his barbershop until it was destroyed by a bomb during the
Second World War, and also made house calls by bicycle in the surrounding five villages. He
performed phlebotomies (especially for high blood pressure) and often treated furunculosis,
which his son remembers particularly well because he had to hold the pus bowls as a child.
Even then, the barber-surgeon supplemented this practice of minor surgery with treatment
with the HFR device (“he then also treated nerve damage, pain with a high frequency”). After
the destruction of the shop, Wurzer worked in the nursing home mentioned above, and here,
too, an HFR device was used to treat “slight things”: Skin and dental treatments, plus “nerve
pain” again. Interestingly, the order for these treatments was given to him directly by a doctor
or delegated to him by the nurse in the nursing home, Sister Theodorlinde. The boundaries
between barber-surgeons’ and nurses’ activities are blurred here. However, the fact that the
HFR treatment was indeed a nursing activity is confirmed by a handwritten note that the object
donor enclosed with our HFR device: “I leave you this electrical appliance? Name (?). My mother
(a nurse) used it regularly until 1958 during house calls with a doctor in Silesia Gleiwitz. Used
for joint pain, headaches (a comb is included).” As with Wurzer, we find the treatment of pain
with the device, as well as the doctor’s order in this regard. The explicit mention of the comb-
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electrode for the relief of headaches, like the cupping glasses, again suggests potential
overlaps of the nursing activity with that of hairdressers/barber-surgeons.20

4 Cupping and “Radiating” as a Part of Nursing Care
Henrik Eßler rightly points out that it is often difficult to make objects without a history of
transmission “speak”.21 Would our object now be just as mute without its lore? As already
mentioned, its generator insert can be removed from the case. There is a small fold-out
triangular eyelet on the back of the insert, as is common on picture frames, so that the HFR
device could obviously also be hung from a hook on the wall. Furthermore, there is attached
to the insert a curved wire frame that can be folded forward at a right angle and the bulge of
which is shaped precisely as to use it as a shelf for the handle into which the various electrodes
are put.

Fig. 7: The generator insert with the handle in place

The case itself could be stored inconspicuously on the cupboard, under the bed or in other
storage spaces like any other luggage in the context of a private household. But the semi-static
set-up – with the generator suspended, the handle placed on it and a storage table (required
to put the case on when taking out the electrodes) – seems a rather unusual accessory for a
private living space, especially in times when homes were not as lavishly equipped with power
sockets as they are today. In the case of such devices, there sometimes is evidence of their
origin from doctors' surgeries or hospitals, even if directly related sources otherwise are
sparse.22 Another HFR device in the Würzburg collection – a much simpler model from the
Radiolux company with only four electrodes – also comes from the surgery of a general

20

21
22

The derivation of the hairdresser‘s trade from that of the barber-surgeon is shown by Stolz in her extensive
monograph "Die Handwerke des Körpers" (1992). She places the activity of the barber-surgeon in the
hygiene discourse of the 19th and early 20th century (washing of body and hair) as well as in that of
medical care (barber-surgeons as „healer servants” of the doctors): pp. 273–279. Regarding the sphere of
activity of these „healer servants“, who were even supposed to be proficient in providing emergency aid
during childbirth, there is an automatic overlap with the competences of nurses and midwives, as
demonstrated by the objects described here.
Eßler 2020, p. 178.
Eßler 2020, p. 172, refers to the provenance from doctors’ surgeries and „physiotherapy practices“.
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practitioner.23 Here, or in a hospital where treatments took place regularly at a fixed location,
the stationary installation seems to make more sense. In fact, the advertising catalogues often
mention not only the treating layperson, but also the doctor, and not only as an addressee,
but also among the “satisfied voices”.24 If we do not dismiss this as a purely advertising-specific
ingredient but follow the trail into doctors' surgeries and clinics, we quickly come across
extensive bibliographies on clinical research in the textbooks on electrotherapy.

Fig. 8: Depiction of a diathermy department with large device supervised by nursing staff

They prove that clinical experience with high-frequency therapy was discussed in detail and
quite affirmatively by many different medical specialities since the early years of the 20th
century. A more general approach of stabilising the autonomic nervous system by means of
this therapy and thus also the ability of treating chronical diseases25 stands alongside more
specific treatments. The gynaecologist Carl Joseph Gauss from Würzburg, for example, treated
patients with gonorrhoea with the help of the small apparatus “Inviktus”[!] and an electrode
to be inserted into the urethra and cervix.26 The Viennese doctor Josef Kowarschik summarised
the indications for the treatment in his textbook on electrotherapy: “various nerve and muscle
pains” (nervous headache, intercostal neuralgia, meralgia, tarsalgia, achillodynia), as well as
heart pain or pressure and high blood pressure (i.e. tonus-related symptoms), itchy skin
diseases and poorly healing wounds. 27 It is not only in Kowarschik’s work that we read that the
23

24

25
26

27

Institute for the History of Medicine (University of Würzburg), Medical History Collections, Sign. 201806_Zahn_01.
The instruction book written by four doctors which Velmag published in 1928 separately from the
advertising catalogue also states: „Today's modern, handy high-frequency radiation device has proven
itself so excellently as a helper for doctors and families that it can really do without exaggerated and
therefore reprehensible advertising. The present book is intended to serve the doctor and layman in the
same way.“ (Bauer/Faulhaber/Kober/Krapf 1928, p. 6). Among the letters of thanks in the accompanying
catalogue (see note 1, there pp. 6–7) are those of a practising neurologist and two dentists, as well as that
of a company health insurance fund, which confirms „the best successes with dry lichen, rheumatism,
sciatica [...]”.
Grandauer 1930.
Gauss 1917, p. 1019. Gauss‘ example clearly shows that it was clinicians who developed specially shaped
electrodes. He attributed a bactericidal effect to his electrode, but attributed it to the light.
Kowarschik 1929, pp. 204–205.
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clinicians did not actually know why the therapy worked (“Here we are faced with a riddle”).
Interestingly, with reference to “ancient empirical experience and earlier times”, the treatment
is understood, like vesicants and blister plasters, as a therapeutic skin stimulus and thus part
of physical therapy.28 This puts it in the same treatment category as cupping, for which Karen
Nolte has already worked out that it was used with the justification of just such a stimulating
effect and the resulting promotion of blood circulation and detoxification.29

Fig. 9: Treatment with a roller electrode connected to a large device

Fig. 10: Velmag Frequenta – handle with attached roller electrode

Physical therapy, on the other hand, was an area specific to nursing, and that the HFR devices
were used here, just like the cupping glasses, can be seen in nursing textbooks of the time.
Among the physical therapies, it is heat treatment by diathermy to which the devices are
usually assigned. Illustrations in these books, however, mostly show large devices as they were
found in clinics and hospitals. However, in his chapter on “treatment with alternating current
of higher frequency”, Kowarschik also mentions “small high-frequency devices” and points out
28
29

Kowarschik 1929, p. 204 (also previous quote).
Nolte 2020, p. 134; also Kowarschik 1948, p. 238: „Skin stimuli have been administered as revulsants and
derivatives with the aid of cupping, glow irons, acupuncture, vesicants, pustulants and other means for
thousands of years with the best of success”.
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the lower acquisition costs compared to a large inductor or alternating current generator.
These small devices were intended exclusively for local treatment with electrodes (while the
large devices also allowed whole-body treatment, e.g. in a so-called capacitor bed) and,
according to Kowarschik, sufficient for this (“they meet most requirements”). He mentions the
HFR devices Radiolux (like the one in the Würzburg collection, see above), Radiostat and
Radiopan.30 The instructions for diathermy treatment in the nursing textbooks thus usually
refer to an application in the hospital context (the place of nursing training), where the large
devices were located. Nurses were admonished that the technique of "electrifying" was "not
very easy to learn, however, and must be closely supervised by the doctor."31 The small devices
not only had the advantage that they could be used wherever electricity was available, but
because they were less powerful, they also did not pose any risk of injury, which is why they
could be applied as well in outpatient care as in the private sphere.

5 Summary
The HFR device as a hybrid object opens up the view in many directions: that of medicine,
nursing and so-called lay treatment.32 From a medical point of view, it fulfilled partly the same
function as cupping (skin stimulation) or bloodletting (reduction of high blood pressure), both
originally practices first of the barber-surgeons, then also of the nurses (and thus partly also
of midwives). Its most important field of application, however, was probably the treatment of
pain which had become an essential field of physical therapy, not least due to the war injuries
of the two world wars.33 To integrate the results presented here into larger discourses of selftreatment, technology euphoria and the “crisis of medicine” broadens the perspective, but
one must not continue to ignore the fact that the device obviously was part of everyday
treatment for many decades, not only in private households, but in doctors' practices and
hospitals as well. In the 1950s, the HFR device gradually disappeared from the medical
discussion and then also from sales. One reason for this, as Eßler notes, may indeed have
been the advent of antibiotics; but not because this increased a “trust in orthodox medicine”
and therefore the lifestyle product HFR device lost its “fashionable character”,34 but because
the antibacterial effect of the ozone released by the devices during surface treatment (e.g. of
skin diseases) or inhalation application (for tuberculosis, etc.) lost its significance as a
therapeutic agent. It should also not be underestimated how difficult medicine still finds it
today to deal with treatments that have empirically verifiable healing successes, but for which
it is not possible to formulate a theory from within medicine's own model of thought.35

30
31
32

33
34
35

Kowarschik 1929, pp. 82–83.
Fischer/Groß/Krick 1949, p. 198; identical text still in the 6th edition of 1957, p. 258.
This term often includes not only private individuals but also the barber-surgeons, although they were
subject to state control in the form of official examinations.
Kowarschik 1948, p. IV.
Eßler 2020, p. 177.
Contemporary criticism of a subject-specific intellectual laziness can be found, for example, in Hübner
1930, p. 15: „And so the opponents of high-frequency treatment – opponents are actually only those
doctors who have not taken the trouble to orient themselves about it – usually only claim that it is
irrelevant for the organism. This view is probably based on the analogy that, since the million-fold change
in the direction of the current is not felt in the unit of time, an effect on the organs and cells of the body
cannot be felt either.“
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Isabel Atzl has used the example of the clinical thermometer to show how important it is to
take a close look at objects that are considered largely banal commodities in the world of
medicine.36 In the case of the HFR device, although complete, comprehensive, multi-part
specimens make particularly beautiful exhibits, incomplete cases will be much more
interesting for future research. From our case six electrodes are missing. Since the clips still
provide a firm hold, it can be assumed that the electrodes were lost or broken when taken out
for use. In comparison with the electrode numbers of the original equipment listed in the
catalogue, the following are missing: the tongue electrode for the treatment of aphthae etc.
in the mouth area; the metal electrode which was used for general whole-body treatment,
especially with simultaneous massage in the face and head area; the neck electrode which
was used for headaches; the heart electrode; the electrode for wart removal; finally, the most
important of the large electrodes, the amplifier electrode which was intended to achieve a
special depth effect of the high frequency and was usually used for pain treatment in
combination with the surface electrode. Also missing is the rubber ball that was used to pump
ozone during inhalation treatment.37 We might therefore conclude that these treatments were
carried out with our HFR device. Strikingly, the electrode for spinal treatment, with its v-shaped
head to be placed on the right and left of the spine, is still there. But perhaps nurse Brigitte
Keil did not need it at all – for this, she had her cupping glasses in her bag.
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Atzl 2017, esp. p. 131 on the manual marking of clinical thermometers.
The advertising catalogue (see note 1) gives the numbers of the electrodes contained in the case; they are
illustrated and named with their numbers in the instruction book; in addition to the more detailed text
section, this book also contains a tabular overview of which electrode should be used for which ailments,
for how long, how often and in what way: Bauer/Faulhaber/Kober/Krapf 1928, pp. 110–121.
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The Charlottenschrank. Born Out of a Nursing Shortage
Heike Krause
Abstract
Helping hands have always been in short supply, so in order to provide the late nineteenth-century rural
population of southwest Germany with a minimum of medical utensils, a pastor came up with the idea of
providing communities with a cabinet that became known as the Charlottenschrank.
Keywords: Community nursing, 19th century, Material Culture, Nursing Shortage, Hygiene

The Charlottenschrank in southwest Germany
The Charlottenschrank was a half-height (170 cm high, 90 cm wide and 45 cm deep) cabinet
made of softwood. It was similar to a sideboard and had a door and a small drawer below the
shelf. Next to the drawer was a small sign with the words ‘Charlottenpflege’ (Charlotte nursing
unit). This cabinet was found in southwest German villages.

Fig. 1: Charlottenschrank, Diakoneo, Diakarchiv Schwäbisch Hall

In the nineteenth century, the sick and those in need of care lived in sometimes catastrophic
conditions. This was especially true of rural communities, including those in the southwest
German Kingdom of Württemberg. Relatives rarely had any time for care, as every person was
needed for agriculture. Single people in need of care were dependent on the charity of the
community or their neighbours. It was therefore not uncommon for those in need of care or

H. Krause – The Charlottenschrank

bedridden to be left to oneself, without being washed or bandaged, or provided with a bed or
food. The hygienic conditions were also extremely poor.1
Nurses could usually only be found in cities, and had, as a rule received no training in nursing.
From the mid-nineteenth century, it was mainly church institutions and charitable
associations that wanted to provide support.2 But there was a shortage of nurses during that
time, and some communities could not afford to employ a community nurse. In order to
provide some help, Pastor Karl Joseph Johannes Gastpar (1865–1933)3 invented the
Charlottenpflege in around 1898. In 1900, he was awarded the Silver Karl Olga Medal by King
Wilhelm II of Württemberg for ‘services in the field of community nursing’.4
Gastpar called his ‘cabinet for the improvement of nursing in rural areas’ the ‘Charlottenpflege’
(Charlotte nursing) in honour of Queen Charlotte of Württemberg (1864–1946, Queen from
1891), who had assumed patronage for Gastpar’s initiative.5 Popularly known as the
Charlottenschrank (Charlotte cabinet), it was half-height and was equipped with various
utensils for nursing the sick, e.g. crutches, thermometers, bandages, sippy cups and spittoons.
The equipment sometimes also included close stools and hip baths, but no medicines were to

1

2
3

4

5

Lecture by Pastor Hermann Faulhaber on 13 June 1881 at the parish meeting in Crailsheim, Diakarchiv
Schwäbisch Hall, 13/2, cf. also Merz 1850; Hopf 1881; Schumm 1964; Sick/Sick 1922; Maisch/Krause 2011;
Reports by the parish nurse Deaconess Lisbeth Weidner on the parish work 1887, Diakarchiv Schwäbisch
Hall, 25/1; Krause 2005, p. 14.
Krause 2005; Maisch/Krause 2011.
Personal file of Karl Joseph Johannes Gastpar; Christian Sigel: Das Evangelische Württemberg – Seine
Kirchenstellen und Geistlichen von der Reformation bis auf die Gegenwart. 1910 (with handwritten
additions until 1959), No. 1209/21, State Church Archive Stuttgart, A 127, No. 744.
Personal file of Karl Joseph Johannes Gastpar; Christian Sigel: Das Evangelische Württemberg – Seine
Kirchenstellen und Geistlichen von der Reformation bis auf die Gegenwart. 1910 (with handwritten
additions until 1959), No. 1209/21, State Church Archive Stuttgart, A 127, No. 744.
Prospekt der Charlottenpflege (=Prospectus of the Charlottenpflege) 2nd edition 1901, Gemeindearchiv
Mainhardt, Bestand Mainhardt A 699; Einführung von Krankenpflegekästen in Landgemeinden/1898–
1910, Staatsarchiv Ludwigsburg, E 162 I Bü 1478. Including 1 Aufruf an alle Freunde unseres Landvolks von
Pfarrer Karl Gastpar in Unterriexingen (=Call to all friends of our Landvolk by Pastor Karl Gastpar in
Unterriexingen), Schriftführer des Komitees zur Einführung von Krankenpflegekästen in Landgemeinden
(=Secretary of the committee for the introduction of nursing boxes in rural communities), no date (around
1898). Einführung von Krankenpflegekästen (Charlottenpflegen) in Landgemeinden, Allgemeines 1898–
1926 (= Introduction of nursing boxes, (Charlottenpflegen) in rural communities, general 1898–1926),
Staatsarchiv Ludwigsburg, E 191 Bü 3272. Including: Rundschreiben des Komitees zur Einführung von
Krankenpflegekästen (Charlottenpflegen) in Landgemeinden betr. Einführung, Verwaltung und Pflege der
Charlottenpflegen (=Newsletter of the Committee for the Introduction of Nursing Boxes
(Charlottenpflegen) in Rural Communities concerning the Introduction, Administration and Maintenance
of the Charlottenpflegen), 1902; Einführung von Krankenpflegekästen (Charlottenpflege) in den
Gemeinden des Oberamtsbezirks Vaihingen (1898–1910) (= Introduction of nursing boxes,
(Charlottenpflegen) in the municipalities of the Oberamtsbezirk Vaihingen (1898–1910)), Staatsarchiv
Ludwigsburg, F 209 I Bü 621; Rundschreiben betreffend die Einführung der Krankenpflegekästen
„Charlottenpflege in Landgemeinden 1902 (= Newsletter concerning the introduction of the
„Charlottenpflege“ nursing boxes in rural communities in 1902), Hauptstaatsarchiv Stuttgart, J 150/156,
No. 35 and J 150/358a, No. 60.
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be found in the cabinets.6 Funding for the furnishing and equipping of the cabinets was
provided by the Amtsversammlung (Official Assembly) of the Kingdom Württemberg or the
central management of charitable associations.7 In most cases, however, both the church and
civil communities conducted local collections to raise the necessary funds.8
The cabinets were usually placed in parsonages or sometimes in the house of the Ortsvorsteher
(head of the local community) or the teacher.9 If there was a doctor in the rural community
(which was the exception in the nineteenth century and even up to the 1950s) the cabinet was
best kept on his premises, as he also assumed medical administration of the cabinet.10
Otherwise, “a trained nurse, deaconess or a Sister of Mercy, or a former male nurse (military
hospital assistant) [should] after some instruction on the part of the doctor, be quite capable
of the proper administration and application of the means at the bedside”.11 The utensils
themselves were obtained from the Zentralmagazin für Gesundheits- und Krankenpflege ‘zum
roten Kreuz’ von Dr. Lindenmeyer in Stuttgart Königlicher Hoflieferant (Central Magazine for
Health and Nursing Care ‘zum roten Kreuz’ belonging to Dr. Lindenmeyer, Supplier to the Royal
Court, in Stuttgart), while bandaging materials were also purchased through local
pharmacies.12 If care products were used on contagious persons, for example, those with
diphtheria, measles, scarlet fever or tuberculosis, these products had to be packed in the
formalin disinfection box that was available in every Charlottenschrank and sent to the
Königliche Hofwaschgebäude (Royal Court Cleaning Facilities) in Stuttgart or disinfected by
doctors in the communities themselves.13
Although the communities had to pay a monthly rent for the cabinet and its contents, the use
of the items was free of charge to people in need of care.14 Money donations could, however,
be placed in a small drawer in the cabinet.

6

7

8
9

10

11

12

13

14

Prospekt der Charlottenpflege (=Prospectus of the Charlottenpflege), 3rd edition, July 1902, Evangelisches
Kirchenarchiv Bubenorbis.
Prospekt der Charlottenpflege (=Prospectus of the Charlottenpflege), 1rst edition January 1900,
Evangelisches Kirchenarchiv Bubenorbis.
Donation list from May 1900, Evangelisches Kirchenarchiv Bubenorbis.
Prospekt zur Charlottenpflege (=Prospectus of the Charlottenpflege), 1rst edition January 1900,
Evangelisches Kirchenarchiv Bubenorbis.
Letters of 18 May, 8 June, 24 July and 19 August 1905, Gemeindearchiv Mainhardt, Bestand Mainhardt A
699.
Translation from the German original by the author. Prospekt zur Charlottenpflege (=Prospectus of the
Charlottenpflege), 1rst edition January 1900, Evangelisches Kirchenarchiv Bubenorbis.
Prospekt zur Charlottenpflege (=Prospectus of the Charlottenpflege), 1rst edition January 1900, as well as
invoices, Evangelisches Kirchenarchiv Bubenorbis.
Prospekt zur Charlottenpflege (=Prospectus of the Charlottenpflege), 1rst edition January 1900,
Evangelisches Kirchenarchiv Bubenorbis.
Prospekt zur Charlottenpflege (=Prospectus of the Charlottenpflege), 1rst edition January 1900,
Evangelisches Kirchenarchiv Bubenorbis.
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Fig. 2: Donation box in the Charlottepflege, Diakoneo, Diakarchiv Schwäbisch Hall

It is possible to find out about how the Charlottenschrank was used by looking at the logbook
that each administrator of the cabinet had to keep. The logbook begins with a list of contents
followed by a description of how each item was used: i.e. the name of the borrower, his or her
illness or the medical reason, the item borrowed, the day it was borrowed and the day it was
returned, as well as whether the patient had recovered or died (marked with a cross). The
logbook therefore provides important and interesting insights into the cases of illness and
their outcomes within a rural community over a period of time.15

Fig. 3: Logbook for the Charlottenpflege Neuenstein, which was kept from 1898 to 1965, Diakoneo,
Diakarchiv Schwäbisch Hall

15

Logbook for the Charlottenpflege Neuenstein, 1898 to 1965, Diakarchiv Schwäbisch Hall 267/17; Logbook
for the Charlottenpflege 1900 to 1949, Evangelisches Kirchenarchiv Bubenorbis.
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The Charlottenschrank could be found widely throughout Württemberg.16 Parishes in which a
parish nurse was already employed also usually acquired a Charlottenschrank. For example, a
deaconess from the Diakonissenanstalt Schwäbisch Hall (Schwäbisch Hall Deaconesses’ Home)
worked as a parish nurse in Neuenstein from February 1890.17 She then looked after the newly
established Charlottenschrank from November 1898 and handed out the medical equipment
to the patients.18 Although this Charlottenschrank remained there until 1965, most were
abandoned in the late 1940s and 1950s. Improved medical care provided by doctors and the
increasing mobility of the population in rural areas rendered the Charlottenschrank in its
original form obsolete.
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